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White Station Civic Club Scores Victory
'Seek Mystery Gunman Who Shot2
One Victim
In Critical
Condition

Defeats AnotherSubtle
Move To Rezone Homes

Approximately 40 members of the White Station
of the
Civic club appeared last week at a public hearing
Commission and
Memphis and Shelby County Planning
permit to
successfully opposed the granting of a special
in th•
H. W Scott, white, for the erection of a post office

Negro residential area.
Although the Zoning Committee denhall site would create a trehad recommended that the special mendous traffic hazard which
permit be granted, the measure does not already exist. . .Our
was so strongly opposed by Negro children must pass the proposed
residents, many of whom had post office twice daily to get to
taken off from jobs in order to and from school. Cars and trucks
be present for the hearing, that turning in and backing out would
Police this week were still seekthe Planning Commission denied creme an additional traffic hazard
ing an unidentified gunman who
for them.
drove through the Orange Mound
it.
6. "There Is already an exist.
Several attempts have been
section of the city on Monday
to
ensinterests
peppered
and
al
2,
night, Feb.
ing post office in the area
made by commerci
woman with a shotgun and then
gain a foothold in the area which which is large enough to meet
critically wounded a 37-year old
is zoned for single family dwell- the needs of the community.
man 10 minutes later and three
ings. but Negroes, who fear that 7. "On July 16, 1958, a petition
blocks away.
their homes will be condemned for the rezoning property on the
where
1111 Jahn Gaston hospital,
en masse following such a move west side of Mendenhall, front
as
critilisted
illk‘ondition is still
have fought to maintain the area Black rd south to existing comcal is William Lee Taylor, a brickfor homes.
mercial zone, was rejected. This
layer's helper. of 710 Buntyn at
Leading the fight for the Negro was in accord with our plea."
who -was shot in the face and tipcivic club was Atty. J. F. Estes, The signatures of 48 persons
per right shoulder, and his right
whom club members employed were affixed to the petition subarm paralyzed.
weeks ago to take care mitted by the White Station Civil
several
was
she
as
Peppered earlier,
of the legal business involves, in club, of which James E. Cogez
at-after
home
for
leave
about to
the case.
is president.
tending services at the Church of
H. W. Scott was represented
The Lord Jesus Christ at Carnes
former
,
Chandler
Walter
Atty.
by
ave , and Marachalneil st.. was
inayor and former U. S. CongressMrs. Elizabeth Jones, of 680
man, who has represented the
Marchahneil St.
city in cases involving the mainSOUNDED LIKE HAIL
tenance of segragation.
Mrs. Jones told the Tri-State DeWHITES CHALLENGED
fender that she was along side of
was enable to get the license
A number of whites appeared
the -church when she heard what
was injured by an unknown
shown in photo at top left,
Church of the I.ord Jesus
WOUNDED by
LLY
CRITICA
at the meeting to recommend
number. Police were still seeksounded like hail hit the side of an unknown assailant w h o
who worked as a bricklayer's
gunman as she was getting
on Carnes and MareChrist
that the special permit be IsA car belonging to another mem- drove through Orange Mound
ing the person who made the
helper. Ile had just attended
ready to leave following serv•
chalneil Mrs. Elizabeth Jones
sued, but whin they were chalber, Edward McKinney, of 1582 section and shot two persons
church services before being
citizens
the
Innocent
on
attack
Ice, She saw the car speed
(photo at right/ points to the
lenged about their right to favor
Hamilton st.
fired on. Peppered by a shot.
last week was William Lee
evening.
the same
away after she screamed, but
such a proposal, it was learned
spot on her arm where she
gun as she was leaving the
"After I heard that noise, I felt Tkilor, of 715 Puntyn
urru: ROCK, Ark, — (UPI)
Mit they lived toss far away An attorney for three Pine Bluff,
a stinging in my right arm, and
d.
concerne
ely
down
Immediat
be
to
running
blood
warm
felt the
Ark. Negro children filed suit in
Amcng the reasons which mem- U. S. District court over the week
my arm, and started screaming.
bers of the White Station Civic end, asking that they be allowed
I knew that I had been shot.
"There was a car parked at the
club gave for opposing the issu- to attend an all-white school on
eer of Marchalneil fa cing
ance of the special permit for the the outskirts of Pine Bluff.
it
,
screamed
I
les. and as
post office which would have been The suit charged that parents of
east on
sped
d off and
constructed on Mendenhall near the Negroes had conferred with
Carnes." Mrs. Jones said.
Black road were:
the school board ''in good faith,"
Defender
'GOODNESS OF LORD'
1. "The majority of the residents but the board refused to permit
nded Negro leaders from all parts of Tennes- Louis E. Martin.
Civic-mi
Mrs. Jones said that the car was
will leave for Nigeria,
on Black rd., a r e property them to register because of their
a summit conference on t h e editor,
blue and white, and that she did see are expected to attend
Africa in March to set up a West
owners, and the rights of small race.
y,
March
62 years property owners ought and should
not get a chance to learn anything campus of Fisk university in Nashville on Saturda
African news service and establish
A fornier Memphis man, who spent 26 of his
This was a violation of the sturs
about the identity of passenge 21 to plan for the registration of every qualified Negro in several newspapers for the Prime
dents' constitutional rights under
the Menard penitentiary in Menard, be respected.
of
walls
the
behind
away.
was
it
in the'-car as it sped
petition
ty in Nashville on Saturday, Feb. Minister of Western Nigeria,
his release to 2. "It is well known that all the 14th Amendment, the
"It was just the goodness of the campus of Fisk universi
III., was paroled recently, and he credits
confirmed this week.
residents of William Arnold rd. charged, and asked injunction acprison
the
to
Lord that kept me from getting the state during 1959.
wrote
r,
who
are property owners, since this tion "both temporary and permavot- In announcing his leave, Sohn readers of the Tri-State Defende
killed," Mrs. Jones said, "because TheConference has been called is not enough to have a large
Defender publisher, in his behalf,
ke,
Sengstac
11.
new subdivision was constructed nent."
two
or
one
just
the blast from the shotgun certain- by W. C. Patton, of Birmingham, ing strength in
stated that Martin will also help
explained that back in 1933 specifically and exclusively for The suit asked:
ly did a lot of damage to that Ala , who is at present director of places like Memphis, but that ev- expand the base of the Defender's The man, who had despaired of den
man
Jewish
—That a three • judge federal
he had worked for a
Negro families in the proximity
car."
Non-Partisan ery large city and county should Foreign News Service in the most ever enjoying freedom again until
Citizens
of the
job for which he of T. W. Patterson colored school court be empaneled to decide if
Mr. Taylor, a veteran of World Registration Campaign of Mem- more than double its present vot- dynamic area of the world today. the story of his plight appeared in Chicago on a
district, in which
had been promised $40, and that and the New Philadelphia Bap- segregation in the
ing strength," Mr. Patton said.
War II, had also just left church phis.
The appointment of Martin was in the July 5, 1958 edition of this after he had completed the work, tist church.
Negro and white enrollment is
that the voting
said
Patton
Mr.
and had ridden as far as the Ornow
week
Bolden,
confer.
last
d in a cable
the same, is constitutional.
newspaper, is James
The decision to call the
Negroes in Memphis confirme
3. "If one or more public ser- nearly
the man refused to pay him. •
ange Mound Funeral home with
will be held in the strength of
—That an injunction be issued
from Patrick Dolan & Associates, living at 226 East 46th at., Chiwhich
ence,
and
are
T
buildings
level,
al
PAYMEN
60,000
commerci
He
FORCED
vice or
now at the
another member of the choir.
Ltd. of London, England. His as- cago 53, III.
to prevent the school board from
auditorium of Park Hall and will is
He said that he forced the man erected on special permits in a
told the driver that he was going
that 13,000 of these were added to signment will extend until 1960
in the disstart at 10 a. m., is an outgrowth
In his letter to the Tri-State to give him the money, for whirh residential area, the effect is the enforcing segregation
camday
90
the
during
rolls
for cigarettes.
the
of the successful registration camlast Summer, Mr. Dol. he had performed "honest labor," same as if a petition for rezoning trict.
Defender
1958
7,
Aug.
the
g
2)
,
Page
preceedin
EDITOR
SAW RIM STAGGER
paign
(See
paign held last year and the one
• NAME BOARD
Donald E. Thomas, one of the
a ry.
and that he was later ariRsted, were granted.
that is presently in progress in prim
The suit, filed by George Howadded that NAACP branches
sentenced to from 4. "We feel that in yielding now
owners of the funeral establishHe
and
convicted
Memphis.
Bluff,
ment, said that he saw the man
expected to take a lead in
doing so.
an oppor- ard, an attorney from Pine
for
are
life
create
to
help
year
the
would
one
we
from
leaders
ranking
High
registration drive, and that
just a few minutes before he was
wrote his tunity for immediate rezoning o named as plaintiffs the entire
he
the
that
time
business
the
At
politics,
labor,
of
field
of the Dollarway Consolishot.
organization's goal by Novemfirst letter to the papers appeal- property now in question. If we board
and religion are scheduled to the
school District No. 2, a dia.
"He waved at me as he passed,
ber, 1960 is 3,000,000 Negro voters
ing for aid in getting released, Mr. chose to ask that a commercial dated
speak at the conference.
trict lying partially within and parSouth.
Bolden recalled that he had been rezoning petition be rejected af"Some state leaders feel that it in the
e VICTIM, Page 2)
outside the city limits of
tially
years,
25
been
for
bars
behind prison
ter the post office had
Bluff, 42 miles southeast GI
Pine
days.
lost.
be
five
erected our cause would
Cadet two months and
"The establishment of the National Defense
Though grateful for the aid he WOULD BE A HAZARD
(See SUE Page 2)
for male
s
Memphi
wrote
in
who
schools
readers
high
from
Negro
received
5. "A post office on the MenProgram at the
could be instituted to the prison and brought about
students is one of the finest plans which
said that
are in favor of his release, Mr. Bolden
here
ls
principa
the
of
all
and I am sure
his present ambition is to return
High
n
Hamilto
of
l
it," Prof. Harry T. Cash, principa
to Memphis to live and that he
would be grateful to anyone who
school said this week.
made.
would promise him a job and liv"It would lift the morale of the before ttM change was
in
major
a
ing quarters.
school, hold many of the students Atty. J. F. Estes,
out the U. S. Army Reserves, and
He said that he asked for a pawho would otherwise drop
Veterans
the
of
president
before they completed the twelfth the
2)
discipline Benefit of America, said that his (See FREE, Page
to hear the inspiring mesdevelop
grade, and
Mrs. Marguerite Belafonte, of present
and the local post of
that Mrs. Belafonte is exsage
guest
among them," Prof. Cash said. organization
the
be
will
City,
York
New
Legion had asked
to bring.
The program will be offered at the American
speaker for the 1959 'kick-off" pected Belafonte will present
be instituted
Mrs.
the. schools here during the 1959- that Such a program
Memphis NAACP
the
of
program
Fashion Review in t h •
60 year if the budget necessary to in the schools here.
membership drive to be held in benefit
the !, Ile said that he wrote to Mr
gymnasium on Monday
college
Leof
um
maintain them is provided
the Bruce Hall gymnasi
December, 1958.
Feb. 23, beginning at II
Memphis City School Board an- Stimbert back in
Moyne college on Sunday after- night,
g
regardin
on
informati
and the proceeds will go
asking for
nounced last week.
noon, Feb. 22, beginning at 5 p. m., NAACP.
and
the organization, financing
to the
THE COST
p.
m.
anticipated for the
was national chairman of
It was estimated that it would troop strength
All of Memphis is invited to be She
Carl Braden, a
—
A
received
Fight for Freedom Fund
ATLANT
not
had
1958
he
that
the
but
city
cost at least $125,400 to supply
e, Ky., Liberal leader,
Louisvill
of the NAACP, but is
n
Campaig
yet.
as
reply
a
the
uniforms and instructors for
devoting all of her time
na- has been sentenced to a year in
the
of
services
currently
the
that
Now
o
h
w
estimated 2,300 students
young
jail for refusing to answer questo the care of her two
tion are integrated, Atty. Estes
would study under the new
daughters.
t that Ne- tions before a House un-American
importan
is
that
said
principal
Hunt,
T.
Prof. Blair
Mrs. Belafonte recently worked
receive the Activities Subcommittee last sumAmsterof Booker T. Washington II i g h gro high school youth
in mer. He has appealed for new
as women's editor for the
preparation
school, said the program has not same military
trial.
New York City and
in
News
dam
since
whites
over
been fully explained to the prin- high schools as the
Mr. Braden was convicted on a
presented women's features
g with them
cipals, but that he thought it they will be competin
charge of contempt of Congress
York City radio station for
New
a
grades.
and
would be excellent for the stu- for raqks
in the U. S. District Court on Jan.
a brief period.
PROCLAIMS LANE DAY — dents.
"The boy who knows how to 21 for his action during July 1058.
raPrior to her newspaper and
genis
s
command
give
One of the first official 'acts
and
as edu, superintendent drill
A field secretary of the Southern
C.
E.
Stimbert
dio ventures, she served
childof recently-inaugurated Ten- of Memphis Public schools, said erally promoted to squad leader, Conference
Fund,
nal
Educatio
cational director in early New
nessee Governor Buford El- that if the budget allows for the and a boy who receives cadet Mr. Braden was arrested and conof
hood training for the City
lington was to proclaim March installation of the cadet program training would naturally be ahead victed on a charge of sedition for
at
and as a teacher trainer
York
Day.
Lane
Isaac
it."
Beam')
had
not
3 as
purchasing a house for a Negro
in the schools, instructors would of those who have
York university.
New
Present in the Governwr s of.
faattion
couple in the white section of the
have to be hired from the ranks Atty. Estes explained
Tickets for the benefit
fice at issuance of the proadults
Back in 134, the attorney said, city.
of retired and reserve officers.
review are one dollar for They
MaJ.
priclamation recently were, from
in
Van
Rev.
months
children.
with
He served eight
along
for
he
cents
SPEAKS
ESTES
50
ATTY.
and
memleft to right: Dr. W. S. Davis,
and son before the conviction was net
Bracy
may be obtained from any
He said that the military is no lone, Mrs. Rosa B.
of
president of Tennessee A & 1
pro- Taylor C. D. Hayes called on the aside by the U. S. Supreme Court.
the executive committee
of
g
ROTC
its
ber
expandin
longer
;
Nashville
of
y
State universit
at
His wife, Mrs. Annie Braden.
but Board of Education here a n d
the NAACP, the branch office
Governor Ellingon; Horace C. gram on the high school level,
for
from
asked that ROTC units be install- who is also a field secretaryWall
236 S. Wellington st., and
Savage, history professor at is concentrating on men in the
LeMoyn•
"The
the business offices of
ed in Negro high schools, but that SCEF, wrote a book,
experAM; and Dr. C. L. Kirken- colleges, though seven white high
were told that no funds were Between," based on their
and Owen colleges.
RITE BELAIPONTS
MARGUE
dall, president of I,ane college schools here still maintain their they
case,
sedition
iences in the
purpose.
R 0 T Ca which were established available for that
in Jackson, Tenn.

3 Sue To
Enroll In
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Defen
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To
or
Edit
Summit Meet On News Project
Voting Feb. 21 For Nigeria Help

Free Man
Jailed 26 Years

School Leaders Favor
Local Cadet Program

Governor Honors Late Bishop Lane

Mrs. Belafonte Speaks
AtLeMoyne Feb.22

Braden Appeals
His Sentence
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Tornado Hits Negro Area Hard - Dr. Crippen Lauded
By Memphis Teachers

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., Fob. 14, 1959

FIVE CHILDREN of the Cole
, family await word of their
' missies parents at Homer
G. Phillips hospital after a

in the area, from the 3900 block
east to the 5000 block west, and
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — A from the 1000 block south to the
Most of them
"sleeper" tornado with winds 3700 block west.
were damaged.
up to 110 miles an hour "God knows how many pen-'
smashed into St. Louis early are trapped in those buildings,"
today, spreading death and Deputy Fire Chief James Sauerwine said.
destruction first at the southwest PRECEDED WIND
edge of the city and then in the
Roosevelt Hester, a truck drivcentral area.
er who lives across the street
At noon O bodies were in the from th..:
hardest hit rooming
city morgue, 19 identifi- house at Delmar and Whittler,
ed. Police reports said the death said he saw the interior of the
toll was expected to rise.
building ripped out and deposited
Hospitals reported more
than in the street.
persons
were
injured. The '1 was looking out the window
320
Iwo city hospitals treated and re- when I first heard the storm," he
leased 270 persons and kept an- said. "I saw the building go just
other 55 for additional treatment. before I ducked. Funny, the only
In suburt an Brentwood, the 300- sound I heard was the hail which
foot transmitting tower of radio came befor the wind."
Despite wide-open store fronts
station KELM was, brought down
by the winds. Chief engineer, Jim and vulnerable dwellings, police
Mitchell of the station said the said there was little looting. Two
tower was
built to
withstand
winds of 100 miles an hour.
The tower sheared Off part of
the room Mitchell was standing
i when it came down. "Two more
feet and it would have got the
five of us," Mitchell said.
Brenda Joyce, 5. Diaster was
STORM WARNING UP
called one of worst in city's
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — The
Another transmitting tower, that
history. UPI Telephoto
of television station KTV1, was known dead in the tornado as
flattened in southwest St. Louis Identified by police.
1. Harry Martin 41.
and it crushed two residences
2, John Martin, 4.
and three parked cars when it
3. Harriet Martin, all of 3862
fell. No one was ihjured.
At Kansas City, Donald House, Page.
4. Alma Pearl Womack, 6, of
actually began last week, a n d supervisor of the U. S. severe
went to their separate classes. storm warning center, said that 3864 Page.
5. Patricia Campbell, 3 or 4.
Ed Lomax, 8 and his sister, severe storm warnings were out
6, Michael Campbell, 10.
Margaret, 6, arrived at Ficklin ele- for the,area, but "while a twister
7. Carl Campbell, 8 or 9.
mentary school about 8:30 a.m. in the storm was not totally un8. Bobby Campbell, 8 months.
EST and went in the front door. expected, we certainly didn't exCampbell, about
9.Mildred
Only a handful of by-standers pect one of such intensity to drop
25, all of 4202 Delmar,
watched from, neirby street corn- on St. Louis."
10, Willie Worley, about 60,
ers and a few white children hurThe heaviest
blows
of the
ried by to their classes.
o' 2756 Bacon,
storm were rained on a 7 by 30
The Lomax children were ac11, John Hanpak, 72, of 2606
block area in the heart of the
companied by their mother, Mrs.
Virginia.
city.
Bounded
by
Euclid
on
the
Henry Lomax, and their grand12. Rosa Crocker, 54, 2200
mother, Mrs. Ella Lomax. Police west, Vandeventer to the east, Farrar.
permitted only the children's moth-, Chouteau to the south and Natural
13, Lonnie Franklin,
3850
Bridge to the north, it is a preer to accompany them.
Easton.
The youngsters were neatly dominantly Negro neighborhood.
14. Raymond Cooney, 29.
dressed and carried lunch boxes A rooming house was almost
15, Rosemary Campbell, 4,
leveled and police
and notebooks.
and
rescue 4202 Delmar.
"Them children don't realize workers worked feverishly by the
16. Walter Tillmian, 339A Luwhat's going on," their gr a ad- light of
emergency
spotlights cus Ave.
mother said. "All they're doing is searching the ruins. A power fail- 17. Raymond Chesky, 55, 325
going to school. But I'm relieved. ure put regular lighting facilities N. Newstead Ave.
Its so much better for them not out of commission.
18. Carrie Campbell, 3, 4202
having to walk all those blocks."
Many other rooming houses are Delmar.
19. Fannie Ivory, 60, 2758 Bacon.
By STAN MOCKLER

death-dealing tornado ripped
through St. Louis. From left
are Gregory, 4; Shirley.
Anthony, 2; Vincent, 8, and

List of Known
Dead In Storm

9 More Integrate In Virginia
By TOM NELSON
ALEXANDRIA. Va. — (UPI)—
This historic Virginia town reluctantly but quietly admitted nine
Negro children to three of its public schools.
Seven of the Negroes went to
two elementary schools, the first
in Virginia to be integrated. Two
others entered a previously all:white high school.
Alexandria, just a few miles from
George Washington's home at
Mould Vernon, joined Arlington and
Norfolk in the retreat from Virginia's "massive resistance" to
school integration.
, The action brought to 10 the
number of schools that have admitted Negroes in the three communities.
Heavy police guards were placed
around the three Alexandria
schools and precautions were taken

to avoid any crowds gathering. But
there was no demonstration of any
kind.
City schooI officials fought integration up until last Saturday when
they asked Chief Judge Simon E.
Sobeloff of the U.S. Fourth Circuit
Court of Appeals to delay t he
move.
But when Sobeloff ruled that
"the time is now." the officials
pledged their full cooperation and
prepared for a peaceful transitition.
Raymond Sanger, assistant to
school superintendent T. C. Williams, said the children entered
Hammond high school and the two
elementary schools, Ficklin a n d
Ramsay, without incident.
"It was a normal situation all
around," he said.
The Negro children were registered for the spring term, which

other duties but no others were
apprehended.
The arena, site of the coming
welterweight championship fight
Don
between Virgil Akins and
Jordan, was also heavily damaged. A tower in the front of the
building just a few blocks from
KTVI, was brought down in a
welter of bricks and stone.
men were caught and handcuffed
to a pole while police completed

may, or.
"Should smart children (aca- edge and questions, and
is intel )
demically talented) be grouped to may not know, that he
Socially
and
themselves in the schools in order lecto ally superior.
likely
to be
most
that they may work and learn up physically he is
peers, but he may
to the ull extent of their ability?" superior to his
below them on any given trait.
That WAS the gist of one of the be
The speaker also stated: "In
questions asked of Dr. N. A. Crip'Ms talents, the academicpen, of Nashville, Tenn., last Sat- spite of
child may have poor
urday morning during the c it y- ally talented
habits, very few
wide public school teachers' meet- study skills or
interests and few who
ing held at Booker T. Washington developed
understand him. He may also
high school.
have social maladjustments, very
Some 700 odd teachers joined in
little drive or ambition, and may
(Continued from page o
the prolonged and enthusiastic apand a few minutes later 1 heard plause and high praise for the ad- become a failure in school as an
a big noise, and I looked out of the dress Dr. Crippen delivered on the adult. If he has a low socio-ecowindow and saw him staggering subject: "The Academically Tal- nomic background, it is likely that
he will have one or more undeup the walk.
ented." The speaker is a member
sirable characteristics."
"I went out and opened the door
of the faculty of Tennessee A and GENERAL PROGRAM
and saw olood in his face. I asked I State university, and a consulthim what had happened, but he
Dr. Crippen suggested that hoant on education to the Tennessee
continued to call upon the Lord to
mogenous grouping — placing brilState Department of Education.
save him," Mr. Thomas said.
liant children in classes by themMr. Thomas said that he order- HAVE MANY TALENTS
selves — was not generally feased one of the ambulances at his Dr. Crippen came to Memphis ible in practice. Other factors enestablishment to take the victim under the auspices of the Memphis ter the picture to determine the
to John Gaston hospital after hav- Board of Education, and was the proper course of action.
ing notified the police about the principal speaker at the in-service
He suggested a general program
training assemblage of city teach- for the training of the academilll
shooting.
board
local
sponsored
by
the
ers
ally talented child as follow
IN OXYGEN TENT
of education, which is in contin- greater variety and depth in the
Mr. Taylor was placed in an
uous operation during the scholas- curricular area; and in the adoxygen tent at the hospital, and
several city-wide as- ministration are no separation,
was unable to give police any tic year with
some separation or some separaclues about the person who shot semblies called.
At last Saturday's assembly, tion by schools as well as in other
him as he was walking along
Supt. E. C. Stimbert outlined ap- ways.
Carnes ave.
concluded his adResidents of the area said that proaches the city is making to ad- The educator
they believed that the shootings just teachers' salaries, and later dress with a word of advice to the
teacher confronted with the probwas the work of some deranged introduced the visiting speaker.
segregationist who was upset over In his address, Dr. Crippen lem of the academically talented
the integration of schools in Vir- said: "As a group, they (gifted or child. He said: "Get consultant
academically talented children) and other help wherever you can,
ginia on the same day.
One woman reported that she are superior to other children on but rely on your own good corn.
had sen six white youngsters in almost any desirable factor; so- mon sense and interpretatiors of
an old model black automobile cial, physical, emotional. Most of whatever you read or hear on the
cruising through the area with- them have a variety of talents and matter of helping such a child."
out lights two hours before the interests. As a group, their QUIZZED FOR HOUR
A brief recess was taken by
shooting occurred, but that she achievement in school and later
was unable to get its license life is far superior to that of teachers following the address.
Various subject areas groups held
number.
people in general."
their sessions, and all teachers reMr. Taylor, who was an active 'GOOD MEMORY'
member of the Mount Gilliam Bap- He noted that as an individual turned to the auditorkum where
tist church, is the son of Mrs. the academically talented child has they questioned Dr. Crippen for alEula Mae Sizer, of 2683 Airways a good memory for whatever in- most an hour.
ave. He was at one time a nurse's terests him, and can reason well if The session was regarded b
aid at the E. H. Crump Memorial he has the necessary facts on a many teachers and principals a
one of the most successful of
hospital, but for several years given subject.
has worked as a bricklayer's help- The gifted child from an early service training sessions since the
er, lie is unmarried.
age amazes adults by his knowl- program began.

Victim

Free
(Continued From Page 1)

Ine. present $1400.00
to LES PASSEES AND 0TH- ER CHARITIES . . T h e
J.U-G-S presented $1400.00 to
Les Passers Treatment Center
and other charities at their

'

fifth annual Pre-Lenten Charity Ball Friday, Feb. 6, at
Johnson's Hippodrome. Members of the organization are
left to tight: Mrs. He

C,00ke, Mrs. Delores Lewis,
Mrs. Modean Thompson, Mrs.
Josephine Bridges, Mrs. Gloria Weaver, Dr. Robert Hoodbury, accepting check from

Warn '59 Business Trends
Could Lead To Big Bust Plan $7 Million
TASTE THE
-GREATNESS
of historic
OLD
CROW
A merica's
preferred

bourbon

COMING
Next Week
Coverage of

Light • Mild' %Proof
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
au)anW mows).COjRANKFORL KY...MIR. BY NATIONAL DIST.PROO.CO.

J-U-G's Annual
Charity Ball
Watch For It!

shown walking past road barricade to enter Ficklin Elementary school. Alexandria is
the third Virginia city to integrate. UPI Telephoto

FHA Approved Apartments To Be Built Here

Miss Velma Lois Jones president Miss Erma Lee Laws.
Mrs. Sarah Chandler, Miss
Gwen Nash, Miss Marie Bradford and Miss Gerri Anderson.
per cent and corn and feed grains
rose 10 per cent over the 1957
figure. The analysts said.
They said that of all agricultural
commodities, wheat, faces the
stiffest competition in export markets in 1959.

The Federal Reserve Bank of lead to a flash flood of boom or atmosphere can lead to overconfidence, with unfortunate conse.
Chicago warned that businessmen bust."
are so optimistic about 1959 pro- The bank, in its month review, quences."
spects that "their exurbance could said an overly hopeful business "However, the extremes of optimism are usually most dangerous
after a recovery has been underway for some time, and this upturn
has been in progress only 10
months," the hank experts said.
"At this stage of a recovery,
expectations of improvement may
help to produce the desired result."
SLIP FORESEEN
viewers
The
same business
said.; however, that agricultural
exports are likely to slip below
1958's high level in the year ending June 30, 1959.
They said stronger competition
for foreign markets, an increased
production in many previously
importing countries, and the slack:tided demand for cotton all add
up to a drop in U. S. agricultural
exports.
The biggest gains in crop proMoues CROW/
duction in 1958 were in wheat.
created the firs,
Wheat was up 50 per cent for the
ocutern bourbon—
I8
year. while soybeans went up 20

role to Memphis, but that this
officers in Chicago told him that
if he can find a suitable job and
was denied him, although parole
a home here, they will immediate
ly arrange for his transfer.
The only desire that I have in
a not-too-long life is to return to
Memphis and the Southern people
I love more than words can ex
press," he wrote.
He said that he would be will.
ing to accept a job. as a dishwasher, barber, janitor, house
or 3 ard man, or any other employment which would not require
acute hearing.
A native of Mississippi, Mr. Bol- THREE PREVIOUSLY a I 1ted in Alexandria, Va. Macden said that he had worked in
gas-el, 6, and James Lomax,
white schools are Oesegregated
Memphis as a truck driver for a
Tuesday without incident as
8, accompanied by their mohardware store and a trucking
ther and grandmother, are
nine Negro children are admitfirm, and that he did have an
in
does
not
aunt
Memphis, but he
believe that she would still be
alive.
He said that he had been in
prison for such a long period that
he does not know the whereabouts
The construction of 40 garden- lion living room dining area, and
of either relatives or friends
type apartments on the north side space for a kitchen. Ground floor
which he once knew.
will rent for $55 a month,
Before readers of the Tri-State of Olive at,, 150 feet east of Michi- units
those on the second floor will
Defender wrote to the prison, and gan will begin within the month, and
bought about iiis release, Mr. and the FHA approved housing be available at $52.50.
Bolden said that he had appeared for Negroes will be ready for oc- The project is the first FHA Title 221 rental project in Tennessee.
before the parole board many cupancy in mid summer.
times, but that they had always The apartments, being built by Under such an agreement, the
turned down his request for free- Percy Galbreath and Son, Inc., property has to be in the hands
dom because he had no promise will have two bedrooms, combine- of a
organization,
non-profit
of either a jo-b or a home.
Mr Bolden, who entered prison
at the age of 36. said that he
neither drinks nor smokes, a n d
described himself as being fivefoot, three-inches tall, weighs 155
pounds, and in need of a hearing
aid.
He states that he will consider
help from Memphis as the tossing
of a life buoy to a man in stormy
water, and will guarantee that
his employer will always be satisfied with his work.

LAS VEGAS — A $76 million
investment program calling f o r
new tools, new equipment and re
arrangement of in-plant facilities
has been annouced by Hotpoint.
Theinvestment program w a s
announced here to 350 dealers.
winners in the annual Mr. Hotpoint of America contest.
The nation's number four appliance manufacturer said t h e
new investment program, which
will begin immediately, expends
5.6 million in the refrigeration facility and $2.0 million in the
home laundry facility.

Sue
(Continued from page 1)
Little Rock.
The population of Pine Blair is
almost half Negro.
The action was filed for Earnestine Dove, 16, daughter of William
Dove; James Edward Warfield, 13,
son of James Warfield and Cotliss Smith, 12. daughter of Mrs
Sarah Smith.
The Dollarway District includes
only two schools — a Negro and a
white school. The Dollarway District is not part of the Pine
Bluff school district, which called
off putting its integration plans
ori;;Inally set to start in September. 1958, after riolion broke nut
at Central High school in Little
Rock.

such as a church or school.
Families who have been forced
to move on account of -public improvements will get first priority
in selecting apartments, under
Federal law, but will have to have
certification from Relocation Director Sam Null of the Memphis
Housing Authority.
Parking areas in the new projects will be screened.

Ed.
itor

(Continued from page 1)
when Nigeria will be granted independence by Great Britain.
Martin will work directly with
the government of Prime Minister
Awolowo who is a staunch friend
of the United States and the West.
The first commercial and educational television service in Africa
will also be established this year
according to announcements made
last month by the Nigeria government.
With a population over 39 million.
Nigeria is the largest and one of
the most sdvanced of the African
countries which are gaining their
independence In this period.
in addition to his newspaper activities, Martin is vice-president of
the Guaranty Life Insurance Company of Georgia and a director of
Service Federal Savings and Loan
Association of Chicago.

Sign Trade Pact
CAIRO — (UPI) — The United
Arab Republic and Communist
Czechoslovakia signed a new longterm trade agreemert during the
week end calling for an equal exchange of goods worth 89 million
dollars over three years.
pa

SMILING SERVICE Is offered
Miss Cecil Palm, (far right)
Manassas High school student
as she is waited on by, from

left to ri.;ht, salesmen Austin
McClain, Martin Hood a n d
saleslady Mrs. Evelyn Lowe.
all members of Geo. T. Roy
Jewelers, of 83 Madison ave•

sue. Miss Palm is 'mitred of
a beautiful and long Ilise if
quality jewelry at the Goo. T.
Roy jewekre.
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Tennessee A & I university
swamped LeMo)ne college 139 to
teachers and the students them68 in a tilt played in Memphis last
The Gracious Ladies club'of Ma- selves.(4)'fa establish a more suitSaturday.
able moaal and social code among
sas is presenting a fashionette
Barnett of A & I was high scorhe Cora P. Taylor auditorium, boys and girls. (5) To help young
er with 38, Ben Warley and Diapeople accept the responsibilities
Tuesday, Feb. 17. at 8 p.
mond
Satterwhite, both of A & I
placed before them.
Each club is to present its most The officers of the organization
A speakers' bureau and free Is an instructor of social scienee.
tallied 17 points each.
popular member and front those are: Countess Johnson, chairman;
John Gregory was top scorer courses in public speaking will be and literature at the local schooL
offered at the Abe Scharff branch LIST OF COURSES
presented a Mr, Dehonair a n d Arvester Hughes, co-chairman;
for LeMoyne with is points
Miss Charm will be selected.
The victory boosted the univer- of the YMCA located at 25.4 S. Courses which will be available,
Rosetta Proctor. secretary; Goldie
Lauderdale
st., and is opened to are basic principles of deliveryr.
The latest styles will be model- Parks, research worker; Kathersity's record to 20.1 for the seaany persons 16 years of age and essentials of effective speakingL7
ed plus a full evening of enjoy- ine Kirykendol, recording secreolder, according to J. T Chand- basic principles of speech comm.
ment.
tary: Billie Mack, dean of girls;
,ler, chairman of the Board of salon: basic types of speecheer
The officers of the Gracious La- and Louis Glass, dean of boys.
Management. Classes begin (Hira m group discussion.
dies are: Jackie Bridges, presiOther members arc: Lizzie PatTuesday night, Feb. 17.
More than 300 letters are
dent; Joyce Earl, vice president; terson, Dorothy Jackson,
,
"It is believed that many per- mailed to churches, fraternities.,
DelGres
secretary, Este/Reid, Arms Holmes. fatShirley
hern
will
,
sons
he
enroll
to
for
happy
Wednesday Evening, Feb. 11
sororities, high schools, and othet.
la Adkins, assistant secretary. Lee, Georgette 5,cKinnev, Henry
' these courses to improve them- organizations and individuals."
1:30-Word (o Wives,
ask..
Their advisor is Miss Ramelle Ed- Thomas, Birlie Newby, Henry
..your
selves
as
speakers,"
public
Mr.
2:00
jog
-PTA
Study
them to support the new oro....
Series:
din.
Langston and "yours truly."
STUDENT PRINCIPAL Feland student teacher Bailey on
and teaching chores of t h
Chandler said.
Child
"program
ject
as
and
a
of
community'',
Mental
Health."
The advisors are Mrs. J. R. ton Earls Heft) checks with
SPOTLIGHT
the day's activities last Fri.
school. The regular teachers
3:45-Faculty Meeting: "Commer- In charge of the instruction will service and a new adventure for
This week .s spotlight turns to the Turner and Mr. 0. T. Peeples. Booker T. Washington school
this. Feb. 6. For one whole
were on hand merely in a supbe Rev. Fred Lofton, instructor of the branch YMCA."
cial Subjects."
Watch
for
these
people
young,
on
secretary Miss Beatrice Roby
exhilarating personality, Roy Lee
day the BTW student body
ervisory capacity. (Withers
5:00-Living Classroom: "Writing religion and social science at Owen
All persons who wish to take the",
the
campus
they
you.
can
help
Davis, jr. He is the son of Rev.
took over the
maintenance
Photo)
college, who serves as the col- courses are Invited to register at Business Letters."
•••
and Mrs. Roy Lee Davis, sr., who
5:30-Adventure Club.
pastor.
[
lege
lie
the
assisted
Will
YNICA'e Speakers' Bureau at._
he
reside at 856 Olympic st in the PRE-SPRING BALL
•• ......
6:00-Serenade,
I by Prof. Thomas J. Willard, who soon as possible.
The senior class is presenting a
. .....
Klondyke secUon of the city.
7:00-Story Book Princess,
Pre-Spring ball Thursday. March
7:15-Living Classroom: "Making
12, at Curries. Music will be furnand Using Puppets."
ished by Ben Branch and the Lar7:30-Exploring The Universe.
gos.
7:45
-Mollusks.
The seniors have given a series
8:00-Streamlined Reading I.
of dances in the gymnasium and
8:30-Streamlined Reading 11.
this is their first affair given off
9:00-Physics.
the campus. Plans are being made
10:00
-Sew Easy.
to make this a grand affair.
Thursday, Feb. 12
The dance will be a subscription
9:00 A.M. thru 1:00 P.M.session and each subscription is
ITTA BENA. Miss. - Students,
Physics.
Citizens from a wide variety of Inc.; Dr. Peter Cooper, LeMoyne ,
$1.20.
officials and well-wishers saw the
8:00 P.M.-Music For Young Peo- professions are serving on the
Plan now to get your subscrip- lyrical
re- college; Earl Crowder, assistant
Miss Barbara Pearl Jeans, a 17- jor in business education, a n d
"take me to the Mardi
ple.
cently
organized Memphis Corn- director, District 35, United Steel
tion from any senior and welcome Gras" come true
for senior co-ed, year-old senior at Hamilton High then decide whether she wante to 5:30 P.M.-Living Classroom.
the spring of 1959 in with the senior Mary Lott,
Relations, Workers of America, C10; Adm.
who reign as "Miss school, is like most of the top stu- teach or work as a secretary.
4:00 P.M.-High School Chatter. mittee on Community
class of Manassas.
dedicated to solve the communi- W. S. Cunningham, USN, retired;
dents at local high schools; she has This spring Miss Jeans
Mississippi Vocational College."
will make 6:05 P.M.-Serenade.
ty's race relations. It is open to and Gen. W. A. Danielson, retirSenior advisors are: Mr. N. H. The love's` co-ed left today for such a heavy extracurricular her debut to Memphis society at 7:00 P.M.-Mother
Goose Rhymes. all who
"subscribe to the purpose ed.
Owens, jr., chairman; Mrs. A. D. New Orleans, via Southern A i r- schedule that one would think that the Debutantes' Ball to be sponsor- 7:15 P.M.-Sing lii,
Sing Lo.
Also Forrest M. Dickenson. repof the organization."
Jones, Mrs. 0. H. Hodge, Mrs, K. lines for a four day visit to the she would never find time to study. ed by the local chapter 14 Kappa 7:30 P.M.-Dental Digest.
of
International
She is parliamentarian of the Alpha Psi fraternity and to be pre, 8:00 P.M.-Ten For
P. Thomas, Mrs. E. Amos, and gay Mardi Gras.
Leaders of interracial commit. resentative
Survival.
Woodworkers
of Anterica. AFLMrs. H. C. Smith.
I tee are Lucius E. Burch, jr., at"Queen Mary" is the fifth mem- class of 1959, president of the Deb- sented in Ellis auditorium.
8:30 P.M.-PTA Study Series.
Ferguson,
Bert
CIO;
executive
torney
utante
and
president; Hollis F.
society, feature editor of The
ber of the royal family to make
charming young student is 9:00 P.M.-Project: Security,
Price. president of LeMoyne col- vice president and general manthe journey to the Mardi Gras. the Newsetie. a member of hi' the daughter of
SWEETHEARTS BALI.
Mrs. Mary Robin- 9:30 P.M.-College Trigonometry, lege, first
vice president; Walter ager of WDIA; Russell Gregg, reThe sophomore class is present- While in New Orleans, she 'Will be library staff, the Spanish and Zozo son, secretary at Manassas High 10:30 P.M.-Physics.
•Simmons, executive director of tired manager of Anderson-Clay.
Friday, Feb. 13
ing a Sweethearts hall Thursday honored guest at several social Chit), '!elv illlei -,o's ot Ameri- school, and her stepfather is Sherthe Memphis Housing Authority, ton and company; Prof. Blair T.
Feb. 12, at 8 p. m., in the Manas- functions, tour the French Quar- ca and the Future Business Lead- man Robinson, assistant manager 9:00 A.M. thru 1:00 P.M.-second vice
Ewing Hunt, principal of Booker T. WashMr. Davis is a senior and In the sas gym. Music will be furnished. ters and the historic city of New ers of America and a majorette at Southern
president:
Physics.
Funeral home. They
12-3 homeroom class. His teacher The sophomore advisors are: Orleans.
with the senior band.
surance company, third vice pres- ington High school; and Herbert
live at 1524 S. Montgomery at, 5:30 P.M.-Living Classe0Ont,
is Mrs. K. P. Thomas, Spanish Mrs. G. Greene, chairman: Mr. "Queen Mary's" visit is sponsor- But the fact that she finds, or
'Went Rabbi James Wax, Tim? Jordan, president of Jordan Lunt.
6:00 P.M.-Serenade.
She claims reading as her main 7:00 P.M.-Story
'1111pictor at Manassas.
Book Princess Ipie Israel, secretary; and Arthur ben company.
A. L. Plaxico, Mrs. E. D. Boyd, ed by the student body at Mis- at least takes time out to etude. hobby,
with singing and dancing 7:15 P.M -The Friendly
sissippi
is
Vocational
•rd
Ancollege.
And Msgr. Merlin F. Kearney,
!my
McCain, retired banker, president.
rigmbership
was chosen on the basis of Mrs. 51. I Clen, Mr. C. S. Brdyr,
Giant.
in second and third place. Her fa- 7:30 P.M.-China:
Land and Peo- Members of the executive com- pastor of Immaculate Conception
participation in school affairs, Mrs. H. H. Craigen, Mrs. M. Har- nually, students send their queen in the school's chapter of the Navorite
subjects are business and
ple.
scholarship and service. He h a s ris, Mr. W. L. Bell, Mr. J. A. to New Orleans in recnnition of tional Honor Society.
mittee are Dr. S. A. Owen, pastor Catholic church; George W. Lee,
her reign. The traditiollr had its
8:00 P.M.-Streamlined Reading. lof Metropolitan Baptist church: Memphis 'manager of Atlanta Lifts
Like several other top students English.
proved that he can excel in these Jones and Miss Nora Morgan.
beginning
in 1954, when the sec- here in Memphis, she has applied
Miss Jeans is a member of the 9:00 P.M.-The Press and the Peo- Dr. R. P Richardson, vice presi- Insurance company; Rev. J. A.
fields.
Your attendance is anticipated.
ond "Miss Mississippi Vocational for admission to the Uoiversity of Parkway Gardens Presbyterian
ple.
dent in charge of development at McDaniel, executive secretary of
Among his activities around Ma- Come have a grand time with the
College"
was
crowned.
church,
where she is a member of 9:30 P.M.-Perspective:
Michigan,
where she plans to maSouthwestern university;
Carley the Memphis Urban League; Barnassas he is a member of the Ole sophomores: You'll enjoy it!
the
choir
and
the
Sunday
"Humor."
school.
-•
•••
Robertson, cotton dealer, of Caf- clay McFadden, cotton dealer,
Timers club, a monitor, member
10:00
P.M.
-United
Nations,
fey Robertson company; A. Ma- George H. McFadden and Broth- •
of the Student council and vice EXAMS ARE OVER
Monday, Feb. 16
(To Walker, president of the Unl- en: Edward J. Meeman, editor
president of the Operator's club.
The Mid-term examinations are
9:00-Physics.
versal Life Insurance company; of the Press-Scimitar; Rev. H. C.
In social life, Roy is a member over and everyone seems to be
5:00-Living Classroom: English. and L. Alex Wilson, editor of
the Nabrit, pastor of First Baptist
of the Bethlehem Baptist church, settled. Of course the results prov5:30-Adventure Club; Girl
I Tri-State Defender.
I church, Lauderdale; B. G. olive,
where he serves forcefully in his ed that there was a need for more
Scouts.
THE DIRECTORS
jr., vice president and secretary,
church. Rev. J. R. Bibbs is the study and the way the second seA selected group of friends were 8:00-Serenade.
Other directors of the organize- Universal Life Insurance cornsmester started off, hetter results The Building Committee of the
pastor of the church.
Memphis, is the branch building on hand on Sunday, Feb. 1, to 7:15-Mother Nature's Children,
lion are Frank Ahlgren, editor of pany; Caffey Robertson, cotter)
This 17-year-old personality plans will be gained by the end of the Vance Ave. Branch of the YWCA campaign chairman; Rev. S. A. help the Emerson Able,
irs., Bur- 7:30-Living Classroom; Democ- the Commercial Appeal; Thomas dealer; Dean William Sanders,
of
to further his education at Lincoln year.
reported last week that 98 percent Owen, pastor of Metropolitan prise his father, Emerson Able,
racy,
D. Bell, plant manager of Du St. Mary's Episcopal cathedral,
university, Jefferson City, Mo. Ile Therefore, taking the wise side, of the pledges made by the cen- Baptist, co-chairman;
Miss Harry sr , with a birthday party at their 8:00-Streamlined Reading. '
Blanchard
Tat'
Stokes,
Buckman,
;reelCarl
Pont;
S.
and
J.
Dr.
aspires to major in the field of mu- let's study more, students - we tral office had been paid, but that Mae
9,00-Physics.
Simon, principal of Magnolia home at 1090 Latham st.
sic or science.
can do it. Let's prove to our teach- the fewer than half of those made Elementary school, branch chair10:00-Japanese Paint Brushing. dent of Buckman Laboratories, and Roane Waring, jr., attorneys.
Enjoying games, conversation,
• Congratulations to this personali- ers and the principal that we can by the branch had been received man; and Mrs. Addle G. Owen, cocktails
Tuesday, Feb. 17
and hot d'oeuvres were
be the best students found any- so far.
ty, Mr. Roy L. Davis, jr.
executive director of the Vance Margretta Young, Georgia Jones, 9:00-Physics,
11:00
-PTA
scholarship,
where, whether it he
Study Series,
Work on the building, the com- Ave. Branch of the YWCA.
Velma Williateee Gerry Pope, Clif5:06-John Hopkins Review,
leadership, service, decorum or mittee said, would begin as soon
GUIDANCE COUNSELORS
whatever the case is. When you as the "pledges become dollars." The new YWCA branch building ford Stockton, C. B. Cade, Mr. 5:30-Adventure Club: Boy
A new organization has appeared do that, you will come out on top.
Scouts.
The Committee released t h e will he constructed on property at and Mrs. Edward Dean, life-long
on the Manassas campus called
6:00-Serenade,
friends of the honoree.
names of persons who have ful- 1044 Miss. blvd.
TOP FELLOWS
'Agents for Progress."
7:00-Fignewton's Newspaper.
• Arnold and Associates, 236 So.. appointed by Joe Schaeffer, Jr.,
1. Israel Miles 2. Carroll Bledsoe filled pledges, and promised to
Ws organization was formed re- and John Simpson 3. James Russell list the
7:15-Tale5 of Poindexter.
names of others as payWellington st., local public rela- Bluff City Buick company, 730
cently during school hours and the 4. Larry Stanback
7:30
-John
Hopkins
Review.
5. Warren Wil- ments are made.
lion counselors and specialists in Union ave., to promote and serve
purposes of this organization are: liams and Robert Simpson
8.00
-Living
Classroom:
Ameri6. Those , who have paid pledges
the Memphis market have been as consultants on activities in the
I) To pr,linote seciial, moral and Clifton O'Neil 7. Roy Davis 8. Arcan History.
in full include Andrew J. Florida,
special market.
scholastic progress in the students chie Sanders 9. Willie
8 15-Living Classroom: Civics
and Charlie Oceola, Ark.; Tri-State Bank of
This agency will serve both the
8:30-Children
of today. (2) '10 develop an in- Harris 10. Jimmy Smith,
Memphis, Mrs. B. G. Olive, jr., Although many people redeem reward you for saving Quality 9:00-Japane Growing.
: Buick account and sport can line
terest In the community and religse Brush Painting,
TOP COEDS
Jesse Turner, YW Wives of the their Quality Stamp books when Stamps which you get with every
i Which is becoming quite popular
9:30-College Trigonometry.
ious activities. (3) To regenerate
1. Willie Bell Sherrod 2. Cecil Vance Ave. branch, Zeta P Is i they fill four or five of them, purchase at your Big Star Store.
throughout this area.
moral standards through parents,
10:00-Notes on Music.
Palm 3. Shirley Lee 4. Harriet Beta sorority, Hospitality club of there are some shoppers who have Though your daily purchases
This selection of the firm of
Wednesday,
Feb.
11
Smith 5. Dorothy Pool and Doro- the YWCA branch, Miss Rosa the patience to keep on saving may seem small, you will find 9:00
Arnold and Associates, to develop
-Physics.
thy Holiday 6. Thelma Cooper and Robinson and Mrs. L. E. Brown, them until they have enough on that they add up to a substantial 1:30
NEW
Dar
YORK
(('PI)
program in the special market,
the
-Word to Wives.
Patterson
Henri Sanders 7. 1
Also Mrs. Addie G. Owen, BiGli- hand to take home a very expen- sum at the end of a given period. 2:00-PTA Study Series,
lem liquor store owner Sam will be another first for this agen.
-Manassas 4. Freddie Anderson- np J. 0. Patterson, Dr. Peter sive prize.
Since groceries take up a good 5:00-Living Classroom: English. Kole pulled his own gun and cy which is growing into one of
nnri Barbara Bowles 10. Alice Cooper, Mrs. Mary E. Murphy, For 28 and one-half books the
started firing Monday night the
agencies
leading
Negro
per cent of the money you spend, 6:00-Serenade,
Dobbs.
Mrs. E. P. Nabors, LeMoyne Gar- patient saver can take home a it would be a
when two hold-up men demanded throughout the country with head.
good idea to shop 7:00-Story Book Princess.
••
den Tenant association, Madame Bell and Ilowell movie projector: where you will
receive interest on 7:15-Living Classroom: Science. his money.
quarters in Memphis.
CITY-WIDE POLL
B. F. McCleave and Prof. Blair for 26 books a Universal "Jet 99" the money you
spend. You can 7:4.5-Living Classroom: Biology., One of the bandits ran-right
1. Israel Miles - Manassas 2. Fel- T. Hunt.
8:00
vacuum
with
cleaner
all
--Streamlined
orthe
acReading.
through the store's glass door.
do this by purchasing all of your
A $200 grant from funds contri- ton Earls - B. T. W. 3. Louis Glass
9:00-Physics.
Others who have fulfilled pledg- essories for cleaning radiators, groceries at the
The other, Raymond Irby, 26,
Big Star stores,
buted to the Association of Col- 8 Manassa 4. Freddie Anderon 8
10:00-Sew Easy.
es on the new YWCA building are upholstery, floors and walls and where you obtain
dropped his own loaded gun and
leges and Rei.earch Libraries Manassas 5. Stephen Boone • FathQuality Stamps
Mrs. Leoda B. Gammon, Mrs. dusting; and for 100 books a West- with every purchase
fainted
dead away.
Committee on Foundation Grants er Bertrand t5. Walsh Allen-Hamilthat
you
Elizabeth Goldshy, Mrs. Thelma inghouse "Athens" television set. make.
Detectives said lehy told them
by the United States Steel Founda- ton 7. Willie Gunn • Melrose R.
Appliance a n d TV Salesman tion was awarded recently to Tou- James Russell - Manassas 9. Har- Hooks, Dr. W. A. Bisson, S. C. The average sized family will The valuable Quality Stamps
It was the pair's first hold-up
Tools and company, Or, Alvin K. have a long wait before getting
TOKYO-(UPD-Communist Re- attempt. One detective said, Neat Appearance - High School
galoo Southern Christian college. rison Sims - Hamilton 10. Willie
Smith. Mrs. Winnie Lou Hill and to the 100 book mark, but Quali- are actually a bonus that you re- dio Peiping said today two animals
"I'm inclined to believe him, Education - Auto Required
Tougaloo, Miss., for the purpose Hayes - Lester
ceive to get valuable gifts, and is
Miss Lauretta Whitehead,
ty Stamp saving can be fun.
of strengthening its library col- TOP COEDS
Big Star's way of saying "Thank once thought to be non-existent in They're both a pair of first-class
A.
There
Marco
are
Walker,
many
gifts
to
be
president
had
China-the
of
elephant and the rhi- knuckleheads."
1. Willie Bell Sherrod - Manassas
you!" for trading at the store.
lection of science -materials.
noceros - have been discovered
Manassas 3. Universal Life Insurance com- for the home with a normal
2. Rosetta Proctor
111111111111111111911111111111100101111166010111111111111111111
was the third grant which Katherine Kuykendoll and Goldie pany and the Tri-State Bank of amount of books. For one honk - Only 1,200 stamps are required near the Burmese border.
looking through the new and beau- to fill a book, and that means
aloo has received from the Parks - 'Manassas 4. Lana Taylor
that
you
can
get gifts quicker. All
tiful catalog - there is cooking
Foundation Grants program. Pre- B. 'I'. W. 5. Billie Mack - Manasware by Revere, saucepans by Federal taxes are paid on them
vious gifts have been used to huy sas 6. Eleamr Addison - B. T. W. REFORM, Ia. -(UPI)- War- Pyrex, can
for
you,
and
they are made by
openers, ice cream
Catherine Avery Douglas B. Pabooks on American and English 7.
ren C. Vaughn, 13, has becoms a scoops, and cake servers.
dependable and leading manufactricia Jones - Father Bertrand 9.
Whether you have the patience turers.
literature and a microfilm file of Olivia Craft - Douglass and 10. Lil- licensed preacher. Warren, a seventh grader, was licensed by the to save many or few books, you At Big Star you save two ways:
the New York Times.
lian Pisher - Hamilton.
Hebron Baptist Church,
are sure to find something to low prices and Quality Stamps.
By FINLEY A. LANIER
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Campus Queen Outstanding Student
Of MVC Off
Despite Tough Schedule
For Mardi Gras

WI

YMCA To Start Building Surprise Party
When Pledges Are Paid Given E. Able

I

Bluff City Buick Picks
Arnold And Associates

Faint-Hearted
Bandit Swoons As
Victim Draws Gun

1.
forced
lic im.
priority
under
to have
ion Diemphis
W pro.

SALESMEN WANTED

Make Animal Discovery

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

Young Preacher

Business Training that leadsto the Best Business Positions
Starts SUNDAY!
February 15
4 BIG DAYS!

SPRING QUARTER BEGINS MARCH 6,

Higher Accounting
Executive Secretarial
Stenographic
Typewriting

SEARiNG , SHOCKING, Tifik STORY OF BARBARA GRAHAM

-WHOSE MURDER TRIAL ROCKED THE WORLD!

You will see and hear it all ...the wild gang parties ..the wail of the
tan horns...the parade of men. the -- 'coed nights the hails!

FREE Counseling Servicesfor Veterans and Civilians

REGISTRATION MARCH 2 - 6
BY THE ACCREDITING ( vg.itsiSSION FOR BUSINESS SCHOOLS
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
Latest Equipment including IBM Electric Typewriters
Study Relaxed - -Music by Muzak"
William D. Callian, Jr., Dean
REGISTRATION DAY for the
second semester at LeMoyne
college found these students
lining up te report to the regi.

strar, Miss Margaret Bush. A
native of Georgia, and formerly of Fort Valley Sta.- college, Miss Bush reported that

second semester enrollment
represented a great Increase
over the previous period.

530 Linden Ave. Phone JA 6-4756

Not every family in Memphis in the work, and finds that from
spends its evenings watching tele- 5:00 to 9:00 p. m. is the beat time
vision. Many of them take time for contacting families, where
out to read religious books.
both the mother and father WOtk
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
terpiece was Mrs. G or trude
The man responsible for this in- HAS HELP
A series of activities planned Bridgefort.
terest in religious reading is Ped- Mr. Bond has predicted that this
Time
d t.me again we see this day and time to allow it to
for this month by the ladies of Seen chatting and tasting of the
ro L. Bond, a literature evangelist
automobiles roaring up and down be wasted on 'drag strips' and
Metropolitan will brighten and delectable foods were Mr. and
for the Seventh-Day Adventist
the streets carrying banners with other things that will serve to
add zest to the church program Mrs. Yancey Lloyd, Mrs. R. W.
church, who resides at 735 Walker
the words, MEMPHIS NEEDS A cheapen life. In light of the great
while simultaneously promoting Norsworthy, Mr. and Mrs. Cornell
ave.
DRAG STRIP." This implies that price resting upon each of our
the purpose . . enhancement of Booth and son, Mrs. Katie HuntIt was back in 1943 that "BrothMemphis needs a place where heads the way that we spend our
all aspects of the forthcoming er, Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Nelson,
er Bond," as he is called by most
emotionally immature people lives down here becomes far more
Miss Pearline Wright, Mrs. NataWoman's day on Sunday, Feb.
of the people who know him, first
might get out in a certain area meaningful. We must not impose
I entered the literature ministry.
A coffee sip on last Sunday at lie Hirsch, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
and speed cars to their heart's upon ourselves those things that
TOP MAN
the sanctuary marked the begin- Smith, Miss Jerry Anderson, Mr.
content. This further implies that will cause those who have taken
"WhenI attended my first work
ning of this worthwhile endeavor. and Mrs. Johnny Johnson, Mrs.
there should be a place in Mem- us as their model to falter. Many
era' meeting after having been in
Mid-week service followed on Carrie Shields, M r a. Drucilla
phis where the irresponsible peo- times, in fact far too many inithe work for a year, I listened to
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. Approxi- Pleasant, Luther Green, P. H. Neliiie might kill themselves at will. stances we falter in our choices
the
Mr.
others
and
son,
Mrs.
invited.
Thomas
making
Armwere
their
women
100
mately
reports,
They are saying there should be and thereby cause others to faland it turned out that I had the
This Friday at 8 p. m., the mat- field, Miss Fannie Fitch, Mr. and
a place where people might live ter.
largest report of all.
rons will gather at the Mt. Olive Mrs. Mairley, Mrs. Helen Bowen,
lives unrestrained according to In my early days I remember"After the meeting everyone
Cathedral the World Day of Pray- Mrs. Dorothy Bowen and Mrs.
,their wills. One would be forced ed very vividly things which were
was coming to one and asking me
Louise Walker who worshipped
er.
moral strips. They were not labelto stop and think, why?
how I had managed to place so
Sunday, a apecial feature by the all day with the congregation.
Whatever might have been be- ed as such but only a look by
many
books
Arnette
in
Hirsch
general
was
the
homes," Mr.
Training Union will be held at
hind such thinking I don't know. some older person made me oi
Bond said.
5:45 p. m. Mid-week service will chairman of Men's Day. Prof. J.
According to my way of thinking know that something was going on
A member of the Miss. Blvd.
D.
Springer
co-chairman.
was
;
be held on Tuesday, Feb. 17.
only a person with a weak unde- wrong which better be correctSeventh Day Adventist church at
Presently,
at
the
house
of
worA competent group has been seveloped mind could be sincere in ed and corrected soon. This was
1051 Miss. blvd., he is one of a
lected to head every phase of this ship, plans are being made for
not the case of my parelatut
such a request.
large number of members of the
project. They are Mrs. Isabelle Pastor Appreciation Day. It will
Basically there is something the case of all older pell, of
church
who
are
engaged
in
what
P. L. BOND
Flagg, Mrs. G. R. Atkins, activity; be held in March. Mrs. Helen
drastically wrong with a erson the community. I am not the
the denomination regards as the
Mrs. Emma G. Claybrook, Mrs. Bowen is the chairman.
vanguard carrying the message of will be his greatest year in the who wants only to be a Jehu in product of by mother and father
Rev.
R.
W.
Norsworthy
Is
the
Willie Peques, finance; Mrs. Lausalvation to all parts of the world. literature ministry, but is not this life. I can think of many but of all of the older people in
minister.
things that Memphis needs f a r the community plus the school
ra Roberson; Mrs. Mildred Heard,
VISITED FLORIDA
taking all the credit.
NEW
TILER
AME
more than a 'drag strip.' I can say teachers.
program; Mrs. Mary Cole, Mrs.
Along with Mrs. Bonds he re- "God is with me, and it is
The
New
Tyler
AME
memberIle
Tommy Wallace, speakers; Mrs.
cently journeyed to Daytona who is selling the books," he said. emphatically that we need many not the product of my mother and
ship Saw the culmination of its
things that will be in interest of father but of all of the older peoFannie Royal, Mrs. Rubye StewBeach, Fla., for a meeting for lit95th Church Anniversary, Sunday.
better law-abiding citizens than ple in the community plus the
ard. evangelistic: Mrs. Flora
erature
evangelists
at
the
Plaza
Significance
was the pastor's mesthose forces making for law- school teachers.
Cochrane, Mrs. Allene Walls, dechotel. While there they stayed on
sage for the Day. "Survival of the
breaking citizens. When we get These people in my days were
orations; Mrs. Evelyn Hillman,
the campus of the Bethune-CookChurch."
around to this point then and only the 'moral strips' that moulded
Mrs. Bennye Thomas, entertain- Rev,
: man college.
C. M. Lee of Pilgrim Rest
then will our town and many the lives of the young people of
ment; Mrs. Thelma Whalurn, Baptist
As he goes from home to home,
church was the principal
my community. These people
towns like it.
Mrs. Gladys Webb, music; Mrs. speaker.
taking orders for the books, Mr.
He spoke at 3 p. m. PilThe problem of our day that were in a position to chastise me
Nineteen-year-old Herma Jean with her schooling.
Bond enrolls persons in Bible CorBessie Claybrook, Mrs. Thelma grim Rest
choir furnished the mu- Coleman, though soft spoken and
would make men cry out for a because they did right themselves.
Davidson, telephone; Mrs. Maude sic.
Miss Coleman said she thinks respondence courses, and in most
'drag strip' that their desires for The same is true today — those
seemingly the shy type, is definite- that there should be more youth of them he has prayer.
Redmond, Mrs. Nina Jackson,
Appearing on the program were ly set
DENVER — (UPI) — The re pleasure and the like might be who assume the role of moulding
on her ideas the part the in the church, working side by
He puts in about 10 hours a day
food; Mrs. Elnora Bowen, Mrs. Clifton
Townsend. Harold Good- church should play in
search laboratory of the Denver satisfied. Some years ago a man the lives of others must first be
the moral side with the pastors and the older
Ophelia Phillips, dining service; rich and
Mrs. Hattie Harrison. education of the youth of
& Rio Grand Railroad is conduct- came to Jesus and asked Iii m right themselves.
today. persons in the church. She believes
Mrs. R. D. Roddy, Mrs. Thelma Rev. C. E. Young
of Bethel ME The
ing a series of experiments aim- the source of eternal happiness. Behind every crime or sin of
LeMoyne
sophomore, that the home is letting the young J
Davidson, publicity.
church was master of ceremonies. daughter
ed at changing Colorado soft pine To this request Jesus said 'Except today t3 the fact that someone
of Mr. and Mrs. Her- in the church. She believes that
Mrs. Bernice Abron is the gen- The ACE League
held a Found- man Coleman, of 560 Walker st.,
into hardwood by atomic radia a man be born again he cannot has faltered in discharging h i
eral chairman. Assisting her is ers' Day program
person
down,
in
these
too-fast
at 5 p. in. Mrs. said that "although the home
see the kingdom of God'. Far from duty to those who are behind him.
tion
is
Mrs. Vaneda Mayweather. M r a. Londie Mae Brown
was in charge. the focal point of the beginning of modern times, and that the church
Ray Mcl3rian, engineer in what we see as a physical need The ranks of those who make up
Bessie Rice is acting as secre- John Scott is president.
should take up the slack. S h e
'lin.
moral education, the church also feels that some churches do
charge, said the railroad's inter- is a moral need. We can not lose our moral strips are gem
tary.
Committee chairman for the obet Hearing
est is in tougher, cheaper, long- ourselves into thinking that what ner and thinner day by d
Rev S. A. Owen is the minister. servation were Mrs. Hattie Cana- should take an active part in the not give the young people enough
society
must
day
Our
present
be
needs
Memphis
is
a
'drag
strip.'
upbringing of the child and the
er lasting railroad ties. But sac
NT. MORIAH BAPTIST
dy, patrons;
Mrs. Christine later teachings of the young responsibilities. They don't get a SANTIAGO. Cuba — (UPI) — cessful culmination of the
We don't need a 'drag strip.' we fortified by people who have been
experiRebel
chance
authorities
to
really
"show
have
their
promised
stuff"
"Much talked of" is the cele- Townsend, program; Mrs. Josetruly born again. It must be fortineed a 'moral strip.'
and this in turn makes the young- Lt. Gustavo Somoano and other ments would be a boon to all inbration of Annual Men's Day at phine Mullins, decorations; Sam- adult."
In the light of all the crimes, fied with people who have come to
Miss Coleman, a major in the sters lose interest. She added that jailed airmen a full hearing on dustries using wood.
the Mt. Moriah Baptist church two uel Echols, publicity; Mrs. Annie
sexual activities, juvenile delin- grips with the basic issues of huMcBrian
explained
that re
Sundays ago. Rev. S. A. Owen of Bell Nave, music; William T. Mc- field of sociology, is a member "The churches should let more charges that they bombed rebelof the Mt. Olive Cathedral, at Lau- young people join in the major held "open cities" during the Cu- searchers are looking for a chem- quency in our town we need a man behavior themselves a n d
Metropolitan Baptist church pro- Neil, finance.
segment
of our society that has then they will be in a position
derdale and Linden, and has been activities. Maybe this will benefit ban revolution, it was reported. ical that will penetrate the soft
vided the membership and guests The captains were Mrs. Sallie
come to grips with the right and to fortify others. No weak man or
a
member
of
the
church
Somoano
for
and
all
society
a
and
pine
and
number
of
help
cut
then harden when irra- wrong of things that they might woman is in a position to help;
other
down on juvewith a most inspiring address. The Cotton, Mrs. Alma Bowen, Mrs.
airmen, brought here from Hava- diated to the strength and dura
male chorus of Mt. Moriah Bap- Patsy Johnson, Mrs. Geneva Thur- of her nineteen years. The church nile delinquency."
be in a position to lead other peo- anyone else. Only in proportion
's
na,
are
Rev.
pastoredb
being
BunHenryC.
held
in
the
bility
city
of
jail
oak,
maple and hickory. ple to a realization of the same. that we are able to give the mor.
music.
tist church rendered the
man, Mrs. Londie M. Brown and
ton.
pending action by a revolutionary
Eugene Nesbit was the accompan- Miss Gwendolyn Townsend.
Such impregnated wood hard- We need people who have forti. al and spiritual guidance to ourtribunal.
Miss Coleman takes an active
ist.
The church is looking forward to
No attempt was made to jail ened under atomic radiat ion fied themselves as far as things selves will we be in a position to
A lovely reception followed in its Annual Installation of officers part in church and Christian. felpass it to someone else.
Somoano in the days just after would produce timber that would moral, spiritual, and social are
lowship work. She is a member
the lower level of the church. Re- in March.
No we don't need a 'drag sin!.
concerned that they can give guidthe revolution. He was even allow- not warp, crack or rot
of
the
Mixed
Choir
and
the
Stuceiving many compliments for the Reg. Robert L McRae is the
under ance to the people who have no We need a moral strip that peopia
ed
to
tackle
dent
such
Christian
chores
Fellowship
of
for
the
Lebeautiful table with its pretty cen- minister.
most extreme conditions.
sense of the same. There are too will be able to differentiate be-'
revolutionaries as ferrying newsyne.
many people of our world today tween right and wrong and fortimen to and from the U n i t e d
It was ascertained from talking
evidence against him of a decis- committed. These of us who are fied to the point that they will his
with Miss Coleman that she likes Dr. A. E. Horne was guest speak- States,
committed must so conduct our- able to do right at all times. That's
church work and gets a great joy er when "Heart Day" was cele- It was not immediately certain ion to arrest everyone who piloted
selves that we will be a stimolus is the basic need of Memphis and
from doing it. At her Mt. Olive brated last Sunday morning at whether his subsequent arrest was bombers for ousted ex-president
all the communities of our day_
to those who are uncommitted.
"second home" she takes part in the Gospel Temple Baptist church. the result of the discovery of new Fulgencio Batista.
Human life is too expensive In and
heading down the chair of treasur- Heart day is sponsored each
er of the Youth Conference of year by the Sunday school departMethodist churches and is presi- ment of the church for the purdent of the local Christian Youth pose of teaching members how
Fellowship.
to care for their hearts, and esShe is a graduate of Booker T. pecially those of children.
By SHAUNEILLE PERRY
first poem was published.
Washington and plans to keep In charge of the program this
Much is being said about a par- As the daughter of Carl Hans- right in school after graduating year as chairmen were Mrs. Edna
ticular group of young people who berry, civic leader and founder of from LeMoyne. The personable Haywood, Mrs. Mary Webster and
have made a resounding impact Hansberry Enterprises, Lorraine young woman said she would Mrs. H. Sloan.
on the dramatic and literary gained a world of knowledge and like to get her Master's Degree
McAdams Sloan is superintendexperiences about the housing from Atlanta university. S he ent of the Sunday
worlds. They have been dubbed e
school, C. B
problems
of
the
Negro
on all eco- wants to enter the field of sociolog- Braxton, first assistant. and Rev.
"beat" in this country, while their
nomie
levels.
It
is
from
this
wellical
work
when she is through C. T. Epps, pastor of the church.
English prototypes are called "angry young men." Together they spring that she has drawn for her
have been billed as "protest writ- current play.
Further soul-searching carried
It is inevitable that a young Ne- her to the University of Wisconsin.
gro should be found within the where two years of advanced academics sharpened her skills, but
ranks
did not satisfy her thirst for ex-

n

Young Church Worker
Gets Joy From Labor

Harder Wood
Aim Of R R
Research Men

lai e
.1 d A•irmen
in Cuba To
G

UCWPlan Program For
World Day Of Prayer

comes the newest and youngest
of the American literary figures, She returned to Chicago for a
year, during which time she studLorraine Hansberry.
ied German at Roosevelt Univer• The United Church Women of 13 as World Day Prayer.
At the age of 28, Miss Hanssity . . . then Reesevelt College, Memphis will observe World Day
Music for the program will be
berry has already emerged as the
but it was not until the summer of Prayer in a program to be giv- furnished
by members of the adult
only Negro woman to have a play
of 1950 that she made the great en this Friday evening, Feb. 13 and children's choirs
of Mt. Olive,
proluced on Broadway, and aside
decision about what she wanted to. starting at 8:00 p.m. at the Mt. the Metropolitan
Baptist church
from Louis Peterson, author of the
do with her life.
Olive
cathedral,
CATE
choir and the children's choir of
memorable "Take a Giant Step,"
Her decision was to work and
Among the woman scheduled to the Greenwood CME church.
the only Negro author to be so
study in New York, and the school appear on the program are Mrs.
produced.
was to be The New School of So- Ilollis Price, of the Second Con. Co-chairmen of the program are
Mrs. Agnes Richardson and Mrs.
It is ironic that her play, "A cial Research.
gregational church: Mrs. Marian Samuel
A. Owen.
Raisin in the Sun," a deeply PoigThere she found herself free to Johns,
Emmanuel
Episcopal
Rev. Henry C. Bunton will be
nant portrayal of the aspirations enjoy a multiplicity of subjects church;
Mrs. Edna Brown, War. host pastor
for the prayer day oband frustrations of the bourgnise without the strain of a regimented ren Methodist church;
and Mrs. servance.
Negro in Chicago, should follow University schedule. Her areas of Singleton
Moore. of the Miss. Blvd.
fast on the heels of John Os- interest were varied, western ci- Christian church.
borne's "Look Back in Anger" vilization, jewelry making, photog•
Others are Mrs. .I. E. Robinson,
which dissects the social system raphy, short story writing under representing Christian
Methodist Baptist
of England.
Irma Brandeis and many other Episcopal churches; Miss Minnie
But South side or Surrey, these courses.
McFadden, of the Vance Ave.
writers are significant because
Long, informal discussions ex- branch; and Mrs. G. Stanley Ish,
they do have the courage to make changing ideas on politics and the of the Parkway Gardens Presby- Opens
an honest appraisal of our con- arts were to her liking. In between terian church,
formist society of today. And be. times were interspersed with tray. A PROCLAMATION
cause they have the skill to do it el to Mexico. Argentina, and Uri.
Mayor Edmund Orgill issued the
artistically and dramatically.
guay.
local proclamation declaring Feb.
At the school she met Robert
What about Chicago's own, and
The Memphis Baptist Brotherthe Nation's' newest? What kind Nemiroff, a young New Yorker alhood had the pleasure of hearing
so
interested in writing and liter
'of background prompted this seethe
Rev. F.,, L. Currie of the first
ary
criticism.
quietly
They
were
ond daughter and fourth child of
Sunday at the Greater White
the late Carl A. Hansherry and his married in 1953 at the Chicago
Stone Baptist church. Everyone
wife Nannie to record her thoughts home of her parents, with the Revpresent seemingly enjoyed t h e
erend Archibald Carey jr., officiwith such veracity and skill?
message.
Did it begin as early as her sting.
The hrotherhood is all set for
Now in the music publishing
days at Enelewood High school
ANN ARBOR, Mich. — (UPI— the $1,000,000.00 Owen college
from which she graduated? The business. Bob was the first of the
banks, night
depos- campaign having set up the comyearbook states that she planned talented duo to achieve a measure Drivein
mittee for the drive. They are to
to he a journalist, which might of public acclaim when a song he it boxes, bank-by-mail plans and call a
special meeting Friday.
Indicate that she was a bit of a composed with fellow author Burt new electronic accounting devices Feb. 20, at the college to get
a
Cassandra about her own fate Long made the hit parade. The are a mixed blessing, according full report. The time for the meetCaribbean inspired melody, ''Cm- In one banking executive.
even then.
ing
is
at
7:30
p.
m.
Indy 0 Cindy" is still being transThey widen the gap between the
any case the desire for ex- ted and
played in countries in bank on the one hand and its cus The college had set up facilipression was always there, and
totedEurope and Asia.
tomers and community on t h e ties for the brotherhood so that it
there remains a collection of
This event naturally changed the other, said vice president Robert may work directly out of the inpoems and articles as intrepid lives
of both Bob and Lorraine, for Lindquist of Chicago's Harris stitution with phone service to
proof. At the age of nineteen her as
well as introducing them to a Trust and Savings Bank at a con- handle all the drive particulars.
All persons desirous of helping
new world, it also opened doors ference here.
the campaign are urged to conto contacts which were later to "Every time a customer takes In
tact the college.
recognize the talented Lorraine.
advantage of one of these conR. B. Hooks, Jr.. is the camNEW YORK — The appoint- During this period she had con- veniences." Lindquist said, "we
paign secretary and 0. J. Armment of Ben A. Leascher as man- untied to write, and the then Im- lose the opportunity for warm,
strong
is the chairman. J. F. Esager of the newly formed Export finished play was her chief project human contact."
tes is the co-chairman Also inDivision of the Turner Subscrip at the time. Three long years had
Ho urged that banks make up cluded on the officers panel are
tion Agency, Inc , has been an- been spent on its creation, and al- for this lack by other
means, such R. E. Brown, treasurer end Z I.
flounced by Malcolm D Sever- ways with the fervent but quiet as writing
customers an occasion- Bonner, the president of t h e
ance, president of the corporation, hope that it might be one day be
al letter of appreciation, by tele- Brotherhood.
The Turner Agency is one of the acted on Broadway,
phoning them and by inviting
Surday. March 1, is the day for
largest wholesale magazine sub
Next week: A dream braies to them "to come into the hank the beginning of the
pledge pay
scription agencies,
become a reality.
whenever they are nearby."
ing.

Club
Owen
College Drive

Says Banks Need
Human Contact

New Magazine Agency

ANOTHER GALA and very enjoyable Big Star Food
Stores Talent show, just contact station WDIA. Pictured
above first row, left to
Show was presented on 50,000 watts WDIA, as the
capable young right are: Mable Rupert, Lenora Thomas, Drucilla
Ingram, Marie
stars pictured above gave fine performances.
Every Saturday Austin, Helen Tolliver, Joanne Hooper and
Vera Edwards. Second
morning at 11:30 is opportunity time as young talent
from all over row, left to right: Quenola Brooks,
Marvell Thomas, Yvonne
Memphis and the Mid South shows its potential as the
big stars of Townsel. Robert Honeysucker, Lillie Austin,
Marshall Morrison
tomorrow. If you would like an audition -tryout for this
popular Carla Thomas, Percy Wiggins. Solomon Holly and
William Weeks,
Yes Madame,
It certainly does one's heart
good to see dad and the small
fry thoroughly enjoying the.
meals. It sure gives Mother
much needed energy picki.
that no medicine can.
Everyone loves
for
their
work to be appreciated. Jack
Sprat is ever ready to assist in
making your days merrier an,!
just right.
For a cherry start toward
fine day try these quickly col
fee cake made with Jack Sprat
Enriched wheat flour for break-

fast tomorrow. So good with
crispy bacon and eggs sunnyMix and sift dry ingredients,
work in fat. Add eggs and mil.
Put into greased pan. Mix
teaspoon cinnamon and 3 teaspoons gradulated auga r,
sprinkle on top. Bake in moderately- hot oven (375 deg
F) for about 2 minutes. C
squares or oblongs. Serve hot.
Delicious is the word!
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Heap Much Friendship
This Takes The Cake!
Fisher
WEARING HER WEDDING gown. Mrs. Edith
wedding
Of East Boston sits dejectedly alongside her
wedding
Cake, which got well battered during a wing-ding

•

Franke Takes Navy Post On June 1
will succeed
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — William B. Franke
on June 1.
Thomas B. Gates Jr. as Secretary of the Navy
Eisenhower's reGates resigned Tuesday but agreed to President
while Navy programs are
quest to stay on the job for three months
presented to Congress.
now undersecretary of
The President promptly named Franke,
accountant, Franke joined
-old
84-year
A
post.
top
the
to
Navy,
the
to the defense secrethe government in 1951 as a special assistant
tary.

WASHINGTON—(UPI)—House
Republican drive to pare
dent they could hold the line against a
bill.
further the $2,045,000,000 omnibus housing
overwhelming house apRep. Albert Rains (D-Ala.) predicted
same form drafted by
proval of the measure in substantially the
subcommittee.
banking
his
Friday. chopped
The subcommittee, in a surprise economy move
version. Republicans
875 million dollars off the original Democratic
before the full
vowed to fight for further cuts either when it goes
floor, probably
banking committee next week or reaches the House
the following week.

said in all
COPENHAGEN. Denmark—(UPI)—Prayers
who disappearDanish churches for the 95 passengers and crewmen
passenger-cargo
ed In the iceberg-filled waters off Greenland with
ship Hans Hoedtoft.
newspapers anAll of Denmark mourned as black -bordered
the disasters.
flounced the official end of the search for survivors of
Flags were flown at half staff.
Friday after
The Danish vessel disappeared a week ago last
iceberg.
sending out a distress message saying it had struck an
compenMoney poured in for the New Greenland fund to help
Minister
sate surviving members of the victims' families. Prime
same
IL C. Hansen announced establishment of the fund at the
time he disclosed the search for the ship had been called off,

Israel
Seek $205 Million For
United Jewish Appeal

was launchMIAMI BEACH—(1,1PD_The
resettle
ed officially toward a goal to raise 205 million dollars to
thousands of Jews in Israel.
of the
Some 1,500 Jewish communal leaders from all parts
country attended the kickoff banquet. Israeli ambassador Abda
Eban and comedian Jack Benny were guests of honor,
Israel Prime Minister David Ben Curion, in a special message
its
relayed at the meeting, urged American Jews to "share with
both the great cpportunity and immerse challenge posed by this
fateful immigration.

Ike Taking His Fight To People

•
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Catholics Begin 40 Days Penance

COLUMBUS, Ohio—(UPI)—President Eisenhower has stepped
to
op his program cn appealing directly to the people for support
balance his "erosion of Presidential power," Grant Dillman, nigat
manager of the United Press International bureau in Washington,
said.
President limited by
Dillman said that Eisenhower, the first
over the head
law to two terms has announced his plan of going
under way."
of his opponents to deal directly to the people "well
at t h e
He pointed out that Eisenhower's recent appearance
Presidential
National Press Club was the first time a Washington
television.
news conference had been broadcast live by radio and
of cornDittman said the President was "also using other lines
munication to the public."

LONDON — (UPI) — British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan
may report to a western "little summit" meeting in Paris after he
returns from his forthcoming mission to Moscow, diplomatic sources
said.
The British leader is going to Moscow Feb. 21 for a "reconnaissance" visit. He is scheduled to return March 4 and the western
meeting is likely to be held about March 15, the sources said.
The U. S., British, French and West German foreign ministers
have planned a meeting for mid-March.

Court
'Scared Stiff', He Dies In gunman
who slugged

two
— (UPI) — Alvin Boubetle, 35, a tough
"scared
clerks in his last stickup, confided to his attorney he was
to death" of going to jail for the robbery.
A few moments later he collapsed and died of an apparent heart
attack.
charge
Boubede was with his lawyer Monday at a hearing on the
$15,356 in
of robbing a Loop jewelry store of $3,900 in cash and
gems last Oct. 13.
Boubede, an ex-convict, was wounded during his capture shortly
after the holdup. Also arrested was his accomplice and nephew,
WASITINGTON — (UPI) — The President of Columbia universl- John Boubede, 26.
n eaotysear-around schedule
toy shueg
steodet ththaet tb,sewnelaittioogn'stidcoolleogfeseogroototio
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Proposes Year Round Colleges

Dr. Grayson Kirk speaking at dedication ceremonies for a new
National Education Association headquarters building here, said a
continuous academic year divided into three semesters would be a
boon to education in several ways.
The Columbia president said it would keep colleges at full efficiency, permit faculty members to increase their income without
seeking summer teaching jobs and absorb increasingenrollments
without having to resort to vast building programs.

Air Force Fires 20th Atlas Missile

Calls Red China Concentration Camp

John L. Lewis' Condition Improved

Cites

Increase In Dental Students

The president of the American Dental Association said more
young men and women are studying dentistry now than ever before in the nation's history.
Dr. Percy T. Phillips, New York City, told the 94th midwinter
meeting of the Chicago Dental Society, however, that there is "still
a great need for more dental schools to assure the increasing demand for public health service."
Phillips said dental researchers are currently studying factors
involved with oral cancer and attempting to devise a means of
early detection. He said other research has extended to the study
of prenatal nutrition's effect on a child's later dental development.
Phillips was here for the formal launching of the ADA centennial year.

Flu, Measles, Smog Fill Hospitals

Carl Braden Gets Year For Silence was sen-

ATLANTA — (UPI) — Carl Braden of Louisville, Ky.,
tenced to one year in prison for refusing to answer questions of a
House Un-American Activities Subcommittee meeting here last
July.
Braden had been found guilty on contempt of Congress charges
by a federal jury Jan. 21. lie was one of two witnesses who balked
at questions by members of the House Subcommittee,
Federal Judge Boyd Sloan set Braden's bond at $1,000 pending
new motions by his attorney.

Castro Delays Action In Nve Case

TALLAHASSEE, FLA. — (UPI) — Florida beauticians may cater
to male customers without a barber's license, so long as they don't
shave them or trim their beards.
State Attorney General Richard Ervin ruled to that effect In
answering authorities of Palm Beach county, who had inquired it
a beauty shop with men customers was violating the law.
Ervin said state law allows beauticians to give facial and scalp
treatments, and to do such things to hair as cut, bob, singe, than-moo,
wave, straighten, tint, bleach and brush it — regardless of the see
of the customer.

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Veterans of Foreign Wars called
I,
on Congress to strengthen and liberalize pensions for World War
World War II and Korean War veterans.
Some 400 VFW members appeared before the House Veterans
Affairs Committee to outline the legislation they want Congress to
pass.
the
National Commander John W. Mahan, Helena, Mont., said
I
organization favored a separate pension program for World War
veterans. He pledged to cooperate in solving the controversy over
how much their pensions should be.

AM VETS Commander Seeks Unification
PEKIN, Ill — (UPI)—The national commander of AMVETS
ed for the army and air force to join together again to achieve
real unification of services."
The commander, Dr. Winston E. Burdine, 44, of Atlanta, a
World War II army air force veteran, said there has been so much
duplication since the services split that "waste was inevitible."
"Let's go back to the basic principles of defense and sensible
administration ' Burdine said.
He addressee] a meeting of more than 200 Illinois AMVETS
at their annual gathering.
"Let us do away with the service frills to which we hays be.
come victims." Burdine said.

Alaska Editors Added To Lovejoy List

CARBONDALE. ill.—(UPI)—Alaska's weekly newspaper editors
have been added to the list of American journalists eligible for the
Elijah Parish Lovejoy award for courage in journalism.
Dr. Howard R. Long, chairman of the Southern Illinois Univer
sity department of journalism, said that nominations for the 1950
award will be accepted from all 49 states until March 31.
The Lovejoy award honors small town newspapermen who shot/
BUCK HILL FALLS, PA. — (UPI) — The Christian church must courage despite economic, political or social pressures brought
adopt a somewhat unconventional form to minister effectively to against them by members of their own community. It is named for
the artist, the intellectual and the so-called "heat generation," the a crusading Alton, Ill., editor who was killed by a mob in 1837
when he refused to cease publication.
Rev. Pierre Delattre of San Francisco said Monday night.
Delattre, currently head of the Bread and Wine mission in a
meetmidwinter
annual
the
Bohemian area of San Francisco, told
ing of the Congregational Christian Church leaders, that to reach
NEW YORK—(UPI)—Earl E. T. Smith. former U. S. amthese people the church must undertake certain tasks.
by plane from a Palm Beach. Fla.
"These are," Delattre said, "to forsake traditional structure bassador to Cube, arrived
vacation. He said he would leave for Washington late and report
and standard procedures; to be humble and to listen."
to the state department on Monday.
Smith, who resigned after the fall of the government of former
s
tax
Dictator Fulgencio Batista, declined to comment on the current
— (UPI) — Prosecution of all delinquent personal property
by the government ot
suits in Cook County has been suspended by State's Atty. Benjamin trials of Batista followers being conducted
the best."
Adamowski pending an answer to his appeal to the Illinois General Fidel Castro. but said "I wish the new government
"They have a great opportunity in Cuba," he said.
Assembly.
Adamowski, a Republican, urged the state Legislature Monday
to create a commission to probe the Cook County assessor's office.
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—The nation's space program will he
directed toward broad scientific objectives and will not he based
according to
CALTIANISSETTA, SICILY. — (UPI) — Police arrested Maria on a glamorous "assumed space race" with Russia.
Nicastro on charges of helping her lover burn her husband to death space chief T. Keith Merman
the
A spokesman for Glennan said that the administrator of
on Christmas Eve 1954.
The arrest of 39-yearold Mrs. Nicastro ended four years of in- National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA) has emphasiaed
vestigation in the death of her husband Giuseppe, 45, whose charred that these broad objectives will be the goal rather than a detailed
body was found Dec. 24, 1954 at their home in the village of Milena. timetable for space exploration.
The death was firs1 classified as suicide.
Glennan also pointed out recently that there will first have to
But last April police arrested farmer Salvatore Mandione on be many satellite launchings and space probes, seemingly with
charges of murdering Nicastro. Monday they arrested Mrs. Nicastro "little glamor." to build up the necessary store house of scientific
and farmers Rosario Mancuso, 32 and Gerlando Di Maria, 28, charg- data.
ing them with helping in the crime.

Cleric Weighs The Beat Generation

LONDON — (UPI) — Influenza and an epidemic of measles,
helped by Britain's winter smog, today were filling hospital to capacity and forcing doctors to work emergency hours.
A Jacksonville, Fla. mother and
The smog that swept Britain last month brought a heavy toll
whom
relatives
Chicago
ot
apartment
the
swept
which
In a fire
of lung complaints, sore throats and cold. On the heels of that,
they had
flu began pouring into the already overflowdaughter, cases of the four-day
The vi Urns were Mrs. Ruth Shick, 34, and her
ing hospitals.
of a bathCynthia. Tir bodies were found huddled on the floor
In addition, an epidemic of measles is well underway in Engapparently sufforoom in t e second floor apartment, where they
land and eiales.
•
•
cated in eking safety from the flames
Hrabko,
of toe fire which hit the apartment of Ernest
known.
not
was
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Singers Pat Boone and Connie Francis
Mrs. S'hick's brother, and his wife, Susan, 40,
crackwere named "King and Queen of Hearts" for the 1959 Heart Fund
Hrabko told police he was awakened about 3 a.m. by a
smoke."
with
"filled
campaign of the American Ileart Association.
ling noise and found the apartment
They were chosen in the association's sixth annual poll of more
than 4,000 disc jockeys.
HAVANA—(UPI)—Revolutionary leader Fidel Castro hinted that
The singers will be featured in a special recorded 30-minute
convicted of variety show, "1959 Deejay Heart Beats," which will
be made availIf former U. S. Navy pilot Alan Robert Nye were
recorn- - able to radio stations throughout the
country for broadcast this
participating in a conspiracy to assassinate him he might
month.
mend clemency.
had no
The bearded rebel leader told a press conference he
he had
intention of intervening in the case at this stage. He said
BEIRUT, LEBANON — (UPI) — Western observers said that
received a letter from Nye's mother, Mrs. Daniel Lynch, 50, asking
oil-rid l: Iraq is in greater danger than ever before of an outright
him to release her son.
interto
said,
Castro
takeover by the Communists.
"But I am too much personally involved,
They based their opinion on the series of rapid-fire developvene in the case until it has passed through the normal channels
ments in Iraq over the weekend.
of justice.
These included:
1—Iraq's agreement to accept economic and technical aid from
MEMPHIS. Tenn.—(UPI)--The father of a 14-year-old boy whose the Soviet union.
of
2—Baghdad radio's announcement that Col. Abdel Salam Aref
film was intentionally exposed by oolice after he took pictures
an automobile accident filed a complaint with the FBI charging had been condemned to death for conspiracy. Aref was the chief
advocate of Iraqu's union with the United Arab Republic.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Members of the House Space Comviolation of civil rights,
mittee charged that the National Space Administration has taken a
Carl E. Huber 51, said the officers' action "injured my boy's
youth
the
penny-pinching approach to the international space race.
thinking and attitude toward his government" and caused
high-ranking Democratic and Republican members said they
ALGIERS, ALGERIA — (UPI) — Strong police forces were mo"humiliation."
up despite
FBI agents took a three-page statement from Richard Huber hilized as a precaution against possible disorders by French ex- felt certain the nation's space program could he speeded
it his home here. The father said the agents came after he tele- tremists during the first public appearance of Premier Michel space administration claims that it is moving ahead as rapidly as
possible,
Debre in this capital city of revolt-torn Algeria.
phoned the FBI office.
Officials feared trouble, when Debre lays a wreath at the Algiers
Members particularly expressed skepticism of statements by top
Huber said the FBI told him the complaint would be forwarded
to Washington, where the United States attorney general's office war memorial, from extremist French settlers disillusioned with the spare administration officials that there are no more projects they
policies of President Charles Be Gaulle.
profitably could spend money on if they bad it.
would decide if the ease merited federal action,
•

Disc Jockeys Pick Boone, Francis

Ok Male Customers For Beauticians

Soviets detain U.S. Convoy In Berlin
VFW Asks Congress To Hike Pensions
Army
BERLIN — (UPI) — Armed Soviet guards held a U. S.

true:. convoy and five American soldiers at a checkpoint on the
East-West German border in spite of two U. S. demands for their
immediate release.
The U. S. Army said a four-truck convoy was halted by Soviet
guards at the Marienborn checkpoint at 1:05 p. m. Monday 7:05
of
a. in. (EST), Marienborn is in East Grmany, at the western end
the 110-mile Autobahn from West Berlin.
U. S, army sources denounced the stoppage as illegal and deTAIPEI — (UPI) — A former Communist Chinese banker calls signed to create an incident. It emphasized the stranglehold the
his red-ruled homeland, from which he fled to Formosa, "a big Communists have tin isolated Berlin's- lifelines to the west.
concentration camp."
Ilsi Lun, former vice chairman of the board of directors of a
Communist bank in Shanghai, told a Taipei civic club "the entire
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — John L. Lewis. 78-year-old president
China mainland is like a big concentration camp. People live in tribof the United Mine Workers, was reported to be improved from
ulation and fear — fear of death, fear of arrest, fear of hunger."
followed last week's heart attack.
Hsi, who arrived in Nationalist China last month, said Com- complications which
His physician, Dr. John B. Mincrr, said Lewis "had a good night"
munist China's communes into which all rural life is being herded
at Georgetown University hospital and now "looks much better."
for labor battalion duty, "can find no parallel in human history."
"Things are looking favorable now," Minor said.
has
"What the communes have done to the people
already
The UMW chieftain, who had a mild heart spasm about a year
the
Russian
the
said.
world,
he
including
masters,"
startled
ago, entered the hospital last week after feeling ill for several days.
Minor said tests showed he had suffered a mild heart attack.

Die In Fire
Florida Woman, Daughter
her six-week-old daughter died

•

1,800 Steelworkers Idle In Joliet

Feb. g, Jennings, now 95, injured 72- year - old Albert
Graves while demonstrating his famous fanning method
of firing a six-shooter. Both men agreed it was an accident. UPI Telephoto

JOLIET, ILL. — (UPI) — About 1,800 steelworkers were idled
VATICAN CITY —
PI) — Roman Catholics the world over
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA. — (UPI) — The air force fired its
work
commence 40 days of penance and prayer this week with the be- at the Joliet works of the American Steel 8 Wire Co. by a
20th Intercontinental Atlas to close out the key phase of the husky
department.
shipping
the
in
stoppage
of
on
lent
Ash
ginning
Wednesday.
missile's development.
Company officials said 60 department employes walked off the
For millions of Catholics the period will mean strict fasting and
Aimed at a point about 4,300 miles down the Atlantic tracljng
daily attendance at church in commemoration of the 40 days Christ job Monday to protest a grievance issue and established picket lines
range, the 80-foot rocket was the last in the Atlas "B" series. In
wandered in the desert of Judea and underwent the temptations of at company gates.
this phase the Atlas was tested with all three of its powerful rocket
Although the day shift finished work, about 500 employes of the
the devil.
engines, designed to give it a 6,300-mile boost.
The 40 weekdays of prayer are climaxed on Holy Saturday, a second shift were denied admission to the plant by the pickets. The
The firing followed by 11 hours the second attempt to fire the
feast day and the day before Easter, the commemoration of t h e company called the stoppage a contract violation and said efforts
was
to settle the dispute would not begin until the employes returned to Atlas' backup missile, the Titan ICBM. The Titan launching
resurrection of Christ front his death on the Cross.
thwarted at the last second when a malfunction developed in the
their jobs.
90-foot missile.

Cuts
Macmillan, May Report To 'Summit'
House Demos Fight Housing
Democrats said they were confi-

Danes Pray For 95 Lost At Seawere

ngredients,
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:e in mad
75 de,
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Serve hot

reception that took eight policemen to restore order
among invited guests. Her husband of a few hours and
four others were jailed. U1'1 Telephoto

AL JENNINGS, one time western badman, poses with
two members of the Indian Tribal Council. Wah-Nee-Olft
(left) and Richard TW0 Moons, in Tarzana, Calif. The
Indians place a token around Jennings' neck to signify
the fact he never spillied a red man's blood. however, on

Earl Smith Arrives In U. S. From Cuba

Adamowski Suspends Tax Suits

Tell Obiective Of U. S. Space Program

Helps Lover Burn Husband To Death

Fear Communist Coup In !rag

Rap Coos For Exposing Boy's Film

Of Selling Orphans
Charge Penny-pinching On Space Race Accuse Koreammunist
propagandists accused the rettohlta

Fear Disorders Over Debre In Algeria

TOKYO—WM—Co
slaves.
of Korea of selling Korean orphans to 11 S farmers as child
In a broadcast from Pyongyang, the Communist North Korean
orphans
central news agency, charged the ROE government sold 107
conto farm owners in California and Oregon and more recently
cluded a contract for providing 1,176 orphans to southern states
farmers
"The Syngman Rhee ites sold more than 1,000 South Korean
orphans to slave dealers tinder the name of 'adopted children' by
the end of last year," the agency charged.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sin- all letters received
gle man, hopeful of meeting a wered. A. Horace
nice lady, someone who is thrifty Steiner St., Apt. 12,
and sweet. Mr. Anderson, 4845 S. co, Calif.
• ••
Calumet Ave., Chicago, Ill.
* ••
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a to hear from young ladies teyoung lady 24 years old, brown tween 18-35 years old, weighing
skin, neat, 110 lbs., 5 feet, 3 inch- between 105 and 140 - one who
es tall. I have a high school edu- is ready to marry a good clean,
cation. I am a hard working per- faithful man. I am 33, 8 feet, 1
son, a good housekeeper and inch tall, 175 lbs. Girls please
cook. I am interested in marri- send photo in first letter. All letage. Would like to meet a hard ters will be answered promptly.
working young Christian man, 24 D. Smith, 1700 17th St., Box 805,
to 30 years old. I am free to trav- Pittsburgh, Pa.
*• *
el on weekends. Send pictures in
first letter. Will answer all mail. Dear Mme. Chante: I've been
Ann Washington, 803 Monson St., an avid reader of your column for
Peoria, Ill.
quite sometime and would like
•••
your aid in helping me find a
Dear Mme. Chante: I am
suitable male companion. I am a
lonely man of 39, 5 feet, 9 inches lonely young lady of 21, 5 feet,
tall, 150 lbs., medium brown com- 6 inches toll, dark brown complexion and of Baptist faith. I am plexion. I would like to correspond
seeking a lifetime companion. I with young men from 25 to 35
am interested in someone between years of age. I do not smoke or
21 and 40 who is sincere a n d drink and I have a very pleasing
wants a home and a family. I personality and try to underhave been in California only a stand all problems and be very
short while and don't have too liberal in all my decisions. If
much to offer. I am employed by not sincere, please do not write.
the city, not interested in fan mail. I will answer all letters.
Joyce
Please send photo in first letter. Peeks, '7121 Normal Blvd.,
ChicaAll photos will be returned and go 21,
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NAACP Observes 50 Years
Of Fighting For Rights

gani medal has become the most
coveted award in Negro life.
Winners of the award include,
among others, Marian Anderson,
William H. Hastie, Ralph J.
Bunche, A. Philip Randolph, Mary
MEMPHIS - Top Civic minded strength in just one or two places
McLeod Bethune, Thurgood Marshall, Richard Wright, Carl Mur- leaders of Tennessee will come to- like Memphis, but every large
gether
in a summit conference
phy, Charles H. Houston, Jackie
city and county should more than
Robinson, Martin Luthec King, Jr., Saturday, Feb. 21, to discuss
and the Little Rock Nine together broadening their efforts to regis- double its present strength.
ter all qualified Negroes in the
Memphis has approximately
with their mentor, Daisy Bates.
60,000 qualified Negro voters of
From its earliest days, the NA. state during 1959.
ACP has attracted to its support The conference is scheduled for which 13,000 was added last year
some of America's most distill- 10 a.m., in the auditorium of Park in less than 90 days.
guished sons and daughters of both Hall on the campus of Fisk uni- W. C.
Patton, convener of the
v
in Nashville, Tenn.
races. Eminent men and womenersity,
The decision to have the confer- conference, says it is expected
have served on its Board of Di•
rectors, or as members of impor- ence is an outgrowth of a sue- that the branches of NAACP will
tent committees or life members, cessful registration campaign in take the lead in expanding this
or as officers of local branches. 1958 and the one now in progress registration effort.
Among these have been William in Memphis, Tenn.
Howard Taft, the former President Leaders of the various state and
who served as a member of the local organizations regardless of
first Spingarn Award committee: political views have been invited
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., son of to attend as the conference will
the President, who also served on be non-partisan and non-denomlNEW YORK — The nation's largest and most efthe award committee; Senator Ar• nations I.
SAVANNAH, Ga. - (UPI)
thur Capper of Kansas, one-time
fective civil rights organization, the NAA('P. celebrated its
High ranking religious leaders -Dan Gallagher, a free-lance
president
of the Topeka, Kansas, are expected to add their contri50th anniversary on Thursday, Feb. 12
missionary trying to sail to the
NAACP branch;
bution to the meeting along with
Bahama Islands in a rebuilt
The Association, now with more than 300.000 members
Also Harold L. Ickes, once a those from labor professional and lifeboat for an
evangelist tour.
president of the Chicago NAACP social groups.
In 44 states and the District of Columbia, was organized
ran aground at Hell Gate near
branch; Senator Wayne Morse; Some state leaders feel that it's here
as the result of a historic, col/ isyesterday during a wind
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt; Senator not enough to have a large voting
storm.
sued by 53 prominent Negro and ence a blueprint providing for an
Herbert Lehman; governors, maorganization
to
combat
racial
diswhite publicists, social workers,
yors, judges, college presidents,
.clergymen, educators and philan- crimination a n d segregation
clergymen, labor leaders, physi- sponsorship of Pan-African Conelation its program and activities
thropists on Feb. 12. 1909, the through legal action, legislation,
cians,
businessmen, writers and gresses, 1919 and 1921; investiga- were largely
centennial of the birth of Abra- and publicity. These remain the
defensive in that they
many
others,
lion
primary
channels
through
of
the
which
occupation of Haiti by were chiefly concerned with acROY WILKINS
ham Lincoln.
•
MARIAN ANDERSON
MARTIN L. KING
OTHER
AREAS
Association
U.S.
continues
the
to
Marines,
con1920.
tions to protect the Negro against
Of the 5.3 signers, only two now
In addition to a series of notable Also, the defeat of an anti
survive - Dr. W. E. B. DuBois. duct its broad scale program de. can afford to has been affirmed garn, 19134918; Mary White Ov• Childs Nerney, 1912-1915;
-Negro lynching, injustice in the courts,
Roy victories in the courts, crowned judge nominated by
President Her- peonage, intimidation and terror.
writer and historian, and the Rev. signed to eliminate racial inequi• by court decisions and by slate ington, 1919.30; J. E. Spingarn, Nash, 1918-7; John R.
Shillady, by the Supreme Court's anti-seg- bert Hoover for the
and city legislation; the Negro's
John Haynes Holmes. pastor emeri• ties,
Supreme In the mid-thirties the NAACP de1931-3.5 (while also serving as pres- 1918-20; James Weldon
Johnson, regation ruling of May 17, 1954, Court, 1930; aid to the drive
to veloped a planned assault upon the
tus of the Community Church of CIVIL RIGHTS AT LOW EBB right to serve on juries has been ident); Dr. Louis T. Wright, 1936- 1921-30; Walter
White,
the
and
1930-35;
established:
Association
fair
has
Miss
employment
When
Ovington conceived
sponsored a unionize Negro workers in the ba- institution of segregation, the bulprac- 52, and Dr. Charming H.
New York.
Tobias, Roy Wilkins, 1955 to the present, talmber of other
tices
statutes
have
idea
significant
the
for
an
sic
NAACP.
and
civil
been
the
industries, 1941; campaign for wark of racial injustice.
enacted 1953 to the present.
The call was the idea of Mary
Richetta Randolph, the first office dramatic campaigns, actions and Executive Order 8802
establishing The Association was opposed to
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Rev. Allan Knight Chalmers, 1948field, III. Walling's article, pub- Negroes
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drums down rea, 1951; Prayer Pilgrimage for
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concentration on defensive meas.
The Association's first executive year, the first medal was present- New York's famed Fifth Avenue Freedom in Washington,
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ed to Dr. E. E. Jost, noted scien- in
1957; and ties.
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retary was Frances
citizens" to defend the rights of rights laws notwithstanding.
protest against the East St. the drive for enactment
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Louis, Illinois, massacre, 1917; ex- vil Rights Act of
Negro's.
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1957.
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World
Inspired by her
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War I, 1919; In the early years of the Assoand with increased legal defense
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Walling's proposal, Miss Ovington
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enlisted the cooperation of the au- dividual Negroes. and short-lived and minority group societies.
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importance
of
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decision of May 17, 1954, banning
grandson of William Loyd Garri- sustained, nationally coordinated, as an
international issue; the (Msegregation in public education.
eson and publisher of the NEW systematic and fruitful attack upon tural and economic
improvement
Previously, the Democratic parYORK EVENING POST and of racial discrimination, segregation of the
Negro; his expanded pollty "white" primary and the reThe Nation; and of others,
and deprivation of civil rights tical power; and the growing mastrictive
racial covenants had
Together they decided to issue a waited the organization of the turity of the
American people as
been knocked out by Supreme
a call for "a national conference NAACP.
a whole.
Court decrees.
for discussion of present evils, the This crusade, launched on the
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voicing of protests, and the renew- centennial of the birth of the Great NAACP PRESIDENTS
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ruling of 1954, the Supreme Court,
Association has had three
al of the struggle for civil and Po- Emancipator. has been productive
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response to suits filed by the
during
the half-centuLitical liberty."
of results which few Americans
Moorfield Storey Boston atNAACP, went on to ban segregaIn response to this call nearly 300 envisioned in 1909. The Association in transportation and in pubwhite and Negro men and women tion has survived two world wars, tort, who served as Secretary
licly-financed recreation facilities.
from all sections of the county met a major economic depression, and to Charles Sumner. 1910-1929: Dr.
The shift of emphasis from the
In New York City, May 31 and the continuing and bitter opposi- J. E. Springarn, Columbia Univerdefense to the offense created a
sity professor, 1930-39; and Arthur
June 1. 1909. lt was at this con- tion of organized bigotry.
new
situation and new problems
Spingarn,
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brother to his pre(erence that the basic policies and STRONGER THAN EVER
for the NAACP. With the demoliprogram to which the NAACP still
After 10 years of fighting for decessor and New York City attion of the legal bases for segregaadheres were formulated,
who wrote the Lineolle
freedom, the NAACP is today torney, 1939 to the present.
tion, these problems are now largeVillard presented to the confer- stronger than ever. Its name is Chairmen of the Board of DiDay Coll, Feb. 11, 1905,
ly
in the area of public relations
aignovi by
known throughout the country and rectors have been Oswald Garriinvolving attitudes, emotions and
son Villard, 1910-12; J. E. Spin.
its fame has extended to Africa,
traditions.
Asia, Europe and Latin America.
The winning of public support
Its influence is recognized even
for the Supreme Court's rulings
by those who most bitterly oppose
440U
against segregation is a
major
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its program. It enjoys substan'ia/
problem for the NAACP today.
Noua55ogL,F
moral approval and the sustaining
Despite diehard resistance in some
financial support of the Negro
southern states, the Association is
community.
confident that the elimination of
In the first year of operation,
segregation in public facilities,
the NAACP proposed a budget of
services and accommodations will
91,500. The 1959 budget calls for
be achieved within the present
9848.000. Income from all sources
generation.
in 1958 exceeded, for the first time,
It was this confidence which led
the million-dollar mark. In the
to the enthusiastic adoption of the
30 yearperiod, the NAACP has
Fight for Freedom campaign
made notable progress up Freelaunched at the Association's 1953
dom Road.
annual convention in St. Louis in
Largely as a result of NAACP
response to the challenge in the
efforts, lynching has become an
keynote address by Dr. Tobias,
obsolete "rime; segregation in pubchairman of the Board.
lic facilities, institutions and servThe drive seeks the elimination
ices has been outlawed: Negroes
of all state-imposed racial discritn.
are again voting in the South; the
illation and segregation by lalf,
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DIG A LETTER, MAN!
In one family on the waltin4
Sometimes a letter is a more list, a "cold war" exists between
powerful literary document than a a boy and his widowed mother.
book. . . even a good book.
$3 IS. t2-yeet epeeist Subscription rats. $10)
"In that black leather jacket Fred
Subscription runic Ono year. $li; eh Owings.
Such a letter ia the one sent out looks like a gangster," his mothat regular intervals by the Family er complains. Fred says she treats
Piwaaa.
Th. Tri-Stato Dattrodsr Does Mot Take tosponstel% fat slotaltdtall Menviseints
Service of Memphis.
him like a baby. Fred has the
Any citizen who receives one of normal feelings of a seventeenthe Family Service letters has an year-old wanting to be a grown-up
Published Ivory Thursday by Hut Tel-Stat• Distoadot Fuellablast C.. letered es Secoad
opportunity to feel words applied at and independent. Away f r o ft
Class Matter at rho Memphis Post Office Ma reh 20. 1112. UNA', Ad et Match 2, 1170,
their best. For the Family Serv- home he is overbearing and boastice's "Family Letter" uses one
ful, and runs with a fast older
SERVING 1.000,000 NEGROES IN THE fl-STATE AREA
word to suggest ten more. In
crowd. Counselling in time could
short, the letter says more than
help this mother give Fred wiser
is written. It says more under the
guidance, before he takes one resurface than on the printed page.
step too many and land
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gration, from the
a world of feeling, meaning, and side are unhappy scenes of bitterhanded down its momentous decision in May call it "token integration," if they will, let suggestion lurking behind the type- ness between husband and wife.
"What's to become of us," the
1954 to this very hour, the image of one them scoff at the Judges and jeer the cou- written words.
to
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wonder,
the sake of illustration, and children
Man, and one man alone has stood as the rageous Negro children who walk in dignity For
in the hope that the Family Serv- tears . . .
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alterable incarnatio
and serenity to their classrooms. The ice Letter writer will keep up the We must
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to give, even though it means
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Court.
Supreme
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cannot push back the curtain of history. ly Service "Family Letter" to that fewer families can be servLike a giant tackle on a football team, Integration is here to stay, and what's more those who read in the "shadows." ed ... We know that skilled counselling pays returns in terms of
Mr. Justice Warren has thrown his full Virginia may end up by being a model state Here goes:
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dustrial development brings more useful . . counselling with troubCredit for all this belongs
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handl-ng cf the challenge, or by a policy of behind their Chieb Though they deserve newcomers to a community which helping families adjust their lives
in 20 years has almost doubled to illness or the loss of a family
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who believe in the promise of democracy, it and county in 1939 and 603,245 to- No one can estimate how much
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ingly. First the Virginia supreme court must not be forgotten that it was Warren day AN AGENCY . . .
dollar and cents . . .is saved for
held the state laws prohibiting school in- who provided the leadership, the climate But, Family Service has no a community when a husband and
tegration were unconstitutional; and on the of juridical opinion and the acceleration of more caseworkers today than we wife abandon their plant for a diwere on the staff 20 years ago. vorce. When. through professional
same day this judgement was entered, a the course of events.
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Oh, freedom! bloodshed it might be done .
ADAM CLAYTON POWELL: If
By FRANK L. STANLEY
SPIRITUAL:
the weep when he dies and call him blessed,
Southern communities which are in
Freedom over me! And before I'd
HYMN: Mine eyes the Negro is good enough to drive
the laurels
place
to
time
BATTLE
the
is
this
but
it
and
he a slave, I'd be buried in my have seen the glory of the com- tanks on the battlefields of Eurmood to defy the Federal Courts:
Eisen- around his neck while he is living and active LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The re- larger, feeling is higher, and corn- grave and go home to my Lord ing of the Lord. He is trampling ope and Asia, he is good enough
would have lent support to President
to work on the assembly lines of
and be free!
n on the bench. For he has given substance cent Louisville Invitational Bas- petition keener.
out the vintage where the grapes
hower's injurious thesis that integratio
Mixed officiating is a necessary
you, of wrath are stored. He has loos- America.
ketball Tournament was demonask
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to Lincoln's
McLEOD BETHUNE:
MARY
strated again the need for more next step. Fpr just as integrated had you not rather be killed than ed the fateful lightening of His
s proceeding at too rapid a pace.
competent officiating. This is not athletics have tremendously pav- to be a slave to a tyrant? It is terrible swift sword. His truth is We have known what it is to sub
fer. We are prepared to underan indictment of the calibre of of- ed the way for acceptance of the no more harm for you to kill a marching on!
ficiating nor an effort to impugn Negro, so would integrated offi- man who is trying to kill you, EMANCIPATION PROCLAMA- stand suffering. We have known
the integrity of those who work- cials aid the progress of sports. than it is for you to take a drink TION! On the first day of Janu- what it is to be underprivileged.
School athletics are designed of water when thirsty. The great- ary, in the year of our Lord one We are prepared by history to
ed the games. Neither do we wish
security,
national
was
cause
the
Unit- Whether
Much of the Negro's history in the
to accuse any of the officials of primarily for the benefit of stu- est riches in all America have thousand eight hundred and sixty- redeem others from want. For
struggle, independence or fulfillment of treaty obli- prejudice, because some of their dents — those who have ability arisen from our blood and tears. three, all persons held as slaves years I have felt that despite the
ed States is a mournful saga of
the
equality gations, the Negro soldier was forever decisions involving all-white play- enough to participate and sports- But Americans, I declare to you, within any State, or designated difficulties and obstacles innation
ion,
emancipat
struggle to attain
manship enough to play the while you keep us and our chil- part of a state, the people where- way, our great American
ers dispelled any such notion.
a
been
and the right to daily bread. It has
his patriotism without whin- The plain truth is that here in game hard and fair. Officials are dren in bondage, and treat us like of shall then be in rebellion was moving toward integration
of brutes to make us support you against the United States, shall and solidarity.
by a ready to show
Kentucky, like many other states, hired to insure the progress
long struggle protracted now and then
the rules, and your families, we cannot be be then, thenceforward, and for- RALPH BUNCHE: I have great
out- ing.
integrated athletics are on t h e the game by enforcing
leadership which at time had no clear
and properly. They must your friends. You do not look for ever free. (Signed: A. Lincoln). faith that the kind of world we
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or which was
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our rights to work, to live in decent housing; Negro players. So it is safe to Therefore, it goes without say- FREDERICK DOUGLASS: The the South can make a law that there is full respect for human
rights for personal gains.
athlete can doctrine that submission to vio- will provide an opportunity or rights and fundamental freedoms
must be enacted to protect our right to predict that almost every major ing, athat if a Negroover
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sidered in ability alone. In fact, slave and overseers. Ile was same opportunity from an ignor- a world in which all men shall
the cattle into jim-crowed quarters.
the exception of officials.
denied us. We have been suppliant at
white coaches in the spirit of
who was whipped ant colored man, without injuring walk together as equals and with
time that
Despite these laws and Commissions we The Negro official is in the good sportsmanship should broad- whipped oftenerslave
foot of the temple for so long a
who had the both men. No State can make a dignity.
That
easiest.
mendicants. have not yet attained the full stature of citi- same position as the Negro teach-, en their knowledge of competent
our status has become that of
er — qualified and experienced officials and vote for the best irfull
is
yet
nation
sick zenship. Why? Because
but still largely segregated. Offi- respective of race.
Race prejudice has made us the clinical
of people who not only believe that the Ne- ciating at its best is a difficult Integration has given sports a
man of this democracy.
nt gro is inferior, but who entertain the wish job. Add the factor of race com- new drawing power which is desYet in the early days of the developme
petition and the task becomes tined to grow with the seasons. It
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White
14A19184 to make It up some segregation. Neither the
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"It's her tenth marriage ... So instead of 'Here Comes
Love A Parade'!"
Bride' ... Play

still think the whole situation
reeks with racism.
As disgusted as I am over the
case, I think the queer deal given
Jimmy Johnson may serve to
wake up the decent majority in
America to the true depths of Hitlerite racism that has poisoned
the atmosphere of Washington
gress.
and is eating away at the vital
Anyway, such is the sentiment
of our democratic form of
sweeping the nation in the wake parts
government. If Jimmy's case
of the comedy of errors in Washhelps in this awakening, there
ington last week over the attempt
still may be time to save someof Congressman Barratt O'Hara
thing of the American dream.
to get young James Johnson, jr.,
Frankly. I have no fear of the
a Page Boy job in the House of
Dixiecrats and the white supreRepresentatives.
extremists in America if
The truth is that Congressman macy
there is any hope of getting the
O'Hara and friends of Jimmy
rest of the sane, fairly rational
Johnson, including his distinguishAmerican people to realize what
ed aunt, Ethel Payne, former Dein our country.
fender White House Correspond- is happening
bring myself to
ent, have been working for over Somehow I cannot
as
Negroes do, that
some
believe,
a year on a plan to get the colorwhites
ed lad in the Page Boy corps. For the majority of American
a moment it seemed that their literally hate Negroes.
behind-the-scenes efforts were go- Hatred is a self-destroying virus which must be attacked vigoring to pay off.
Suddenly the proposition explod- ously whenever it raises its head.
•verybody in Washington Hatred is more destructive to a
ed and ,
and
has come up with a different ex- society than all the atomic
we can possibly
planation of what really happen- hydrogen bombs
cannot build a
ed. Most Negroes are firmly con- manufacture we
on hatvinced that Jimmy Johnson was country nor a civilzation
knocked out by the Dixiecrats. red and unless we root it out of
The double-dealing in the John- society, we shall surely perish.
lason case is symbolic, in the eyes While most of us have some
of most Negroes, of Dixiecrat tent prejudices which we learned
school
at
treachery. This is true despite the at our mother's knee,
fact that many responsible Con- and at church, the true cause of
grestmen are trying to prove that most of our racial trouble in the
the racial issue was not a factor U.S., lies at the door of the white
in the decision to ditch Jimmy. extremists who are determined to
The I have read most of the explana- put a ceiling over the progress
tions, and 1 must confess that I and advancement of the colorWhile every white American
mother can truthfully say that her
new born son has a chance to become President of the United
States, it seems that a colored
mother may have cause to wonder if her son has a chance to
become a Page Boy in the Con-

ed tenth of the American population.
There is no middle of the road
approach to these extremists. You
cannot reason with an irrational
man. There is no such thing as
conciliation with an insane character and how can you persuade
a little Hitler that the gods he
worships are false?
Even if we could persuade these
criminals to be good, we do not
to
have the time left in America
revolutionary
do the job. The
Communists and their world fasguns
cist brothers have their
trained on America. We are the
last hope of a free world. Every
crack in our democratic system
will be exploited to the full. Every
sign of internal conflict and weakness is a signal to step up the
ideological war against us.
These are known truths. Every
serious thinker in America has
warned U3 of the road ahead.
What purpose will our multi-billion dollar defense efforts serve if
we are going to permit our social
order to be destroyed from withdeterin by extremists who are
mined to stop the clock of history and keep a tenth of Amen
cans under the heel of a decadent racial doctrine?
Out of enlightened self-interest,
if for no other reason, white
America should be pressing to develop the full potential of its Negro millions. Here is a national
resource that should be cherished
instead of crushed, should he
helped rather than hurt. If we do
not take heed, we may go to hell
before we get to the moon.

GLORIA GRAHAME, will co-i cards during her many repeats
star with Harry Belafonte, Shelly as club's star.
Winters and Robert Van in "Odds ANNOUNCEMENT that wife of
Against Tomorrow," pix Belafon- Sammy Davis, Jr., has filed for
divorce came as no surprise to
to will co-produce.
JONAH JONES and quartet, the couple's many friends. —
on the Fred Astaire television pro. HOWEVER FROM sources close
"brass" to get sponsorship for
By ROB RO1'
gram occupy an enviable spot.— to Hollywood scene 'lls reported
shows featuring Negro talent If,
THEY ARE CERTAIN to get con- not all screenlanders are happy
While color television begins to as some experts say, the southsideration for a major role in a over the end of Davis' married!
make its appearance felt on most land will not tune in shows with
special jazz program to be tele- lays. — NO FURTHER details of'
channels another major move is Negroes as principals they would
vised early next month as result this rumor are available, howbeing discussed by TV "brass" have to if pay-television were with
of sock they added to the Astaire ever. — 'TIS A SORT of "closed
that finds more problems than fac- us. This suggestion isn't exactly
program. CREDIT LOS ANGEL- mouth" statement of what may
ed the arrival of color programs "off the beam" as one might susES' Tribune, a weekly publication not even be based on facts. —
on video.
pect. Dollars to doughnuts some
with statement that Correll and!RUMORS CAN BE most disturbThe new move involves pay.tel- of the top Negro artists would be
Gosden, creator of "Amos 'N ing indeed. — TAKE THE CASE
evision where one Would be able spotlighted, and with their own
Andy" failed to come to aid of o Ricardo Montalban deciding to
to see whatever program he wish. shows, if the programs could be
Tim Moore (the Kingfish) when
ask for "a much needed vacation"
ed to focus attention on with the substitoted for with switch of dial
illness and death struck. — ALSO
"Jamaica."
VERY
, drop of a coin and the turn of the or passed up by refusing to drop
CREDIT TO Tribune story that from the Pay
dial. Main thing about pay-tele- coin in "the_ fountain."
Johnny Lee who plays "Lawyer NEXT day after the request beflying
began
vision is that it does not have to On the profit side there is an
rumors
public
came
Calhoun" came to rescue of the
be sponsored as today's programs even more general picture to be
programs' creators by saying for that all was not well between
are. Another feature and some say suggested. Certainly many shows
publication, that latter didn't owe PI ifs star, Lena Horne and RiJOHN LEWIS, right, is shown
a pleasing one, is that not all not seen on television now would
are Percy Heath, Connie Kay
anything. PUBLICATION cardo.
Tim
'as
with
rest of Modern Jazz War
• programs would be directed over be sent out over chains if the
and Milt Jackson. The quartet
quotes both the widow and Lee
tat stars who annually appear
nation's screens through pay-as-you "take" was based on pay teleclosed Chicago's Blue Note
DEFENDER'S
HOLLYWOOD
in articles.
as
instructors
see channels. Set would be provid- vision returns. And how can one
and
participants
Sunday and headed for San
IT REQUIRED: Less than fit- !correspondent Hazel Washington
at "School of Jazz" in Lenox,
ed with equipment for pay-TV say Hollywood would not release
Francisco, where they'll apteen minutes for producers Phi-'says Joe Jackson who 'en
HERE JOHN LEWIS, discuss.
a
member of Defender's
with the present system of receiv- more recent films for televising if
pear at the Blackhawk cafe.
lip Rose and David J. Cogan to serves as stand-in for Sammy Da- Mass. With John, left to right.
es the "School Of Jazz" with
amusement staff.
ing programs still available to the "take" was greater as it most
decide "A Raisin In The Sun" via, Jr., will fly to Burma for
viewers.
certainly would be with pay-telewas just the story for their 1959 certain scene shots required of
With no particular axe to grind, vision channels to work through?
venture on Broadway scene. —Sammy for the Frank Sinatra picer do we have, it is easy to speak So far numerous bills have been
THE STORY. written by Chicago- ture, "Ocean Liner II." — HAZEL
on the subject from another angle. introduced in Congress to prohibit
an Lorraine Hansberry, opens at THINKS decision due as much to
• This would be the elimination of the FCC from authorizing pay-TV.
Blackstone theatre night of Feb. r- ,eis. wish to help Joe as
a basic problem as the programs Naturally the FCC is powerless. or
10 '
tor a 4-week run which is tojthing else.
are sent out today. Problem that at least reluctant to grant such
be followed by engagement on'WTTEN "KILLERMAN" Johnson
confronts efforts of program rights as long as Congress objects.
Broadway. — THE OPERA !
, was in Detroit attending one of
HOUSE will be scene of what:
his fighters his companion was
should be a socksational concertl,,
ZIGGYMAN" JOHNSON an d ,
(two performances) Sat. Feb. 14.1
in.
q..i
te naturally. — Both know how
John Lewis, pianist and leader1 quite often the most
— ARTISTS APPEARING will
promisingi Speaking of the broadening of der Joins
Lewis and the "School
to
wear boxing gloves when mak- with the Modern Jazz Quartet youngsters find
elude Sarah Vaughan, Thelonius
employment at the school Lewis spoke most en-' of
Jazz" officials in suggesting
i
n
g
the
night
slow
took
spots
their,
to
time
out from quartet's chores conclusion of the school.
Monk, Miles Davis and Gerry
1
couraginly about the number of some of our organizations join
in
Mulligan. — SOME lineup, pals! pace when time comes for reach. at the Blue Note last week to dis. The artists carving as instructors • foreigners
applying for entry sponsoring some worthy yungsters.,
•s•
.ing for checks. P. S. Joe Ziggy ; taw his most cherished project and who play with
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
the students' blanks. At least two are expected!
The schools and colleges shout II
CHARLIE GLENN and Joe ! is now in California where he the "School of Jazz" of which he donate their services. Such top from
Africa and several from the nation are
muSielturning
Louis who operated the old Rhum. will not need boxing gloves. — is a director, in Lenox, Mass,
out
pianist as John Lewis who is in other countries.
HOLLYWOOD — It seems like and now we have Henry King,
•
, John spoke most reels; of
ans annually. Young musicians
boogie cafe both say Claudia Mc- REASON? No clubs in Los dug
plans charge of instructing piano: Diz- Many of the
students attending who need both experience and old times again. out at 20th Cen- Richard Barthelmess, George CoNeil who co-stars with Sidney lea are open late and Z i g g y j to enlarge the school, already a zy Gillespie, Jimmy
tury•Fox Studios — picture busi- hen, Edwin J. Loeb, Harold Lloyd
Guiffre, Max the school are on scholarships,
Poitier in "A Raisin In The Sunn" neither gets up or starts out ' major porject. The "School ofi Roach,
emp'oyment. And !Sera is no bet- ness is not dead, the studio has Bess Meredyth, Mark Pickford,
Bill Russo, Marshall Mr. Lewis pointed out. It
is in- ter way to get that experience
was one of their best drawing early.
Jazz" is the brain child of several Stearns, Oscar
signed over one hundred contract Joseph M. Schenck, Raoul Walsh,
Peterson. Ray teresting he points out to note
than playing with top bands and actors and are booking all of the Jack L. Warner and Carey Wilson
top musicians and critics who Brown,
famed bass Player: Milt! how many organizations are open-,
combos such are donate their seliv- likely talent that is unattached. with gold cars. Seven of the thirtyhave dedicated themselves to aid- Jackson, Jim
Hall, Percy Heath,! Boring students on scholarships.
ices - ah.the Lenox, Mass., school The studios tightened their belts
ing prospective artists develop Connie
so honored are now deceased.4
Kay. Ralph Penna and However, Lewis, regrets very starting
Aug. 10. And better yet and let all of the contract stars "Never Say
their talents in jazz music and' many other
Die," could well bat
greats of jazz have. Much the small precentage of Nethere is always the chance some out, while holding the line against the watch-word for Actor
at the same time to gain expert. willingly
Gale
given their talents, free! gro students in the school that is of
the students may land jobs losing business. There was an un- Gordon. It was necessary for the
ence from playing with top pro- of charge, to
make the New Eng- most democratic. Thus with this
with the established organiza- declared war between the stars director to stop action on "Rally
fessionals for three weeks. And land "School of Jazz"
a success, information to labor on the Defen- tions.
tand
aon vteht prod ueernso
, weabcuhs nfeasishnig 'Round the Flag," several times
-- -----however
s'I because his voice was so deep.
pointing
toward better times and and to instruct him to raise it an
,
now that race is on again to get octave or two. This is ironic: Gorthe top names signed.
aas nbdordnocwt.oirths asadidouhb e nee‘
]e, trAn honor that came just in time pdaolnatwe
was bestowed on the late C. B. would be able to speak. As a child
DeMine, and eleven others of the • he underwent 19 operations in Engfounding members of the Academy land, and today owns one of most
of Motion Picture Arts and Scien- cultured and vibrant speaking
ces, when they were honored with !voices in all of Hollywood.
life memberships in the Academy Frank Sinatra's medico informGuest starring stints on tele- i the good or top ones that is, they
by the Board of Governors. The
vision have been coming regular-quite often get paid more f o r
original plans were to give the ed him it isn't the Las Vegas sand
ly and quite profitably for the total their performance than the show's
or altitude that gave him larynhonor to living members, but the o
sepia stars of music and soneatar nets when the counting is
date of the actual presentation was gitis, he's allergic to ITALIAN
this season.
1completed,
two days late for C.B.
FOOD . . . Nat 'King' Cole will
Previously four others had been begin his first concert tour of
So much so, a few have incl1-1 'Tis a matter of record that one
awarded life memberships, Dou- South America late in March. The
cated they care little about be- Negro star w a a paid in f i •
glas Fairbanks Sr., M. C. Levee, three month trek also calls for
ing unable to land their own week figures for his less than a half
Lloyd and Conrad Nagel, a number of TV appearances.
Frank
after week shows. As one artistihour appearance on a television
puts it "appearing on a regular- program that was the weekly .
ly sponsored show week after slotting of another artist.
week is more than a notion. The There is another case where an ,
money is good of course and the orkster was paid several thousand
publicity grand hut there is dollars for his band and an addwork and hard work at that pre- ed "take" for his own appearance
Blackstone theatre. Play Is Sidparing a show. Even more pain- before the band. Of course the LOUIS GOSSETT, Ruby Dee
and Sidney Poitier are shown
ney's first important role in a
ful is the fact that when you particular leader was also teaenacting important role in "A
legitimate theatre.
have a show you rise and fail by tured as soloist between band
Raisin In The Sun" at the
SALT LAKE CITY. Utah — Nat,
what happens on screen. Critics numbers.
King Cole, currently featured at,
' porgy
don't just say the guest at
This it is safe to say not all
Lagoon here moves to the Chi
the
were below par when one fails has been bad for
Negroes who
Chi in Palm Springs, Cal., next)
to measure up, but rather the have talent
worthy of being spot.
week for three days and then will
show was not up to par. You get lighted
on the air. At least that
follow his annual winter season
the credit when things are good is how many
of the top names
stay at the Sands in Las Vegas.
-rom MGM Records comes
so I guess one has to accept the feel about
The Sands engagement that word that during the latter prat
the matter of being
knocks when such is the case." denied chance to
starts Feb. 25 -will run through of February they will release
star in their own
an.,ther thing about guest stars, television show.
Mar. 10. And, incidentally, Cole will eleven Lion stereo albums.
receive more pay for the engage- The eleven stereo albums schedWhen the play - A Raisin In The Ruby Dee, Louis Gossett, John
ment that was paid him on last uled for release are "Selections
Sun"
starring Sidney
Poitier Fielder, Diana Sands and Ivan
visit to the gaming city.
From The Hit Broadway Musical
opened at Blackstone theatre here Dixon perform admirably in the
The Sands has booked most of
"The Music Man," "Selections
Tuesday it meant Chicago had Lloyd Richards' directed play.
the top Negro stars for appearFrom Lerner And Loewe's" "My
put over one on Broadway.
The Blackstone
theatre will
ances during the current cold
Lady." "Selections From
Broadway was to have gotten1 house "A Raisin" for four weeks
weather season. In fact Las Ve- Fair
Hammerstein's
And
the play Wednesday night Feb. 111 after which it moves to New York,
gas will see most of the top names Rodgers
but the backers felt Chicago for temporarily postponed open-'
during same period. Such greats "Oklahoma," "Selections From
Hammerstein's
Rodgers
A
n
d
should get the first call since' ing. By that time the play, alas Pearl Bailey, Cole, The Ink
play was written by a Chicagoan, ready approved, should be moving
Spots, Billy Williams quartet, Ella "South Pacific," "Selections From
By DOLORES CALVIN
lace hut to tell him a few Lorraine Hansberry. The play along snaziothly
Fitzgerald, Billy Daniels, Sammy George Gershwin's "Porgy A n d
and ready to setgood leads.
several appearances in the old
came to Chicago after trial runs tle down for the predicted long CLAUDIA McNEIL who appears
Davis. Jr., and perhaps Harry Bess," "Passage To Italy," "MiliNEW YORK — Sidney Poitier
opposite Poitier in "A Raisin"
Joe Louis Rhumboogie in Chi.
Belafonte will play in Vegas during tary Band In Hi-Fi," "Nearer
is considered the race's greatest Years ago. Richard Huey tried in New Haven and Philadelphia run on Broadway.
is a former night club star
cago.
the current "parade of names for The Cross," "Bouquet F r 0 na
acting talent today. That only fi- i this method and it worked. He was where it was acclaimed by critics The Chicago opening attracted
whose engagement included
Paris,"
the winter "
gures after his cumulative superb' a legitimate theater actor, though and firstnighters alike.
a packed house and advance sales
roles — one after another — with — strictly Broadway. He would "A Raisin In The Sun" is based indicate it will play to capacity
get impressive roles and his last on an interesting story. And cast throughout
not a bad one in there.
the 4-weeks allotted the
"Mark of the Hawk" was per- one was in the highly successful members Poitier, Claudia McNeil, Blackstone run.
"Bloomer
Girl."
But
haps his weakest, but certainly
Richard Huey
"No Way Out," "Cry, the Beloved owned a restaurant on Harlem's
Country." "Defiant Ones" and now 7th Avenue and he would always
"Porgy" are excellent motion pic- say: "I don't have to take what
tures — so much so that "De- they give me with this restaurant.
fiant Ones" has a chance at the I can throw it back in their faces
Academy Award and Mr. Poitier if I want to." And he died very
may be the first Negro to walk well off.
off with an "Oscar" for best act-1 Sidney Poitier borrowed that
inc — and not in the supporting formula — maybe not consciously
but he. too, had the idea, and it Aids
Ellington brought his entire revue from Virginia, and Olhe Franklin,
role.
into the Cops. The revue stars, whose cousin Nappy Whiting starHow did Sidney get this way? has worked beautifully. It has .
"our" gal Barbara McNair, withl red in "Imitation of Life," and
He had some tuck — maybe it worked him hard but he's gotten
the Norma Miller dancers, a line "The Giant." Will always rememwas 30-40 per cent of it But that's there and he's still only 32.
of girls augmented by many shows ber Nappy's act .vith the umbrelall. Few people will give him this
and the gal from Memphis (by la entitled, "I'm just a nudist."
credit for his swift rise to fame
way of St. Louis) Othella Dallas..
. . Peg Leg Bates moves up
— besides hard work, nevcrsay.
"Oh Yeah" Timmie Rogers is with'to Montreal and the Montmarte
die-spirit and the general causes
NEW YORK -- Harry liclafonte sic Hegree in voice.
Belafonte
schoolthe
Duke and my former
for success. For Sidney was above
who wired Barbara Smith. the Foundation funds will meet tuition
and had hoped to take singer Ma'NT 't 111.
mate Napoleon Reed works in the
ell — independent — and so much
Texas student-singer "In your ,for her study in drama, dance,
bel Lee with him as part of a
Ciro's.
lounge.
Damita
a
Jo
is
so for a young Sian. that it was
corner" when she was banned languages and voice at studios of
ZIC.,GY JOHNSON
Okay you local tourist there is She package deal cooked up by Spizzie
amazing to watch him rise.
from appearing in role of "Dido" Metropolitan Opera's Maestro Derundown of what you will see when Canfield . . . When you read this
While he was waiting for the
in opera "Ditto and Aeneas" at nise. Funds to meet Miss Smith's The "Queen" hit the scene and Pons. Good voice and shape . . . Grayce
Sadler of
the Duncan and with the blessing of the Alright role — the one he could
the Flame began to burn. And iC Singer Doris Hines held over the
Agency sends you to Miami.
NEW YORK — The SOLITAIRES University of Texas" two years living expenses are being solicited
handle and handle well — Sidney
mighty, I will have flown into
takes
me
back
to
the line of a fourth week at the Flame for
ago proved his sincerity this by the campus-area University
didn't starve in a garret. He sup- "EMBRACEABLE YOU" is really
Romaine Johns back from the California with a stopover to see
Baptist Smith, where singer was brand cigarette "True individual- more reasons than one.
ported his fine family well — exciting executives of OLD TOWN %reek.
Down Miami Way: Al Dunmore's West Coast and donning his ga- the Four Tops' new act at the
The Belafonte Foundation, es- a member of the congregation. ity cannot be copied." You can
through his business ventures. He RECORDS since re-orders from
say what you want to about Dinah wife Jo Thompson slaying 'em loshes and remarking: "You didn't
Dunes and a quick hello to Dr.
knew the restaurant business — N.Y.. Detroit and Calif. have given tablished for purpose of aiding and choir soloist, Church was one Washington, but to
me, she's one with six shows a night at the El think I was going to throw these
and he made use of it in-between indications it may be as "big" as talented youngsters gave reported of first to integrate in South, do- of the greatest of
Buck and Dottie West and Dr.
all time. Too Patio . . . The Treniers are cur"substantial
aid"
to
Miss
Smith
"WALKING
ALONG."
ing so SOIlle 10 years ago.
roles. Because with a job, you
bad her father wouldn't sign that rently at the Riot Room That fig- away cause I was going to the Jim and Maggi McMillan, and
can't leave it and run to Holly- PITTSBURGH — During the when she decided to quit tha Pastor Blake Smith is one of contract about 15
years ago. I ures . . . Betty Grable headlining warmer climate, did you? That's before you finish, I hope to be back
wood. But with a business, you week of February, RED PRYSOCK campus and move to New York girl's top Austin supporters, say- don't know
where I'd be now. Di- the show at the Latin Quarter. our Johns for you. Alfred Street's
saying, "Good evening, ladies and
can. At one time. Sidney owned and HIS ORCHESTRA will be at to further her talents.
ing that following Dido incident nah came Friday night with a
cold while Billy Daniels holds the au- Murdock has finally ended his
three "Ribs.ln-Thellough" a n d the HI HAT CLUB, the same time Shying from publicity, Miss she came directly to his study and
whatever Dr. Bob Bennet gave dience with his songs at the Eden birthday Lasted a month. Nice gentlemen, welcome to the Flame.
many a name in showbusineas RED'S new album will be releas- Smith went on to become candi- to pray that she might meet her, she
should try to get more Roe. Dizzy Gillespie is at the friendly hello brought by from St. This is the fast age, or shall vs..
would venture by to not only see ed.
date last week for bachelor of mu. situation charitably.
of it, cause she sounded like Lily Rocking M. B. lounge and Duke Louis by our town's Dottie Rose, say "Jet my love."
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GREETING CROWD at fourth
annual homecoming of Mt. Pisgah High school is the principal, Prof. S. C. Harris. More

than 2,000 persons were on
hand to watch school's boys
and girl teams take on oppon•
eats from Fayette County

Training school from Somver•
ville. Tenn., and observe the
crowning of king and queen
of the school.

WELCOME VISITOR S—
companying the visiting has-

ketball teams from Somerthe
silk
for
homecom
Mg game at Mt. Pisgah High

school near Cordova, was the
principal, Prof. John Kohl.
helm, and Mrs. Kohlheim, at

left, who are seen being greeted by Prof. and Mrs S. C.
Harris, at right. Both saw

(earns from each side win and
lose games.

AFTER THE BALL In the
first game between the Eay•
ette County Hornettes and the
Mt. Pisgah Eagles girls' team
are two members of the visiting Hornettes, who kept pos-

session of the ball during most
of the game and went on to
win by a score of 43 to 12.
The visiting team has lost only
two gamts this season and are
state champions.

GIRLS' TEAM — Excited
about their game with the
state champion Fayette Coonty Training school Hornettes,

The Mt. Pisgah Eagles pose in
gymnasium a few minutes before the game. Team is coach-

ed by Mrs. Shirley Graham,
standing third from left. The
team, capatined by Miss Lo.

reane Stlgers, front row, third
from left, has won half of
games this season.

EAGLES FLYING — Making
, another two points to the de' light of the overflow crowd
which came to see the game
yel between Hornets and home.

based Eagles, Is one of the Mt.
Pisgah students as one of viehors vainly attempts to atop
him. The Eagle, captained
, by Ferby, won gams 71 to 61.

trIliy HOME TEAM, which
• lawvided many thrills for the

home town crowd, poses here
with their coach, James Scott,

standing at extreme left, before exciting game with Fay-

ette .County Hornets. Parker
Joyner, standing at extreme

right, was master of ceremonies for the program.

HAWAIIAN DANCE given
during half-time ceremonies
was by students in upper di-

vision of the grade school depertinent. Participants were,
kneeling from left. Mildred
Fleming and Reatha Mae Win.

frey. Standing, same order,
Are Argia Mae Little, Maria
Green and Earline Burnett.

nesday, Feb. 4, were William
Moore and Miss Annie Pearl
Taylor, who will reign at the
school until nest year. Both

members of the junior class,
they received a number of
beautiful gifts from organisations at the school.

HIGH STEPP'
M UDR
ETTES who were featured
during program at balf•time

Grandherry. In rear. same
order, are Fula Mae Green,
McNess Eddings, Ernestine

Jones, Marva Smith, Wreaths
Mae Winfrey and Theodosia

Fisher. (Staff photos by Pull.
cy
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RAN
Four at

Last week end was filled to the ers.
hilt . . . beginning with the bril- Gaylette members include Miss
liant Fifth Annual Charity Ball of Eva K. Gaines, president; Mrs.
J-U-G-S, Friday night, at John- Emma J. Turner, Mrs. Rose New,
son's Hippodrome (formerly Club Miss Barbara Brown, Mrs. Marcelene Turner, Miss Dorothy Phil.
Ebony.)
"Mardi Gras Madness" . . . a lips, Miss Bernice Davis, Mrs.
theme connotating gaiety, music, Gertrude Smith, Mrs. Julia Woodcolor, excitement and pageantry ard, Miss Jean House, Miss Cloywas conveyed in uniquely execut- er J. Sommerville and Miss Edna
Thomas.
ed decorations.
With their primary interest be- LES VOGUETTES CLUB
ing service to children, this ener- Members and guests of the Les
getic group of young maids and Voguettes club were entertained'
matrons discovered six years ago by Miss Lillian Smith at Tony's
BRIDAL PARTY — Mr. and
cent wedding. The bride Is
Mrs. David S. Cunningham.
Wells.
Theodore
Johnson,
Seen left to right are the
resa Cox, Linda L. Harrelson,
that there was no means of trans- last Friday night, where plans
Mrs. Ronald McKinley Cunthe former Miss Helen Jerline
On the right is the bridal parWoodrow Miller, Willie Oita
bridesmaids. Misses Rosemamaid of honor, the bride and
portation for some of the cerebral were established for the annual
Bingham are seen cutting the
Griffin, daughter of Mr. and
ty
which
united the former
rie Ward, Marie A. Edmund.
groom, Joseph Isabel, best
Higgs; and in foreground, Miss
palsied children to the Les pas. spring fashion show and pre•• -cake on the left at the recepMrs. Uless Griffin and the
Miss Griffin, Sunday, Feb. 1,
son, Darnell Thomas, Leverda
Janice Frazier, the flower
man; Square Partee, jr., Ronace's Treatment . Center. Since tation of their "Ten Best Dressed
tion which followed their re•
groom is the son of Rev. and
at
the
Beulah
Baptist
church.
girl.
Bradford, Leatha Owens, The.
that time the J-U-G-S have donat- Women of Memphis." After atald Anderson, Vernon R a y
— - —
ed $4800 to Les Passees (which tending to the business on hand,1
includes the $1400 presented last a delicious menu was served. Then I
week), and at the same time followed a good game of cards,
brought a new climate to our so- which resulted in prizes for Mrs.
cial scene with their annual Chari. Martell Jones and Mrs. Marjorie
ty Balls which feature living ads. Cowser . . . and guest Mrs. nor.:
A capacity filled ballroom of ence Bryant.
guests were enthusiastic in their In eeping with t e Valentine
Beulah Baptist church with rash- and carried white gladioli accent- with a black velvet bodice, Miss The Celebrity Social club met
approval of the carnival decora_ season, each table was decked
at the home of Mrs. Alma Hall
ionable guests for the beautiful ed with
lions which highlighted walls, cell_ with novel heart-inspired place
ribbon matching the color Marion Griffin, sister of the bride
of 1726 Eldridge ave. recently. •
afternoon wedding of Miss Helen
ing and posts. Myriad colored bal. cards and tallies. Members ather
with
ushered
her
seat
to
was
Griffin and Ronald MCKin- of her dress. Other attendants brother, Elbert Griffin. Mrs. NanA waist line social was held
loons hung in clusters from the tending were Miss Lula Watson,
Anna
ley Cunningham on Sunday, Feb. were Misses Rosemarie Ward, cy Jane Hickman, sister of t'sie after President Mrs. Viola Woody
•
which was also draped Mrs. Mary Purnell, Miss Evelyn
1.
Marie
held
a brief business session. A
A.
Edmondson,
Bagsby,
Leverda, groom wearing a floral print baMrs. Jessie Lee Bryant,
with streamers. Sides scenes of
mirthful clowns, street markers Joyce Springfield and g u e s t LANE DAY PROCLAIMED
len, opened the concert. West High' The bride is the daughter of Mr. Bradford, Leatha "Susie" Owens, loon fashion frock, was ushered to first and second prize was given
bearing famed French Quarter of George Bumpus.
On Tuesday, Feb. 3, a group of appeared next and it is surprising and Mrs. Uless Griffin of 2304 Darnell L. Thomas and Theresa her seat by Square Partee, jr. On for the largest a n d sinallest
New Orleans street names . . . At a previous meeting, a teen- Jacksonians had audience w it h the accomplishment which has Douglass. Mr. Cunningham is the Cox. They wore dresses similar her head she wore a white lace waists.
tong made famous in the blues, age organization net with the Governor Buford Ellington for been
Mrs. Leohirda Sullivan copped
made in just two years with son of Rev. and Mrs. David S. to the maid of honor's dress, of hat studded with rhinestones.
history and romance of the Mardi Les Voguettes and were accepted ceremonies proclaiming March 3 a band.
West is directed by Mr. Gunningham of 67_6 Washington, various pastel colors which made Mrs. Ruth Griffin, mother of the first prize and master James R.
as junior members. The organiz- as
Gras famed city.
the pastor of Collins Chapel it a beautiful rainbow wedding. bride, wore a areas of pink bro- Moore, jr., pulled down the s "Bishop Isaac Lane Day" in Phillip Reynolds.
The Douglass Swingsters domi- ation will he known as "Petite Les Tennessee.
On their heads were matching taf- caded satin and a matching flow- ond.
proclamation, Last, but not least, was t h e church.
The
Voguettes."
sated the bandstand . . . and reThe hostess served a delici
dedicating the date of Bishop Lane college band which is di- The double ring ceremony which feta Dior bows with a brief veil. ered hat with pink accessories.
LILTS
BRIDGE
•
acclaim of young and old
Lane's birth, requests all citizens rected this year by Mr. Kenneth was officiated by Rev. W. C. The bridesmaids also carried bou- Mrs. David S. Cunningham, repast.
recent
meeting
was
that
for their syncopated rhythms . . . .Another
.
Holmes and Rev. David S. Cun- quests of white gladioli with rib. mother of the bridegroom, wore
The next scheduled meeting will
cit the Lilts Bridge Club, which to pay tribute to the spirit of Martin. I must say all three perand with a lighted ramp which ,A
brotherhood which his life so corn- formances were superb and t h e ningh'• the groom's father, be- bons matching the colors of their a baby-blue brocaded satin dress be held at the home of Mrs. Carencircled the bandstand, skirted .as entertained by Mrs. J o y c e pletely typified.
remembergan at half after two.
dresses.
afternoon is one to be
with a matching flowered hat and rie E. Smith of 2172 Stovall ave.,
with masks of every description Pinkston at Tony's Inn Present Those
on Feb. 16'.
' Little Miss Janice Frazier, the blue accessories.
attending the ceremony ed for soothing music. Thanks to THE BRIDE
were Mesdames Ethel .C. Bell,
.. and with two over-sized openBefore
altar
with
an
vases of flower girl, the niece of the groom, More than 400 guests witnessed
Mrs. Carrie W. Smith is the club
Lila Dumas, Vera Smith, Delores included Dr. and Mrs. C. A. Kirk- the City Federation.
mouthed clowns at each end of Callian,
white gladioli and under a dec- was dressed in white nylon and
reporter.
Alice Harris, Dorothy endoll (college president); Dr. Eu- STUDENT GIVERNMENT
the beautiful wedding.
the ramp . . . 24 pulchritudinous
orated
of
smilax
arch
and
a lace. She carried a basket of
Montgomery, M. Elizabeth Lewis, gene Ching and Prof. J. A. Cooke The Student Council at Merry
The dining room of the church
specimens of young womanhood, Evelyn
Newsum, Emily Jackson all of I.ane college; Dr. Joseph A. High school presented the sec- background of burning white tan- white and yellow rose petals. Serv- was the scene of the reception
all sub-debs representing busiand Miss Emeldia Steverson. The Johnson, former president of Phil- end in a series of programs for ers in arrangements of cathedral L
inagwraesncreinglibLakrme
er n, wasjr,
nese and organizations, made their
which followed immediately after
guests were Elsie M. Robinson lips School of Theology in Jack- better student relations last week, candelabrum, the lovely bride was
nephew the ceremony. The table was covgrand entrance ... each wearing
given
in
marriage
and Frances Bergeron.by
her
father.
Miss
of
Millicent
Brown,
the
son,
who
groom.
council
now
resides in Nashville,
costumes, which were Festive
ered with long white embroidered
food, and competitive Dr. W. S. Davis, president of Ten- member, was the main speaker She was radiant in a wedding maJnosetophoIesabel served as b e
brilliantly. designed and executed
s t- linen cloth decorated with a large
bridge games won prizes for Ethel nessee A and I State university; on the topic 'Patterns for per. gown of white chiffon and tulle,
In color and material — manY -eagroom. Groomsmen arrangement of pink, yellow and
r
Bell, Emily Jackson and Frances Horace Sava
Savage, former Lane col- sonality." The first in the series the bodice of embroidered chif- were Ronald Anderson, Square white gladioli encircling the threeluring leotards.
The planning of a spring cockBergeron.
lege faculty member who is the was a panel centered around Ion, featuring a scalloped neck- Partee, jr.. Vernon Ray Johnson, tiered cake.
About the dance floor before
tail party and spring formal highG AY BLADES SOCIAL
of the recent book ''T h e -Successful School Discipline." line and long tapering sleeves ex Theodore Wells, Willie Otis Higgs
the grand show began after mid- GAY
Assisting at the reception were lgihted a recent meeting of the
Mrs. Lola B. Bethel was t h e Life and Times of Bishop Isaac
third will be the observance tending to the wrists. Her veil and Woodrow Miller.
night .. . and holding glittered
Miss Josephine Watkins, Miss Ladies of Leisure Social club held
name-signs of the sponsors, s ix hostess at the recent meeting of J. Lane and Rev. John Glenn of of National Children's Dental was of misty illusion, and the caDoris Owens, Miss Naomi McAf- in the home of Mrs. Thelma Bush.
Health Week when DrS. Mc- thedral train extended from the EARLY ARRIVALS
harlequin costumed cigarette girls the Gay Blades Social club, at the C. M. E. church.
and Miss Barbara Ford,
Among
ee
arrivals
Another highlight of the meetMr.
early
were
the
the
length
entire
!cline
of
W. McKeller • • • Ceremonies
were lovely in their gay outfits. her home at 180 W
.Kissack,
local
dentist
,.
'spec. nee
.
will be held at Lane
plans were laid for their
. and Mrs. Wilmer Stockton, Rev. Both the bride and the groom ing
d a white prayer
ializes in children's leeth, will gown. She carried
Popular disc jockey A. C. Wil- where
. was te Valentine party which
.
•
college
on
March
3
honoring
the
,
book and white mums cascading and Mrs. Henry C. Bunton, Rev. are students at LeMoyne college, nill be held on Saturday, Feb. 14,
items was master of ceremonies. Valentine party, to be held at the founderis
speak
to
the
student2ipdy.
who
buried in Holly• the home of Mrs. Ora Lee Chinn
William Smith, Rev. and Mrs. D. where she is a member of the in
. . . who laid down a steady!home of Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson
Other important villas on the from
Joni satin ribbons.
woodar
-W
cemetery in Jackson.
ne
rBrowning, Rev. and Mrs. Zeta Phi Beta sorority
stream of witty repartee through at 186 W. IsIcKeller on Valentine
ATTENDANTS
•
v and he is at 3567 Lannett rd.
calendar include
a
d
GroomWelcomed as a new JUNIOR CROWNED
out the fast-paced show. As each Day night.
An excellent chop suey dill"
the bride as maid of P. .Gonya Hentrall, Mr. and Mrs. affiliated with Omega Psi Phi fra'
ing Day and Student Day when the Attending
w 3
a Mrs. Carrie Mae Miss Annie Springfield, a junior entire
beautiful living-ad appeared and member
, was served by the hostess tot .
school will be operated by honor was Miss Linda Haralson. Palmer Jefferson, Mrs. Lugerta teraity.
`
C.
promenaded the ramp. before de- Raiford, who was immediately at Merry High school, was crown- the students.
Mrs.
Mr.
Sut0.
and
Strong,
featurbride
taffeta
yellow
dress
of
Her
ing the meeting.
After the ceremony the
on the organization's enter-1M "Miss Junior
scending stairs to the dance floor, placed
Federation" on Rose Bruce Cfjtairs is presi.
and bridegroom were chauffere
Miss Katie Bryant is presidept
tainment committee.
Sunday, Feb. 1, when the 'CI t y dent of the councal with Mrs. A. accented at the front hemline with Mrs. H. P. Pulliam, Mrs. Annie by Sam Qualls, jr., on a brief joy
, Simi of the, club, Mrs. Walterine
befitting their theme and its ac- SOPHISTICATES BRIDGE
Federated Clubs had their annual L. Cooke and V. J. Gilmore as a rose which was the color. of the Marie Naylor and Claude E.
Well-known Sophisticates Bridge
ons secretary, and Mrs. Cathcompanying music, flowers were
band concert
wedfor
dress. She wore a matching tat- -Freemafl.
a
left
couple
the
Later
advisors.
Kansas City, Mo. erine Johnson reporter.
eta Rose Sylvers last week end, Miss Springfield is the daughter The Home Improvement el u b
ea• ch sponsor.
and
of.
Mrs.
Mr.
A.
D.
Springfield
met
in
the
beautiful
.
home
of
Mrs.
—
who
was a "hostess with the mot
a story appears elseand is very active with the young- Rosa Jones recently on MiddleNEED MONEY?
where, your scribe must comment cot". . . in the eyes of her ad- er set
She represented the Civic ton. The meeting taking place at
on a few here .. . especially love- miring guests. Tony's Inn was the
.
high cost of living—
Beat
the
Pride club.
4:30 in the afternoon was presided .
by Latin-beautied Carol Ann Latt- place . .. and a rousing good time
be a successful cosmetic salesOther contestants were Miss over by Mrs. Lillian Parker, pres.
ing, representing her sponsor as a was shared when prizes were
man or woman. A complete
the ident with more than 20 members!
awarded. Mrs. Ceneta Qualls won Annie Wortham representing
lady Matador. tres sophisticated first
.
nationally established brand
.
i
in the latin manner in white satin, ' • '' a bottle of champagne Semper Fidelis Council; Miss Ma- present.
line
that most everyone knows
Pugh, representing the 20th The living room was beautifully ,
with a red metador cape, hear- and a ham . . . Mrs. Margaret rie
— .
and
likes—We train you—procentury club; Miss Mozell Long- decorated in red roses and pink'
ing the Coca-Cola top trade-mark. Rivers, snared the second place
tected
territory.
representing
the
strength
and
cosmereceived
a
bottle
gladioli
attractively
of
arranged.
sparkling
A
Another was beautiful Danese
and Miss Vine Brown, delicious two-course menu se*
Phone
GLENDALE 2-4329
'
Hancock . . . representing The burgundy and a ham . . . while t°1°g.sts
'
served. Special guests included
Memphis World . . . carrying a Miss Mae Davenport took home the Royal Ladies.
THREE
APPEAR
five
BANDS
pounds of chitterlings and a
Mesdames Marie Penn and Geor- 1
world on her back (covered in
blue satin) . . . and, as one guest bottle of beer' This convivial gath- The bands appearing in the con- gia Kelly of Jackson, and Mrs.
ering
Merry
were
High,
cert
included
West
High
Mesdames
Percy McVay of Milan, Tenn.,
Callie
sagely remarked . . . "has the
Stevens. Jewel Speight, Ruth I...ew. and Lane college.
world at her feet')
and Mrs. Harmon of Lexington,
And a Phantom of Delight was is, Arneda Martin, Bernice Bar- Merry High school band. under Tenn.
lithe and beautiful danseuse Mar- ber, Gwendolyn Wright and Doro- the direction of Mr. John McClel- All persons who have relatives
tha Little, pirouetting in pink tu- thy McDaniels.
or friends deceased and buried in'
tu and black leotards . . . shades S. K. C. BRIDGE
Mt. Olive cemetery are asked to
SKC
Bridge
club
was
given the
of the ballet . . . then there were
please make a contribution f o r
royal
treatment
at
the
lovely
home
charming Joyce Lynam, Countess
.
cemetery improvement. You may,
Johnson, Barbara Bailey, Eunice o Mrs. Harriet Davis last Satursend them to Mrs. Ada McNeely,
Trotter, Evelyn Richmond, a n d day night. As is usual with this
or other members of the Ceme-,
Lula Patton, other living ads re- closely knit group . . . much fun
tery Association.
,i
ceiving acclaim for their beauty ensued as members enjoyed presympathies go out to Mrs.
Our
dinner
cocktails
and
hor d'oeuvand costumes. Every single one
Marie Penn who was called to Chit
of the girls were a vision of loveli- res, followed by a sumptive bar- Miss Carrie Canada was hostbecued chicken dinner served by ess to the Stitch and Chat sewing cago due to the death of her sis-'
ness
Mrs. Vivian Bell to luka,
caterist
Mrs.
At the end of the show the famed
Eulilla club recently at her home at 864 ter and
Miss. for the funeral of her brothpresident; Mrs. Lula Cooper,
community projects. On front
FIRST MEET OF YEAR —
members of .1-1.1-G-S were present- Holmes. Winning prizes were Alma Mississippi ave.
Remember, this week is the 34th
vice president; and Mrs. AnMembers of the Riviera Sorow, from left, are Mrs. Lued, each wearing hair tinted the Booth, who was delighted with a
A brief business session was
History
Negro
observance
of
set
of
nie Johnson, secretary. Standcocktail
first
cille
meettheir
Mrs.
Tiger,
held
Elizabeth
club
cial
glasses with gold preided over by preident, Mrs.
color of their beautiful balling same order, are Mrs.
Hunt, Mrs. Viola Thomas.
gowns. Receiving the check of removable cork lined holders . . . Odessa Mitchel, during which time Week, sponsored by the Associa- ing of the year in the home of
Pauline Taylor, business manreporter;
Mrs. Clementine
Mrs. Ruth Burns, of 277 Red
81400 for Les Passees was Dr. and Marion Pride, who captured plans were made for the club's tion for the Study of Negro Life
ager; Mrs. Pearl Faulkner,
Stokes, Mrs, Lizzie Patterson,
Robert Woodbury. Also, John R. a handsome modern conversation- after Easter fashion tea and bene. and History. The theme is "Ne- Oak at., and made plans for
Just aslotions and cream,
gro History — A Foundation for
treasurer; Mrs. Cattle Space
Arnold presented a plaque from piece aqua and gold ash tray . .. fit scholarship award.
protect your beauty, "Lysol"
and
Louise
Davis who won a During the meeting birthday A Proud America." Let's join in
and Mrs. Ruth Burns. (Staff
Bluff City Buick company to Miss
protects your daintiness!
Photo by Pulley).
Velma Lois Jones, the president, beautiful embroidered percale pit- gifts and monies were presented the celebration.
for the organization's outstanding low cases. Other bon viviants pre- to Mrs. Marie Jordan and Mrs.
, • sent were Melba Brisco, Juanita Lula J. Gibson.
For douching with
BRIGHTEN COFFEE CAKE
The members of the Riviera So- president; Mrs. Annie Johnson seecontribution to the community.
Brighten ready-mix coffee cake cial club met recently at the home retary, and Mrs. Viola W. Thomas,
"Lysol" stops odor by killing
The J-U-G -S have indeed cover- Arnold, Charlesteen Miles. Mildred
At the close of the session a deed themselves with glory, and to Johnson Crawford, Julia Hopkins, licioua repasse was enjoyed by all by adding 1-3 cup chopped mars- of Mrs. Ruth Burns, of 277 Red reporter.
odor-causing germs. You know
them we say personally .....This Bernice Williams, Gertrude Walk- the members present.
chino cherries to dry ingredients
rd., and following the busi•
you can't offend!
er,
Minnie
Mae Woods and "your The next scheduled meeting will before adding liquid. Top with ness discussion a very delicious •
was your finest hour!"
scribe."
THE GAYLETTF,S
be held at Mrs. Mary Jordan's cinnamon crumbs and bake as di menu was served by the hostess.
new "Lysol" is taiga
Yet
The gaylettes are busy making The Emerson Ables, jr.. of 1090 home on Liverwell cir.
rected.
Can't harm you. Leaves yap,
The club's next meeting will he
final plans for the presentationof Latham st., entertained a group Officers of the club present are
sweet and clean!
you
their "Most Eligible Bachelor of .friends last Sunday with a sun- Mrs. Eva C. Hill, reporter and READY•MADE HAM GLAZE
on Sunday evening, Feb. 22, at
Show," slated for Sunday, Feb. prise
birthday
party
honor- Mrs. Ruth Burk, secretary.
An easy way to glaze a ham is 4:00 p.m., with Mrs. Lula Cooper,
ing
Discover new daintiness.
their
15, at the Flamingo club at 9 p. m. father. Mr. Emerson
with canned cranberry sauce. of 1281 Elliston rd., serving as
.
or. Games,• chatting,
This, being a Memphis "first,'. Able,
cock- with a rainbow rum cake.
Use "Lysol" brand disinfectint
Garnish with peach halves heap- hostess.
.
a
hor d'oeuvres were enpromises to be the most outstand- tails and
regularly—and be sure of your
Mrs. Lizzie Pattersoq is club
Mrs. Eva Tillman is club report- ed with more of the sauce.
joyed by Margretta Young, Geor- er.
ing social event of the year.
daintiness!
a Jones,gi
Along with the presentation ofT
Velma Williams.
Gerry
his
Friday night will find gay
Then call her Long
the bachelors will be an all male Pope, Clifford Stockton, C. B. socialites trekking
to Curries Sup.
Distance this minute. It's
Your Diamond
fashion show geared to the te. Cade. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dean, per club to enjoy the
Fuss- free booklet
annual Schol-,1
so easy, and coots an little.
"Step Lively M'Lord" . . . '."'jl (life tong friends) of the honoree, arship dance of the graduate
on how to douche.
MOUNTING
NEW
a
with
chapa
Save by callink station-toEsquire-minded, clothes-conscious Mrs. Katie Dublin, LaTanya. ter of Alpha Phi Alpha
Write: "Lysol,"
fraternity. i If your diamond ring is dated—and we all know that settings
ststion. save even more
I
men. The fashions will start with Tony and Whit. The honoree re- Here's another worthy
Blnomfield.N.J.
cause, wor- f.
after 6 P.M. and on
the Cave Man era and progress ceived many beautiful gifts.
Dept. NN-58,
• thy of community support. . . so 1 do go out of fashion—bring it 'am us for a beauty treatment.
The members of the Sophistical- let's give these men
.. We have a wide selection of fine mountings and you'll find g.
through the following historical
&Mart
the recipro- .s
ed
Few
eras to what fashionable man will
Social club held their first cal support they lend to the ven. F. a price range to suit your pocketbook.
I
of the year meeting at the home urea of their
be wearing in the Space Era.
fellow-Greeks
E
Arrange Terms—No Carrying Charge
Some of the models are Frank of Mrs. 011ie M. Cole at 1243 all of the projects which are and i
gearE
Weber, Melvin Bonds, Herman Dunnivant st., with the president, ed to a better
=
Memphis.
. Miss Jeannette McDonald preNorwood, Clarence Spraggins. Al• •
1
bert Hoffman, Horace King, Ken- siding.
Get-well-wishes are in order for
i
GEOtioe..Y,INCI
neth Cole, Square Partee, James Plans were made for the year Mrs. Ann Reba K. Twice,
who is
E
Shaw. Vernon Johnson. Marvin during the meeting, and afterward ill at F. H. Crump Memorial hos, 1
IV' Twice as for/
EOpen Thursday Evenings 4
Bello Cortney Harris, Willie Pea- the hostess served a very excell- pital We all wish her a quick = LI MADISON AVE
to Call by Number
=
ques, Robert Currie and many nth- ent menu, which_ was highlighted recovery.
AtilnlIM1111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111014liennatinitiliteannilluitilitieuenitilltilettltunteMMO,

Style At Beulah Baptist Church

Celebrity Club
Holds Meeting

Social Club
Plans Formal

yours...with "Lysol"!

Sewing Club
Maps Future
Fashion Show

Baked while
sleep
flavor
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Power, Pizarro Added
• ToP.R.League Champs
• WI JUAN, P. R. - (UPI)
Four stars of the Caguas Club,1
including
player-manager
Vie.
Power and pitcher Juan Pizarro,'
were added to Santurce's Puerto'
Rican League champions for the
Caribbean Championship series.
Besides Power and Pizarro, the
others were Johnny Powers and
Let May. Power belongs to the
Cleveland Indians, Pizarro to the
Milwaukee Braves and Powers
was traded to the Cincinnati Redlegs last week end by the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Santurce won the Puerto Rican
league title by beating Caguas in
the final playoff. Under Caribbean
rules, a league champion may add
a certain number of players from
other clubs for the Caribbean
'World Series." The Caribbean
les will be played in Caracas,
nezuela.
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Georgetown
Snaps Tenn.
State Romp

Jim Brown
NEW YORK -(UPI) - Jimmy
Brown of the Cleveland Browns,
\the 1958 pro football "Player-ofthe-Year," has joined the marketing staff of a soft drink company (Pepsi-Cola), it was an.
floured
The former Syracuse university
All-A in e ri c a n, whose home is
Manhasset, L. 1., will make his
headquarters in New York until
It is time to report to the Browns'
pre-season training camp. He will
lbe employed by the company the
year-around, working out of Cleveland during the pro football sea'son.
i The muscular Browns' fullback,'
Iwho holds National F ootb al 1
League rushing marks for a single game and a season, is the second professional athlete working
for the soft drink firm. Frank
Torre of the baseball Braves
works for a Milwaukee bottling
subsidiary.
Brown will be honored soon by
the Dapper Dan club of Pittsburgh.

NASHVILLE-Ken's Little Gar•
den rafters shook by 5,000 scream.
Mg fans still-fifth-ranked Georgetown bounced first-ranked Tennessee State five 88-83, breaking the
Tigers' 28 game (20-11 string last
I Monday night
Dulled by a 11 ul.o lay•off,
Coach Johnny McLendon's stringburners shot a miserable 39.8
• from the floor while Georgetown
I cracked for 48.2. Charlie Grote
and Corky Withrow poured in 34
and 27 points each to dim Dick
"Skull" Barnett and John Barn.
hill's 33 and 22 for the fastbreak•
ing Tigers.
Capitalizing on four straight
!pass interceptions, Georgetown
I held a 42-36 intermission edge. The
scrappy NAIA two-time champions
' fought within one point five
times in the second stanza hut
could not manage overtaking
Georgetown.
Willie told 'Inc he was a ball.We made too many mistakes."
job.
player and that was his
Coach McLendon commented aftthat
possibility
deny
didn't
'le
er the game. "Playing a good
ie might have to walk floor
team you can't make mistakes
wee morning hours someand Georgetown is a good team,"
linies, however. UPI Telepho. be continued.
to.
-I The jam-packed standing-room
only crowd saw the Tigers' home

i

fi

SINGERS ON TV

Official Visit
I WASHINGTON -(UPI)- President Sean T. O'Kelly of Ireland
will arrive here on St. Patrick's
day, March 17, for a 10-day visit
as President Eisenhower's guest.

The John Thomas singers will
be featured on television station
WTTW. Channel 11, at 9:30 p.m.,
next Wednesday night. They will
appear on the program "Time
For Religion."
vaulting and threatening to
The group has established a rep.
kill a former East Orange, utation in the field of gospel singN. J. policeman, by a Newark Ong through records and personal
court judge. UPI Telephoto.
appearances.

WILLIE MAYS, San Francis.
Giants centerfielder has a
laugh with reporters after his
arrival in Frisco last week
when he was asked if he
would be changing any of the
diapers id his adopted son.

CO

nhewmnstringsappedat
It's Papa Willie
Frank Burks Bounced- In Mays Family Fisk Hits

JUAN PIZARRO, promising 10/
A total of 24 letter winners will waukee Braves hurler, who join.
return to Michigan State's foot- ed Puerto Rican champs this
week.
ball squad in 1959.

CINCINNATI REDLEG pitcher Don Newcombe who with
his two brothers were acquitted last week of charges of as-

as Georgetown's 6-6, 235-pound
center control the rebounding department and practically halt
coach McLendon's fast break

•

Gilliam Signs; Wage Hike
Hinted By Buzzie Bavasi
LOS ANGELES -(UPI)- Jim
Gilliam, theh versatile infielderiitfield of t h e Los Angeles
,
dgers, has signed his 1959 conset bringing to 24 the number
of players signed, General Manager E. J. (Buzzie) Bavasi announeed.
Bavasi indicated that several
clubs had tried to get Gilliam but
he -added "They didn't even come

times. making him the toughest
regular to fan. In his six seasons
witht he club, he has averaged
102.3 runs per year,

Walt Dukes Basket
Helps Pistons Win

MADISON, Wis. -- (UPI) Freak Burks, a Chicago high
school graduate who was raied one
of the finest freshmen basketball
prospects in the history of t h e
University of Wisconsin, has been
dropped from the school because
of poor grades.
Coach Harold Foster r a t ed
Burks the finest prospect he had
seen in 24 years of coaching here.
Foster, whose club finished last
in the Big Ten in 1957-58 and
appears headed for the same fate
this season, looked to Burks as the

DETROIT - i UPI) - Phil Jordon dropped in a 25-foot hook
"I-don't think of Jim as just one shot with five seconds remaining
bait player," Bavasi said, indicat- in the second overtime to give
ing the all-around performer had the Detroit Pistons a 119-117 vicreceived a raise. "He's like four tory over the Philadelphia War- •
men rolled into one as far as I'm riors.
concerned. lie's one of the best Philadelphia held a 117-115 lead
leadoff men; he's a switch hitter with less than a minute to play ,
and he can play the infield or in the second overtime only to see'
outfield equally as well."
Walter Dukes knot the score with
Last year Gilliam played in 147 a field goal with 42 seconds left
games, more than any other and Jordan follow with the winDodger, batted more times, 555; ning basket.
got more hits, 145; more singles, Dukes was Detroit's top scorer
/13; more doubles, 25 more with 26 points and teammate Dick
walks, 78 and more stolen bases, McGuire added 23. Paul Arizin,
18.
who fouled out in the first overGilliam, who dislikes being call- time. was high for the game with .
d "Junior," struck out only 22 29 points for the losers.

'

year-old Gifford, "the quarterback
has better longevity in this tough
profession than any others."

Alex Hannum Says
N I BL Bypassed
In Team Choicn
LOS ANGELES - (UPI) The U. S. State Department and
the National AAU were criticiz•
ed for their selection of the
basketball team to represent the
basketball team to represent
United States in the recent
world basketball tournament in
Chile.
"Without consulting the NJBI„
the strongest amateur basketball league in the world, they
selected an Air Force all-star
team which was soundly beaten
by Russia and Brazil." Alex
Hannum, coach of Wichita
Vickers, a National Industrial
Basketball league team.
"I know for certain the Russians will make great Propaganda use of the fact they beat
us in the sport the United
States invented," Hannum told
Southern California Basketball
Writers at their weekly meet-

]

player to lead the Badgers back
into contention.
Burks was the standout on a fine
freshman team. He scored an average of 24.7 points and grabbed
62 rebounds in six games as a
freshman this season, He led the
frosh to a 65-58 victory over the
varsity in their annual game last
fall, scoring 30 points and grabbing 19 rebounds.
Burks was one of the most
sought after high school basketball
players in the nation. Forty colleges and universities made bids

"I was nervous," Rodgers admitted concerning the ring-giving.
for him, along with the Harlem
Globetrotters and three m a jor
league baseball teams. Burks is a
shortstop in baseball.
The 6-4 forward-center said he
still wants to go to school, rather
than accept a pro baseball or
basketball offer.
"I might go to a school in the
Missouri Valley Conference. Those
are good schools. I sure don't want
to go way out on the coast anywhere. I'd like to stay near
home," Burks said.

SAN FRANCISC,0 - (U P 11 - ed. He said the reason Sanfor
New papa Willie Mays. the San was such a big winner in 1957
Francisco Giants' slugging out- was because a lot of hitters were
fielder, flew into town anxious to going after his high f a st ball,
see his adopted son and optimistic which Willie quickly said, was
mighty tough to hit.
about the 1959 pennant chase.
"Last year we layed off the high
Asked by newsmen how it felt
he noted.
NASHVILLE. Tenn. - The Fisk
to be a father, Willie answered: one,"
Outside the pitching depart- university B1111 Dogs dumped in
"1 don't know. I haven't even
ment, he said last year's famed 105 points Friday to rout the Knoxseen 'im yet."
crew of rookies wouldn't be mak- ville college cagers who wound
one
Michael Rosiny Slays, age
ing the same mistakes and the up with a total of 70. Bobby "The
week, was home with Mrs. Mays. club should he a lot smoother. Beautiful" William of Nashville,
Fisk's sensational weapon, play"Diapers, Willie?"
"They'll still make mistakes,"
ed string music to the tune of 31
"No sir," he smiled, "my job's he said, "hut not so many."
points for the night's scoring honplaying ball."
Mays was making his first apors.
Ile said the baby's wail, cus- pearance in San Francisco since
Grabbing the lead from the go,
tomary while the parents are in last September. lie's been play- Fisk zoomed out in front and Knoxing basketball in New York and ville never had a chance. Five of
bed, wouldn't bother him any.
"I can sleep through anything," ,he said he was only a couple of Coach Las Thompson's Bulldogs
he said, though he later conceded lpounds overweight.
drew double digits, William Dixon
he just might be getting up during Mays and his wife, Margherite, of Henderson. Ky., contributed 1g
the night.
,have been thinking about adopt- and James McAdoo of Nashville,
On baseball matters, he said the ,ing a baby for two years.
15. Chicagoan Harold Shaw dropGiants could be in the thick of "We decided on it for sure a , ped 13 into the pot while freshman
things for the pennant if they got'couple of weeks ago."
Lamont Lawson of Washington,
some needed pitching. He thought , Asked if he planned to take the; D. C., collected 12.
Phoeat
from
the
training
Sanford,
acquired
to
spring
Jack
family
Mike Dix led the Knoxville hit
Philadelphia Phillies in a trade nix, Willie mused:
parade with 16, while Charles Frafor Ruben Gomez and Valmy "Boy, it's the family now," he zier picked up 15. The win brought
Thomas, could spell the difference. comnaented, obviously unused to Fisk SIAC record to 11-2. The Bull"If Sanford has his control, he the term. "I guess I'm a family dogs meet Clark college in Atlanta
Thursday.
can be real good," Mays explain- man."

105 Point
Cage Total

I

!Hord Eyes Giant OB Spot
PHOENIX, Ariz. - (UPI) Versatile New York Giant halfback Frank Gifford said he wants
"to be the guy" who eventually
takes over for aging quarterback
Charlie Conerly.
The handsome former USC star,
who only last year was talking
about giving up professional football for acting, said "if I could
get a crack at quarterback, I'd
'play pro football until I drop."
Gifford, a key figure' in the Giant
triumph in the National Football
league's Eastern division, hasten'
en to make it clear he wasn't running down Conerly, whom he called "one of the great ones. Nor am
I knocking Don Heinrich, who is
a fine playmaker."
But he said just as readily that
"the Giants will be needing a
quarterback to replace Conerly.
And I want to be that guy."
Gifford disagreed with 0 1 t
ahem, former Cleveland great
o talked publically of the beating quarterbacks in the NFL took.
"I don't see how Graham could
an maline pro football as being
LOO rough and intimate dirtiness
toward the quarterback," said
Gifford, who was a key passer,
runner and receiver for the Giants
again in 1958.
"The way I see it," said the 27-

Feb 14 1959

TALL TAI,E - Enjoying one
of Bailie Harding's (r i g h t)
stories during lull in proceedlogs at S'arsity Club installs.
lion dinner last Friday at Bismarck Hotel are (left to
right) Aaron Payne, J o hn
Hi h
B''t
D u.Sa ble
r n man,
school principal: and Ozzie
Sirnmun, all-time University
of Iowa football star. (Defend,
er staff photo by Lyles)

Charlie White Signs
BALTIMORE - (UPI) - Infielder Wayne Causey- and catcher Charlie White returned signed
contracts to the Baltimore Orioles, pushing to 13 the number of
birds now in the fold.
Causey, signed as a bonus baby
in 1955, played with Louisville of
the American Association last season, lie batted only .243 but excelled at shortstop.
The 30-year-old White, who bats
lefthanded, hit .291 in 119 games
with Vancouver last year.
Both players were expected to
attend the Orioles' instructional
camp that will open in Miami
Feb. 16.

Tennessee State Tank
_ISquad Sunk By Berea
SaltLake City Promoter
w
ants Heavy Title Go
Swag To Aid Cancer Fund

50 yard Freestyle - Time :26.e 100 'ard Freestyle - T I me
By EARL S. CLANTON, III
BereaMcIntosh • :57.3. 1. Jackson-Tenn. 2. Childs.
I. Chid
NASHVILLE - Tennessee State 'Tenn. 3. Walker • Tenn.
Berea 3. Walker • Tenn.
university Tigersharks dropped a
Diving Points 193.05. I. Flynen. 200 Yam' Backstroke - Time
close thriller 47-39 to a shark-kill- Berea 2. Bass • Tenn. 3. Pillett • 2:57.7. 1. Waters - Tenn. 3. Suting Ball State college last week Tenn.
ton • Tenn. 3. Atkinson • Berea
after drowning Berea college 62- 200 Yard Butterfly - Ti me • 440 Yard Freest.yle - Time 5:55
24.
2:41.7 NRP 1. Swann - Tenn. 2. 1. Chapman Tenn. 2. Woods-Tenn.
Maintaining a 4.2 edge over Best Berea 3. Fox - Berea
S. McClung • Berea
SALT LAKE CITY - (UPI) - Kohler said Dopler, a well- Ball State in dual meets. TennesSalt Lake City businessman Joe known furier - promoter in the In- see was the victim of double winDopler offered to stage a Floyd termountain Area, would guaran- ners Gene Hansel and Jerry Mr
Patterson -- Ingemar Johansson tee Patterson $250,000 or 40 per era, both juniors. They combined
heavyweight title fight and turn cent of receipts and Johans-. to lead Ball State in sweeping sevover the entire net profits of the son $100,000 or 20 per cent of the en first places, setting a ne w
bout to the American Cancer So- gate
pool record in the 400 yard relay
II II
ciety.
Dopler named New York, Den- 3'50.3.
Dupler, architect of last year's ver "or anyplace in California"
Gaining an early lead with wins
successful Gene Fullmer - Spider as likely spots for the bout.
in the 400 yard medley relay and
Webb middleweight bout here,
Cut s D'Amato, manager of driving Coach ,Tom Ilughes' Timade the firm offer to Walter J.
heavyweight King Patterson, was gersharks forced Ball State to
Kohler, chairman of the board,
informed of Dupler's attractive come from behind. Freshman
American Cancer Society.
bid
in New York City, D'Amato I Jim Bass captured first place in
Entire proceeds of the Fullmerdiving for the faltering Tennessee
told that Dopler would come
was
Webb bout, held last September
team.
•
FebruYork
to
New
the
week
of
at Derks Field, were given to the
Against Brea, the Tigersharks
ary
9th
to
discuss
arrangements
Salt Lake area United Fund camposted eight first places with repaign, after both fighters receiv- for the proposed bout if the Pat- turning letterman John Swann
terson camp is interested.
ed their guaranteed cuts.
setting a new pool record (2:41.7)
in the 200 yard butterfly. Freestyling Roland Chapman chalked
up the only double win by taking
the 200 and 440 yard races. Tennessee is now two and one for the
season.
BALL STATE SUMMARY
400 rard medley Relay - Time
4:21. I. Tenn. (Waters, Payne,
Swann, James) 2. Ball State
220 Yard Freestyle - Time
2:29.1 . I. Hensel - Ball 2.. Chatman-Tenn, 3. Johnson • Ball
50 Yard Freestyle - Time 2.29.7
1. Myers • Ball 2. Jackson • Tenn.
Lathouse - Ball
Diving Pointe 163.95 1. Bass-Tenn,
2, Melt-Term. 3. McMahan • Ball
200 Yard Butterfly - Ti m e
2:40.0 1. Patterson • Ball 2. Swann
Milli(0)111111111111t4IP
MI IPSIMIRS aPPRIP WOO
'Fenn, 3. Smith - Ball
tu
100 Yard Freestyle - Time
4:7315i
,
M.tliri
4011001
.r
.
II:54.6. I. Myers - Ball 2. James •
"
.
"
t:::',.::•=:7:
..
_
I
Tenn. 3. Poe:ell • Ball
HANDY POC1011
200 Yard Backstroke - Time
*or
etA.SKS AND
2:36.7. 1. Sprague - Ralf 2. Ws•
\ - ters-Tenn. 3. Sutton-Tenn.
GUAM
440 l'ard Freestyle - Time
5:35.0.
Ball
2.
Chat.
1.
Hensel
R 1CHING THE TAPE at
hind is Ira Murchison of Philaman - Tenn. 3. Alberson - Ball.
THERE'S NO GIN LIU
end of 60-yard dash in Mill'
delphia Pioneer Club (hack of
rose Games recently at MadiSpeigal.) Winder won rare and BEREA COLLEGE SUMMARY
400 Yard Medley Relay - Time
son Square Garden are, left
upset "white supremacy" talk
4:24.5. 1. Tenn. (Waters, Payne,
of Morrow being "World greatto right, Olympic champ BobSwan, James) 2. Berea
by Morrow of Abilene. Tex.:
est" After race, Morrow, un2211 Yard Freestyle - Time
Jonas Speigal, College Park.
beaten until then, said he
wouldn't run Indoors any more. 2:34.5 1. Champman • Tenn. 2,
Md., and Paul Winder of MOT.
WWI ROI 11111111, NNW,HEWS IIII W Cli IL Mei I
gas State. Lagging slightly beTelephoto.
Woods.
Tenn. 3. McClung • Berea
UPI

DO YOU KNOW .
Drinks never taste thin
with GORDON'S Gin?

11

Another good reason
why GORDON'S
Is America's
best-selling gin!
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ENROUTE TO FLOOR. Rob
. Woodall (Il) of Boston bends
OW Irons a right thrown by

t4
P

Harold Carter of Linden. N
J., in sixth round of their re
cent heavyweight mat.ch at
SL Nicholas Arena is New

York. Carter won on TKO after this knockdown. UPI Telephoto.

GORDON'S-.0
pis imit sin

3 Howard Alumni To Be Cited Founders Day
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By THEODORE C. STONE
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FISK SINGERS HEARD HERE
Presented by the Chicago Fisk
Club the Fisk Jubilee Singers were
heard in concert at Dunbar High
school, Sunday, Feb. 1, at 4 p. m.
.
by an audience which contained
WASHINGTON,
—
D.
Three
C.
ing as medical director of Phil
many former Fisk students and
number of music lovers who al- distinguished alumni of Howard'lips, Dr. Sinkler is instructor in
ways respond to such cultural en- university will be honored next: surgery of the School of Nursing
month when Howard observes the and associate director of surgery
deavors.
The Fisk Jubilee Siners as such 92nd anniversary of its founding.' for the hospital. He also serves
have been a part of the famous Two programs will feature the as assistant professor of surgery
educational institution as Ion as annual Charter Day observance at at Washington University School
that institution has serviced men Howard. A university-wide assem of Medicine and visiting surgeon
and women of the nation, and bly is scheduled for 11 a.m., at at St. Mary's Infirmary.
while the singers have changed Andrew Rankin chanel, Sixth He
is a diplomat of the Ameriof the music has remained al- Street and Howard Place, northcan Board of Surgery, a Fellow
most the same.
west: while the annual shrdl mfw of the American College of SurThe present mem are not con- Day banquet will begin at 8
p.m. geons, Association Fellow of the
erned with 'fund raising' as the.in Baldwin Hall, Fourth and ColInternational Society of Surgeons
MRS. SPENCER
first Jubilee Siners were. They lege Streets, northwest
_—
Alumni and a Certified Fellow of the Inare only musical ambassadors of Achievement Awards will be prehere with her sister, Mrs. Card
ternational
Surgeons.
College
of
goodwill for the school.
(Ma Smokey) Freeman.
sented at the assembly, whicn,is
Among the honors which have
The proram listed choral work open
Among those confined to the itsto the public.
been conferred upon Dr. Sinkler
by J. S. Bach, G. Petri, Gail Kucal hospital last week were Mrs.
bik, and the Ballad of Brother- The recipients of 1959 awards are the Lincoln University AlumEdessa
Holmes, Mrs. Johnnie M.le
hood, by Joseph Waner in the for distinguished post • graduate ni Award, the honorary degree of
Stevens of McNeil, Mrs. Vondell
achievement include Federal Doctor of Science by Lincoln and CANTON
daughter who reside in Chicago.
first part of the concert.
Jones and baby boy, Robert John•• •
CHARLES LOCKHART, right,
is Mrs. Chidley who accomSoloists included Anderson Kill- Judge Herman E. Moore of St. the Insignia of the Haitian Or- Members of the Lucy C. Jefferson, Mrs. Mary Alice Byrd WalNorth Carolina college stupanied the New England
ion, tenor; Eugenia Burroughs, so- Thomas, V. I., Dr. William H. der, signifying "honor and mer- son Federated Club sponsored a ABERDEEN
ter
Aikens,
Webster
Bridges,
D.
L.
big
chicken-spaghett
i dinner in the
By HENRY E. ('RUMP
prano; Myrna Williams, soprano; Sinkler of St. Louis, and Mrs. it.'
dent is shown pulling curtain
cleric on a recent visit to
Harrison,
and
old
the
regular,
the
home
Washington,
Ruth
Spencer
of
B.
of
Dr. and Mrs. T. E. The Ladies Aid of First Baptist
Carl Cheeks, tenor; Delano O'Banfrom portrait of Dr. Howard
NCC. It was the couple's 44th
Mrs. Spencer, who is a native
Ion, bass, and James Standifer. D. C. Acceptance remarks will Washingtonian, received her ear- Bowman which was quite a suc- : recently met in the home of Mrs., Alex Nicholson.
J. Childey, pastor emeritus of
annual trip to the college
Miss Helen Johnson and Gene
For the second half of the pro- be made by the honorees at the ly education in the D. C. public cess. Mrs. A. B. Carmichael is'Marie Ward.
First Congregational church of
which has benefited over the
rested it was said to have been
gram arrangements of spirituals banquet.
Mrs. Reynolds is in the hospits!
Winchester, Mass., and nameyears from Chidleys' generosischools. She was graduated from!president.
C. Hardway 20 is in the local jail ,
and other folk songs of John W. Judge Moore, who retired in the College of Liberal Arts in 1936, Miss Ethel Lucille Nichols, Mrs. al. We pray she will soon be betfor
sake
million
NCC's
dollar
ty.
and
J.
P.
is
in
the
county
jail.
Work, William L. Dawson, Mat- November, 1957 following 18 years and from the Graduate school Lela Jackson, Mrs. Otho Young, ter.
Chidley Hall dormitory. At left
Before the two brothers were arthew Kennedy, Undine S. Moore, as judge of the U. S. District with the Master of Arts degree'and Wiley Cooper are on the sick
We were happy to learn that'
Knights
who
are
students
of
AlSind S. R. Gaines were used.
list. Friends and relatives are!Mrs. Mary Washington is improv- ,
Court for the Virgin Islands, will In history the following year.
corn college were home last week
The group was composed of 21 be cited for public service; Dr.
Mrs. Spencer served on the fac- praying for a speedy recovery for ing.
on a semester break.
gingers and the director was Mat-,Sinkler, who has served as medi- ulty
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Woods and'
at Bates High school from each of them.
A. L. Snyder, son of Mr. and
thew Kennedy.
cal director of Homer G. Phillips 1937 to 1944, rising from Instruc- Last rites were said for Willie Mrs. Annie Seuggs spent a few! Mrs. Edward
Lee Snyder who
William L. Dawson, famous corn-I hospital in St. Louis since 1941,
in social studies to assistant/ Brooks at Mt. Ealm Baptist hours in town Sunday visiting Mrs. have been attending school at
tor
poser and director of the Fiski will be cited for proficient hospitchurch of which he was a dea- Pruitt and family.
Southern
university
Mr. Granville Hampton of Kan.
of Scottland. WARREN
choir, was in the audience !Irwin'al administration; and Mrs. Spen- principal during her brief tenured con for a number
• ••
of years. Rev.
It was on leaving her teaching'
vine, La., finished his course of
sas City, Mo., spent some time
been a guest of the Fisk Club of cer, who is an outstanding civic
By MATTIE M. BURNETT
HOLLY SPRINGS
pesition in 1944 that she and 12 C. S. Anthony, pastor.
study last week and is now at
Chicago over the week end. After
Americans everywhere will join in the city visiting his mother,
leader, will be cited for leadership other civic - minded Washington Funeral was held for Willie B. The youth fellowship of Ander-I home ready
for work. A. L. was the 34th annual celebration
Mrs. Eliza Jane Johnson who is
his song was performed he took a in community affairs.
of Newomen formed the Baker's Doz- Bousley who met a very tragic . son Chapel held a fine program a graduate of George
Washing- gro History Week, a foundation on the sick list and has been for
bow amid applause.
,
Judge Moore, who is a native en. an organization which has re death. Rev. Otho Young deliver- at Byhalia last week. Prof. Law- ton
Carver High school here be.
While Dawson was not in service;of Jackson. Miss., received his
for a proud America. Negro His- !quite some time. She is now on
reined national acclaim for its ed the eulogy. He was the son of rence Autry was sponsor.
fore going to Southern.
on this occasion bein the director 1
tory Week is sponsored by the as- I the road to recovery.
early education in New Orleans. work with youth in the mid-Wash- Mr. and Mrs. Albert Johnson.
National
Youth
Week
was
ohHenry
Frankie Lee, son of Mr. sociation
of the choir, he was one of thel
Mrs. Laura Williams of Eudora
enrolled at Howard in 1910, ington area. In 1952 the group es- C. M. Varnado enjoyed a quiet served at several churches a n d
for study of Negro life
and Mrs. Press Lee who lives on
roost responsible audience mem- He
•d the Bachelor of tablished the Bakere Dozen Youth'but happy birthday recontly and schools here last week.
and history with general offices visited in the home of Mr. atter.
and was awrft,
Rosa at., was married last Saturbers there, to be sure.
Mrs. Shelby Washington and
Arts degree in 1914 and the Cache- Center, which is now a Red Feath- received several greetings and
The program at Anderson chap-, day night to Miss Judy Ann Clark in Washington, D. C.
Everyone is still talking about joyed her stay here.
lor of Law degree four years la- er agency.
gifts. Many happy returns, Mr. el last Sunday evening was very of New Orleans,
La.
Funeral for Jacob Jones was
the recital given by the Arkansas
ter.
enjoyable. Prof. John Quency AdMrs. Spencer served as presi- Varnado.
Mr. Solomon Ward of Chicago
AM & N college choir of Pine held Saturday afternoon. We exMr. and Mrs. Edith Grant and ams was guest speaker.
Admitted to the Massachusetts dent of Baker's Dozen during its
spent last week here visiting his
. Bluff recently held at Bethel A. tend our deepest heartfelt symThe Lord's Supper was given at, cousin, Mr. and Mrs.
Bar in 1919. Judge Moore practic- first 10 years, and as chairman Mrs. Arista Baker motored to
Edgar LangM. E. The fifty voice choir under pathy to the bereaved family.
ed law in the New England state of the board of directors and pres- Vicksburg last Sunday to visit I Asbury and Anderson Chapel last ston.
Mrs. Momer Freeman of Warthe
direction of Mr. Ariel Lovefor one year before moving on to ident after the group was incor- Mrs. Gran's parents, Mr. and Mrs.'Sunday.
Little Rosemary Jackson, daughRust and M. I. college students ter of Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy
lace, chairman of the department ren spent some time in Pine kluff
Chicago, where he was engaged porated in 1952. She relinquish- Dan Simmons. The Simmons lost
Jack.
last
Saturday
visiting
Mrs.
their home recently when it was attended church last Sunday.
in private practice until 1939.
ed both posts in 1934.
son celebrated her tenth (101 of music education at A. H. & Verna Hartfield who is a patient
From 1934 until 1939 Judge
Rev. Oree Broomfield, pastor birthday last Sunday with
Mrs. Spencer is a member of destroyed by fire.
a par- IN., the celebrated choir has ap- in the Davis hospital in that city.
•••
of Anderson chapel and Rev. I. L. ty given her by
Moore served as Assistant Com- the District of Columbia
her parents on peareo on a weeKly ra ict pro- ,She is much improved.
Board of
Rucker, pastor of Asbury, both the lawn of her
missioner of the Illinois Corn. Education, the board
grandmother's. gram during the past 12 years
of directors GOODMAN
Public
(State
Commission
merce
delivered
wonderful
sermons.
Ring
Williams
of the United Givers Fund, the By PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
Some 25 of her little friends were and is seen weekly over TV sta- Everyone here who knew WM.
Utilities Commission). In this ca- Department of Health,
tion KATV of Pine Bluff and Lit- Patsy Ingram of Dermott
Funeral services for the late Mrs. Bettie Boyd visited her present to enjoy the party.
Education
PARK MANOR'S CHOIR, under pacity he conducted the hearings
and Welfare's regional interview- Mrs. Rse Smith, 79 was held at daughter, Verlene last week.
Mr. John Radon, age 75, died tle Rock. The Rev. J. M. Wat- saddened to hear of her passing.
direction
The
of Betty Is King, is of the public transportation lines ing
We extend our heartfelt sYnIrtacommittee for the Exchange Goodman Baptist church last Sun- The Boy Scouts banquet will be I last Sunday night on the road be- kins was host pastor.
featuring choral compositions of of Chicago, which resulted In the
held at Rosenwald Feb. 13.
thy to the bereaved family, her
tween Picayune and Kiln while
Negro musicians during this creation of the Inter - Company Teacher Program, and the advis- day officiated by Rev. R. Ingram
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the U. S. Employment Service. Burial in charge of arrangements.
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Alabama Leaders Map Vote Drive StrategrEFE:71.
etc. — Her daughter, fell unconscious. Was cerried to a hospital
where she died without ever being able to speak. Then a cousin
who came here for the last rites
of Mrs. Cheney. became suddenly
,Ing the Principal's and Supervis- ill during the services and died.
By MRS. M. RINGGOLD
The extremely cold weather we or's Workshop held here this week The effect on the family is terrl, have been having here would was Mrs. Emily Brazier, wife of ble. And Dr. Christy was ill bemake one think that we are in Dr. Brazier of Donaldsonville, fore this happened, so it is ternan extremely northern situation. La. She explained the peculiar ap- bly hard for him.
ATLANTA — Seventy-five Ala'i well, lte‘ S M McCree, MesThis afternoon's rain, instead 'of pearance and the very close cut "The "Mothers' March" for the
bama Negro Leaders from a Ill dames Leatha Thornton, and E
reducing the cold weather, seemed of her hair as being the result Polio Drive was unusually large
sections of the state and repre' K. Carter, officers and members
to increase it.
of gasoline burns when she furs- and helpful this time. Responses
senting a cross section of the re-' of the Alabama Civic Affairs As
The theme for World Day of , culously escaped serious injury , were good and very encouraging.
ligious, civic, fraternal and labor sociation.
Prayer this year is Lord I Be- through an explosion. We nit-ant
Our little Del Sprites did an uninterests of thousands of residents The Montgomery Improvement
lieve. And if ever belief was need- to say she suffered gas burns and usually splendid job as they
met in Montgomery on Saturday, Association, Rev. Solomon S.
ed, it is now. So much in taking the loss of her hair. But it could marched about this neighborhood,
January 24th to evaluate their Seay. Executive secretary, w a s
place that is altogether unneces- have been so much worse. She is giv ing their "Krutch" to those
sary. So much kindness is needed, indeed brave,
present potential for increased host organization and the meetwho donated to the March
voter - registration.
many accidents are taking
So
The eery interesting, helpful of Dimes. They received hearty
ing was planned and coordinated
Following brief but pointed dis- by Ella J. Baker, Associate Diplace, that we wonder if we are meeting of the PTA Council of cooperation for their efforts.
_
cussions on the significance of rector. Southern Christian Leadernot in a way, to blame. That is,' East Baton Rouge, held here last
the Alabama hearings of the Com- ship Conference.
if there is not a need for m ore week, was one of the most helpmission on Civil Rights and the The 75 leaders unanimously VOt
interest each in each. More kind- fue interesting meeUngs we have
present voter - registration picfleas and more love, one for the attended in sonic months. Mrs.,
ed to petition the President, Conture in Alabama, the full after gress and the Department of Jusother. For we need to be more Georgia Williams, president of
Miss. Marcella Sayles will be
noon session was devoted to de tice to evidence "more concern
thankful for our blessings.
the organization, anti Mrs.
guest speaker at the public meetveloping a coordinated action pro for the present state of racism in
That reminds us that this year's
that would make the maxi- Alabama" and "to act with firm
World Day of Prayer services in , with other officers present, made ing of the Women's Council of the
use of such Federal Agen- ness" and provide "Federal pro,
Q. Brown Community
the State Industrial school will beifor a very interesting, helpful sea-Hallie
cies as the Civil Rights Commis
Friday
evening. Miss
held by officials of the YWCA.'&ion. Especially helpful were lite House
tection of Negro citizens' rights to
sion and the Department of Jun
This means ,more Christian work- men members who asked ques- Sayles who spent the past sumvote without fear of bodily harm
tire, and best utilize existing
erg on the staff for the program lions and entered discussions so mer in Africa with a group of
or economic reprisals, and to asleadership, organizational a n d
to be carried to the school and sorority are busily planning, work- Macalaster college students will
semble without police interferpublic interest resources to in,talk n "cross roads Africa," with
to other communities. We in us t readily.
ence."
crease the number of qualified
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and
Free.
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NAACP
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prove ourselves during the time
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ville
holdWil
Banquet.
the area.
dom Fund
NAACP lawyer for the Negro
that these youths are to be visit- ing and looking forward to
President, Attorney General
The meeting was held at tbel
told the banquet "the time has
local leaders at the banquet
ed especially during our call to ing their biggest and best "J ate A large building program at the
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Minority Leader Everett M. principal speaker recently at
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ate
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The
sue
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the
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man
executive board of the
Dickerson, House Speaker S a m
pervisors, teachers and school of. are welcomed as the sorority president of the board of directMontgomery Improvement Assoand !louse Minority
ficials being held here today is works to make this our best pre- ors. An automatic sprinkler and
ciation, and treasurer, the South.; Rayborn
Leader Charles Halleck.
proving unusually interesting and sentation to the public. Starting , dishwasher. disposal unit, an inern Christian Leadership Confer
helpful. Problems are presented as we did with our objective set, ter-communications system and
ence, and was jointly convened by
and discussed by teachers and for clearing enough finances to .as- other improvements have been
Rev. K. L. Buford, acting presiPAHOKEE
school officials. Much good will slat in purchasing the building ,made. Mrs. Naomi Thomas is audent, Tuskegee Civic Association,,
surely result from this "Get-to- and grounds for our proposed Del-) perintendent of the home.
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Rev. Martin Luther King, jr,
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Miss Ernestine Bailey spent the principals, supervisors and school bitious now. We want to add to hospital for medical treatment.
give up." Rev. W. A. Clark
not
Leadership Conference, and W. C. KOKOMO
Mrs. Reese Bell's niece from is pastor
week end in West Palm Beach officials. In addition, there were what we have done and arrange . Frank Boyd is home after being
Patton, president, Alabama State
Birmingham is visiting here for Jessie James Crayton is being with Miss Sarbise, one of East educators from many other locali- for even more desirable housing , in St. Luke's hospital. Mr. Artie
By BENNIE PECK
Coordinating Association on Regvisitors E. Boyd, a son from Los Angeles
awhile.
held in the Bessemer county jail, Lake's school teachers Miss Bat- ties who came to Louisiana to at. for our sorority, and for
istration and Voting.
Highlights of the NAACP meetaunt hai l for the fatal knifing of his wife,' ley is the daughter of Mr. and tend the meeting and to discuss or local friends to enjoy.
is here to be with his father.
Among those attending t h e ing Wednesday night was a legis- Mr. and Mrs. Homer's
Louisiana w a s Mrs. Samuel Stephens of ChiElizabeth. at the home of Mrs. Mrs. James Bailey or (Big Jim) modern methods of meeting school Our section of
neeting were Rev. King, jr., Rev. lative action and planning session. returned to Mississippi.
much-'
shocked over the passing of
, cago was recently in Mill City as
Mrs. Come Dobbs, Mrs Flor-: 011ie M. Moore. Mrs. Moore suf- as we all know him. Mr. Bailey and pupil needs,
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and John L. LeFlore, president, organizations. They agreed to cothe aims and outthe Everglade Memorial hospital
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Mother and baby are fine.
dega, Rev. Oliver W. Holmes, Tal Mr. and Mrs. David Washington,
ists
glade Memorial hospital.
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zo Bishop is ill with the flu. Her UNITY
Stokes is back
Pauline
Mrs.
son, Talladega: Rev. H. Oscar girl; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Noland,
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condition is reported better.
home after spending sometime in
Swanson, president, Interdenomi- twin girls: Mrs. Mae Waggoner,
Floyd James of Fort Leonard,
Brother Silas Griffin and J I m
with her children. "Campus Beat" wishes to ex- Student Council.
national Ministerial Alliance, Mo- boy, the father William WaggonMrs. Ft. Lauderdale
Ramer both members of Jerusa- Mo., visited his grandmother,
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bile, Mrs. Sara Dickerson, presi
brother,
his
and
Fulce
Pearl
er died last Dec. 23.
lem Baptist church and memtreatment.
cent graduates and wish them all cadet teaching in the various
dent, National Council of Negro Deaths:
George. He will be stationed in
bers of Sharon and Dothan MaDrummer has been the luck in the world. May your schools of North Carolina, anVallie
Mrs.
Women, Mobile; Mrs. Jesse Tho- William Waggoner sr passed at
his
upon
Washington,
Louis,
Fort
Robinson, KEOKUK
sonic lodges are confined to their
very ill but is now doing much days on campus be a wonderful nouncing Dr. P. R..
mas, Womens Federated Clubs, Mumfordsville, Ky. He was t h e
By M. CULPEPPER
homes. They wish to thank the return to camp. From there he better.
experience with every step you Dean of the college.
Mobile.
Alaska.
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thisl
go
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who
William
friends
Mrs. Emma Harris is still a
and
of
father
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take.
' Also, George Dixon, president
returned
Rev. Lewis Myers has just clos'a Dec 13
d
•••
have been so very nice while they Miss Irene Jarvis has
The UNIVERSITY OP IL- patient in Graham hospital. Her
cal 1410 International L o n gvery successful quarterly
Agustus Kennedy, Jan. 6.
have been shut-in. Rev. Wilson home from Chicago, Ill., where ed a
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horemen of America, AFL•CIO,
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A.
James
St.
conference at
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Maude Barron. Jan. 12. Mrs. Fallin is pastor.
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sermon
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wonderful
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be
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E.
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list,
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pastor. Rev. G. S. Mc- ers and guest rendered a wonder- four Central State College's Re- 25.
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Topps
time.
of 20 persons were Messrs. T. E. M. E. church for a program. Rev. present. We had a lovely
ful program at the New Bethel serve Officer Training Corps Dig- service will be held Sunday, Feb. DON, the basketball star front
Coy is pastor of St. James,
wonderful The choir from Union recently
the DuSable High School will be
Williams, Cleveland Wolfe, Mach Fullwood preached a
Mrs. Ora Hardamon ,,and sons, Baptist church in Bellglade, Fla. tinguished Military Students for 22.
•• iessi
raised
and
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Coates, Eddie Lynch, Arthur Whit- sermon. The new Shiloh Choir did met at Turner Chapel
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field, Albert Le sure. M. L. some good singing. The pastor a large sum of money.
III., were called to Milwaukee,
are, Cadet Colonel George C. Du- ties are represented In the cur- a scholarship
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Brown, William James, C. E. Po- from Eastman and the choir were in attendance.
Wisc., because of the death of PONCHATOULA
rent
at JACK.i LOMAS, one of a popular grads
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mas, Cadet Captain Richard Sotheir daughter and sister, Arnetta
Mrs. Ruby Ashe Lowe has re- bers, Cadet Captain Lamarr Simp- SON STATE COLLEGE, Hinds of HYDE PARK HIGH will be
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as would be expected,I attending the UNIVERSITY Olf
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plete at this time.
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ho in Caldwell; James Jones, to day, Feb. 6, on a program pre- a four year scholarship and will
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San Diego State; Wendell Cohen sented in memory of the late Dr. study medicine . . .
G. A. Cross.
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cert choir will make history when ference to be held here on April velt grads last- week. Phillip M.
day with the pastor, Rev. J. G. at that time.
dress.Kiutnrick, business and civic leadHopkins bringing the morning Two great meetings of national they receive the ceremonial sig•••
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We would like to express our Dorothy Swift, and Mr. Benjamin
sincere thanks to all the mothers Jones, Frank Mull, Robert Wise
who participated in the Mothers and George McIntosh.
Also on Sunday evening, the
March last Sunday. The following
'mothers marched; Mesdames Vic- young people had charge of the
ChamC.
Wilburn,
tor Starland, I.
program for the night services.
.tiers, Roy Scott, C. W Stewart, Mrs. F. M. Jamison, youth adVernon Cox, Cato Brooks, B. C. visor. and Rev. Shurrnan Jones,
Williams, C. T. Cobb, J. W. West, pastor.
'C. Moore,EColbert le sr E. K.
Bailey Master's Degree during the SeGamble,
e'
Grady Pettigrew. W. S Smith, V. mester at the University of ArBarEdgar
Tousaunt,
T. Bond, M.
kansas. Mr. Wilson is the princiren and Hazel Hunt.
pal of the Evans elementary
! And Mesdames L. Johnson, M. school.
M. Crutcher, G. Hodges, T. R.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Malone and
Delaney, Sammie Green, Obie
Canton. Ohio, visited
Willie Jones of 1326 Rayburn.
[ Brooks, James Guest, F. M. Mc- son from
Mars at John Gaston hospital: 'Feb. 2, IOU
Lois
Lendon 0. Austin, A. P. Sugga, with their mother, Mrs.
I A daughter, Donna, to Mr. and A daughter, Alice, to Mr. and
MM. 31, 1959
Mr. Malone is a former
F. M. Jamison, Frank Joplin, Malone.
A daughter, Delois, to Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Webb of 1961 Jeffer- Mrs. Truman Greer of 212 N. Manassas.
James F. Cooley, Ocie Campbell, Forrest citian.
Mrs. Tommie Triggs of 603 Jessa- son.
James Westfield, who recently
Mr. Feb. 5, 1959
M. C. Jeffers, the city chairman
A daughter, Carolyn, to
mine.
of the Mothers March, and Misses underwent surgery at the KenneA son, Erie, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Willie Borum of 982 A son, Desi, to Mr. and Mrs.
King Erby of 843 Hilton.
'Leucite Dean, L. McCall and Min- dy Veterans hospital, is home and
Beverly Rutherford of 509 Walker. Olympic.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
nie Edmonds, the U. S. Bond coun- doing fine.
A son, Elton, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Nathaniel, to Mr. and
The Semper Fidelis club met
ty chairman.
Mrs. Walter Williams of 933 S. Luther .Walker of 675 Pendleton.
Wilbur Baker of 1412 Gold.
A son, Bryan, to Mr. and Mrs.
at the home of Mrs. S. B. Banks.
GROUND BREAKING
A son, Warren, to Mr. and Mrs. Sixth.
A daughter, Gale, to Mr. and Girtho Turner of 1970 Kansas.
James Moore of 668 Linden.
Ground breaking ceremonies for Members and guests were greeted
A daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and Mrs. George Jeffries of 1536 Cella. A son, Bobby, to Mr. and Mrs.
the proposed 13-grade Negro by the hostess, Mrs. Banks. Mrs.
Mrs. William Robinson of 1114 A son, Jesse, to Mr. and Mrs. James Irby of 514 N. Third.
Christ church school will be held West, the program chairman, inA son, Lee, to Mr. and Mrs.
Springdale.
George Pittman of 525 Beale.
at 2 p. m. Friday, in the South- troduced Mrs. V. T. Bond, who
Mrs.
White
and
Lee
of
1551
Warlord.
Mr.
to
A son, Tony,
' west section of Forrest City presented the program for the evA daughter, Lundle, to Mr. and
nighters,
doubleA
son,
first
theatrical
Graylon,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
State
presented
a
Tenn.
BIZ"
two
SHOW
TALKING
Leroy Banks of 1429 Fields.
near the new Negro swimming ening.
Mrs. David Arnold of 1426 Pillow.
header, Shakespeare's "TwelfJean Hall, (second from right)
A daughter, Lavera, to Mr. and A daughter, Valerie, to Mr. and Jessie Holloway of 65.5 N. Third. backstage at the Tennessee
pool.
Mrs. W. L. Purifoy spoke on
th Night" and Sophocles' "Oeand Alvin Crawford. Miss Hall
Mrs. John W. Smith of 1896ta Mrs. Johnathan Stewart of 1518 A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. A & I State university "Green
Property for the school was do- "Charm" and afterwards two
Earnest Washington of 2542 Houck.
drama major
Rex" as the second of nated by Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
dipus
and
of
the
is
a
speech
members
are
Swifts
Room"
songs were sung.
N. Second.
A daughter, Hyra, to Mr. and
Tennessee State's lyceum serA son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
from Somerville, Tenn., and
Players. Inc.. the professional
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Miss C. Warren, S'emper Fidelis
1959
Feb.
3,
Harvard.
Mrs.
Joe
L.
Poston
of
268
Nicho2863
Pithford,
of
Burk
W.
major
lam
ies.
Mr. Crawford a biology
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs.
touring company of Washingpresident held a brief routine.
John
A son, Kimberly, to Mr. and A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. las.
Inc.
Players'
Mrs.
Memphis.
and
from
ton's Catholic university and
Mann and Mr.
business meeting preceding t h e
A daughter, Charlene, to Mr.'
Mrs. Walter Brooks of 3031 Till- James Hampton of 252 Modder.
Mann. The school will be owned program.
A daughter, Barbara, to Mr. and Mrs. William Lowrey of 1310
Arman Cove.
of
Diocese
Episcopal
the
by
Mrs.
secretary;
abeth Ferguson,
During the social hour a surA daughter, Catherine, to Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Stokes of 892 Mitch- N. Second.
Jessie Mae Davis, assistant sec- kansas and will contain a kinder- prise linen and cosmetic shower
A daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
and Mrs. Willie Hill of 1324 Tex- ell.
retary; and Joe Hurtch, treasur- garten class in addition to grades was given in the honor of Miss
A daughter, Sarah, to Mr. and Mrs. Don E. Westbrook of 1241
as.
er. Most of the members come one through twelve.
Marylin Williams, bride-elect of
A daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Horton of 1630 Brook- Marble.
from the Plum Orchard section of The Rt. Rev. Robert R. Brown,
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Olden of 1442 Dixie. ins.
bishop of Arkansas will preside at Henry Foster.
Humboldt.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Lawrence McGhee of 241
A daughter, Harriet, to Mr. and
which will be at- The hostess served a delicious
Persons who made recent food the ceremonies
Soubert.
Mrs. Harold Kinney of 1824 Riv- Floyd Hayden of 1424 Dav.s.
officials from Lit- repast.
donations to the kindergarten tended by many
A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Janet, to Mr. and
erside.
The club adjourned to meet with
Forrest city.
were Mr. and Mrs. John Co 1 e, tle Rock and
Mrs. James Banks of 1307 S.
A son, Hugh, to Mr. and Mrs. Ulase Hall of 3975 Garden.
of Mrs. E. Barnett, this week.
Gannoway, The new bi-racial Board
Robbie
Mesdames
For a long time we had desired
A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. Main.
Donal Thomas of 2845 Yale.
school
church
Christ
The Eureka club met at t h e
Minnie Combs, Olivia Johnson, Trustees for
A daughter. Belinda, to Mr. Charles Willingham of 1988 Glory A son, Oscar, to Mr. and Mrs. a dynamic student council. Now
which operates all Episcopal home of Mrs. L. R. Ingram. Plans
Audrey
WardAlexander,
Luvada
StAndrew
Mason
of
1714 Orr.
cir.
we are in the midst of that elecand Mrs. L. D. Green of 186
schools in Arkansas is announced were made for the annual sweetA son, Otis, to Mr. and Mrs. tion week. Classes from the sev- "The February sunshine steeps low, LouDosie Donaldson, Vera
A daughter, Danita, to Mr. and
eerage.
Brown; t h e heart tea.
Champion, Doris Bryson, Lillian as follows: Bishop
your boughs;
A son, Lawrence, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cade of 568 Williams. Louis Anderson of 222 W. Colo- enth through the 12th elected reDen- Rev. Limuel G. Parks, jr., For- Two demonstrations were given
Mrs. James Brown of 382 S. Wel- A son, Thomas, to Mr. and rado.
presentatives to serve on the coun- And tints the buds and swells Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Kent
rest City, chairman; Edward E. by Mrs. Walter Moorehead on the
Mrs. Thomas Reynolds of 1 0 9 7 A daughter, Marie, to Mr. and cil. The offices will be chosen
lington.
the leaves within." — Bryant nis, Miss Goldie Mays and Miss Norman, principal; Irvin W. Mat- use of felt base for lamps, ashMrs. Frank Galloway of 2288 Eld- from these 18 students.
A son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs. Delaware.
We in Humboldt are hoping Lila Northcross.
thews, jr., Forrest City; John H. trays, serving bowls, etc., and
e SWEETHEART TEA
Willie Suddith of 821 N. Bellevue. A son, Bryan, to Mr. and Mrs. ridge.
Each student will take a part that spring is just around t h
e
Phillips, Forrest City; William P. household hints and quirk
A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
A "Sweetheart Tea" sponsored
A daughter, Terry, to Mr. and Joe W. Davis of 167 First.
President and Vice corner since the ground hog was
the
in
electing
Rev. Jo- crust. An enjoyable evening was
Color- Rock, Little Rock; the
Federation
of
in
this
the
City
Mrs. Joseph Harris of 778 New- A daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and Chester Elliott of 229 Mills.
his
shadow
by
unable
to
see
President by balloting voting. On
Pine Bluff; Mrs. had by all.
Mrs. William Beaty of 1378 Doris. A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
ed Women's Clubs to raise funds seph Ramos.
man Court.
section.
Feb. 3, the representatives made
We would like to congratulate
James C. Jackson, jr., of Little
in
meeting
coming
state
A son, Emmett, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Barbara, to Mr. Mrs. Hamp Fondren of 170 Vaal.
the
for
MEET
CLUBS
and wish happy birthday to little
A son, Kassene, to Mr. and Mrs. their final campaign speeches and
Ulysses Madlock of 1588 Carpent- and Mrs. Eddie Smith of 693 TillJune will be given in the library Rock.
Lovers
the
Book
Members
of
Vara! Taylor of 1510 N. Second. the voting will have taken place club met recently in the home of of Stigall High school on Feb. 15 The public is cordially invited Miss Ora C. Roberts and GladYsilli
man.
er.
A daughter, Yolanda, to Mr. A daughter, Cathi, to Mr. and by the time this is read. Other Mr. and Mrs. George Cooper, with Irons 4 to 7 p. m.
to the ground breaking ceremon- Cooley.
A son, Michael. to Mr. and
Let us all make plans to attend
Mrs. Joe McKinney of 1514 El- and Mrs. Odis Smith of 1745 Orr. Mrs. Willie Bridgewater of 484 officers will be chosen by the Mrs. Cooper serving as the hostto the club iesThFeriday.
Prizes
will
be
given
members.
council
A son, Marvin, to Mr. and Mrs. Tillman.
Youth department of Sa- the Negro History Program which
lington.
with the most beautifully decoratess.
Making headlines for herself in
lem Baptist church sponsored a will be held at the Salem Baptist
With Mrs. Mattie Davis, the ed table and to the youngest and musicale with the following ap- church Feb. 12.
basketball is forward and Captain,
were oldest married sweethearts who
charge,
plans
president
in
broke
Payne,
who
Miss Patricia
pearing on the program: the Sa- The Lincoln schools of Forrest
made for the decorating of a ta- register.
her own single game scoring relem Youth choir with Misses Bar- City, Ark., presents the Rust colprogram
will
very
interesting
A
"Sweetheart
Tea,"
at the
cord recently. During the basket- ble
bara Amos, Dorothy White, El- lege choral ensemble. Tuesday,
where the club hopes to win the be presented with Mrs. Louise
Dorothy Rogers, Syl- Feb. 17, at the Lincoln gymnasball season she averaged from 10
Cooper serving as mistress of nora Walker,
prize.
Mary Elizabeth ium. A matinee will be held at
to 15 points per game, but in the
ceremonies. Bring a liberal offer- via Inez Cobb,
to
were
pleased
The
members
Milan-Trenton game she scored 24
Jeffers, Maxine Brooks, Gloria A. 230 p. m. and a night show at
ing to support your contestanL
Seat
at
the
meetsee
Mrs.
C.
B.
Clark, Diane Davis, Mattie Swift, 8 p. m.
The basketball team of Dunbar! points.
ing, following her recent illness. VISITORS
high (Tigers) played two games
Bows can be taken by this senMr. and Mrs. Earnest Fly, and
After the business session, a
on Jan. 31 against Perkin, Ark.. ior, who is the daughter of Mr. very delicious salad plate was their lovely little daughter. GwenThe Tigers won both contests. The , and Mrs. Sam Payne, jr.
dolyn, were the guests of Mr. and
served by the hostess.
scores were 49-40 seniors, and 40-! Other forwards showing great
Mrs. Lonnie Pettigrew recently.
ART AND GARDEN
28, juniors.
sportsmanship are Shirley Johnand
Garden
Gloxinia
Art
The
Mr. Fly is in service in CaliOn Feb. 2, the Earle team went son, Viola Willis and Jean Mulclub met recently in the home of fornia, and they motored back
to Vandale. Ark., and defeated the lins.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Bryson, with home for the funeral of his brothBy BARBARA ATKINS
high school then by the scores
responsible for the Mesdames Bryson and Basker- er, Obra. Mrs. Fly and Mrs. Pettiof 52-41 and 43-33, seniors and jun- The guards
Bearettes good defense are Blon- ville serving as co-hostesses. Busi- grew are sisters.
Alfred Patterson and Earl Jenk- iors respectively.
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
Mayfield and ness was presided over by Mr.
Mrs. Grace Gill, of Kansas City,
This week I have selected Miss ins.
The coaches of the Earle teams dell Powell, Cora
Jennie Vance.
was here for a few days recently
Lola Jefferson, daughter of Mr. SPORTS SECTION
are P. Wilson and H. Williams. Captain Fay Moore.
plans
for
the
The
club
also
made
visiting her sisters and brothersThe boys have had a good seaand Mrs. Hose Jefferson, as the
The Hornettes and Hornets at The trainer is Samuel Buchanon
"Sweetheart Tea" and will com- in-law, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Wilstudent of the week.
this writing are playing the teams and the score marker is Bobbie son this year winning about three.
By Markhum Stansbury
member,
prize.
A
new
pete
for
a
liams and Mr. and Mrs. Toney
Lola is a member of 10-B home- from Mt. Pisgah
fourths of their games. The top
in Cordova. J. Chase.
Mrs. Elnora Armour, was welcom- hams and Mr. and Mrs. Toney
room.
Thomas Johnigarn captains the five Bears consist of James ed into the club. Games were
Good luck teams.
Motley.
She is a member of the NHA, The top players of the week
McKnight, ClearOfficers of the club ar: George.
are: senior team and Marshall Myles Payne, George
played, and everyone had an enQUIZ 'EM—
Mu Alpha Tau Eta and also sec- Girls: Jerry Washington, Oreatha heads the unior team.
Mrs. Gill just returned to the
ance Bailey, Floyd Sinclair a n d joyable time. Only three of the 22
Rodgers, president; Martha Glenn,
good
considered
a
to
be
order
In
retary of her class.
Mrs.
Linnie
Henton
attended
the
playtour
Second
team
United
States
after
a
six-week
James Holder.
Jones, Valeria Cleaves. leyphine
vice-president; Dorothy Stewart,
members were absent.
sport you must be a good loser,
Lola was crowned "Queen of the Grandberry,
Ada Shields and Lo- State Workers conference of the ers are: Jimmy Powell, James The hostesses served heart- overseas, and her friends enjoyOra Lee Kelly, treasurHornets" for the year of 1959430. rice Brewer.
as well as happy winner. That is secretary;
churches of God In Christ of Lit- Green, Joe Huddleston, Sidney
ed
sharing
her
overseas
experother members are Carol
shaped strawberry shortcake with
We are proud to spotlight Lola
the way it goes with the Booker T. er;
tle Rock, Ark, on Feb. 3 through Davis, George Wade, Robert Siniences
and
looking
at
the
many
ice cream, coffee and tea.
Spight, Sally Ann Bonds, Carrie
and wish her the best of every- The top boys are: Leroy Rhodes, 3.
photographs she brought back. Af- Washington Quiz 'em team. The
FISK SINGERS
Charles Bowers, Mose Williams,
Dukes and Evelyn Liggins.
Harry Powell.
thing.
ter seeing and hearing about her team has made three appearances
The male chorus of St. Peter clair and
sorority,
inc.
Alpha
Kappa
Alpha
Elmo Thomas and Herman JohnThe club is asking for new
Good luck, Queen Lola.
MB church in Memphis, present- Thursday's chapel assembly is presenting the Fisk Jubilee adventures, everyone wants to on "Quiz 'em on the air winning
son.
Officers of the club are: George
SENIOR JIVE
ed a musical program Sunday, was conducted by the elementary Singers at Lane college on Feb. make the trip.
two sessions. The last appearance
girls interested in the club please
The senior class is hard at work. SOPHOMORE NEWS
Feb. 8, at the Dunbar high school, department. The theme was "Good 15 in observance of Founders' CHURCH NEWS
BTW lost to a school in Blyseville,
call Ora Lee Kelly at JA. 7-5950.
'They are thinking about the "Sen- Those sophomores are really Earle, at 3 p. in.
Representatives from the Mis- Ark.
citizens." After the program H. Day, and a large number from
COUPLES OF THE WEEK
ior Play." I have been informed "tuff" since they won the "Queen
Mrs. Cora Hemphill was the
sionary
Societies
of
Morning
Star
'introduce
you
Humboldt is expected to go there.
We are going to
(1) Juanita Newbern and James
that the play is going to be the Drive."
sponsor. C. E. Draper is the prin- Jones played a violin concerto acOne son of Humboldt, James Baptist, St. James and Lane Chap- to each member of the team in the Hill (2) Quintellia Addison and
greatest in the history of the The top sophomores for this cipal.
companied by Mrs. I. L. Burnett.
el CME churches, along with oth- following paragraphs.
of
Stigall
Thomas,
a
graduate
school.
Clifford Banks (3) Connie Fitzweek are: Lola "Queen of the HorHigh school, and a junior at Fisk er members, worshipped with the
Miss Beverly Miller resides with gerald and Troy Cox (4) Rita NeeTOP SENIORS OF THE WEEK nets" Jefferson, Helen Bolden,
members of Parkers Chapel in her mother, Mrs. Earline Miller .y
be
appearing
with
university,
will
Margaret
Girls: Shirley Neal,
and Billy Parker (5) Irma
Vera Durham, Ernestine Horton,
the singers. He is the son of Mr. Gibson, Tenn., last Sunday night. at 359 C Lauderdale st. Miss Milrye Shirley Pye, Janice Brewer, Bettye Hopson, Carrie Thompson,
Cody and Billy Parker (6) Gerland Mrs. Flem Thomas.
Mrs. N. F. Williams, Mrs. Bea- ler is a member of the motor aldine Bernard and Fate Mosley
Lorayne Morrow, Brooks Twins, Marine Taylor, Bettye Morrow,
CHARITY WORK
trice Barnett and Mrs. Grace Gill, club, the press club, the debate
Viola Jones, Eva Dillard, Earline Nannie Johnson and Juanita
(7) Edna Smith and Danny Mitchwho
was visiting from Kansas club, dramatic club, science club,
doCommunity
Club
No.
One
is
Whitman Barbara Morrow, Bloom. Poole.
ell (8) Evelyn Duncan and John
City,
attended
the
executive
board
ing
an
excellent
job
along
charity
zozo club and 'make-up-editor for Ballentine (9) Herbert Woody and
ie Johnson, Mary Pilgrim and The boys are: Harry Coleman,
the
Christian
Methomeeting
of
lines,
giving
help
where
it
is
needa
the Washingtonian staff.
Lola Robinson.
jr., Bev McNammee, Lee Wil- The City Beautiful club of the ish roses and carrot sticks on
Phyllis Smith and (10) Larry
ed, and filling in the gaps which dist Episcopal church which was
Miss Marian Evans resides with Webster and Sandra Pegues.
Boys: Hardin Franklin, James liams, Eddie Mason, Carl Neal, 26th Ward, Precinct One, held its crystal plate.
have been left open. Just recent- held in Jackson on last Friday parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lee Evans
Futtrell, Leon King, James Ad- A. D. Neal, Charles Dunlap, Nor- annual Membership Tea on SunWIT OF THE WEEK
An interesting feature of the tea
at 631 B-St. Paul at. Miss Evans Putting your best foot forward
ams, Walter Hunter, Nelson man Spencer, William Anderson day afternoon, Feb. 1, from 2:00 this year was a musical program ly it came to the aid of the Gil- night and Saturday.
lispie Kindergarten with a pantry
club,
library
of
the
member
The
Stigall
High
school
Hornis
a
Bonds, Ken Jones, Durell Cleaves, and Ellis Jones.
small
home
of
Mr.
Several
at
the
to 4:00 p.m..
is all right, but you must also
and a fashion show.
shower,
motor club. press club, and is copy
and Mrs. Andrew Strickland. of children and young women particiOfficers of the worthy organiza- ets have had a very successful editor of the Washingtonian staff. put the other one along to make
1077 Walk pl., and guests were pated in this phase of the program. tion are Mrs. Vella Mae Gill, basketball season. They have won
progress.
She is also a member of the dewelcomed by the club hostesses, Seen chatting an sipping tea to- president;
Mrs.
Willie
Mae nine of the 13 games played. Mil- hating team, and the dramatics, GLEE CLUB
When you hear artistic mellow
Mrs. Jennie Pennington and Mrs. gether in the living room were Hurtch, vice president; Mrs. Eliz- ton Bond is coach of the team.
science, and Zoro clubs,
voices filling the building with unLeutisher Leatherman.
groups of friends and neighbors,
surpassed sweetness you can be
Registering the guests was Mrs. each of whom were lavish in their
384MiE
ssditM
h onsta., Bwri°thksherrespidaersentast, sure that it comes from the sonFROM
Slayme F. Clarke, who then pre- compliments for an enjoyable eveP.
E.
Rev,
and
Mrs.
Brooks.
or glee club, under the direction
sented each one with beautiful ning.
She is treasurer of the junior Red of E. L. Pender.
carnations.
Mrs. Bertha Harris is chairman
Cross, a member of the science. The officers of the glee club
In the dining rom the table was
of the club, Mrs. Mayme F. Clarke
debating club. and Zoro and dra- are Carl Williams, president;
beautifully overlaid with a white secretary, a n d Mrs. Andrew
c s.
r
Paul James, vice-president; Ann
matiiaca cluba
linen cloth, and centered with yel- Strickland is treasurer,
Miss Carolyn Dukes is the Kirk, secretary; Patricia Tony,
low and white tapers in silver
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert assistant secretary; Bobby Miller,
ATTEND FUNERAL
Mrs.„Pearl Bolden and Mrs. Er- candelabra.
Dukes, of 1066 So. Wellington st. treasurer; and Katherine McKin' Mrs. Minnie Smith has return- vin Bishop attended a Mid-Winter BEAUTIFUL TABLE
Miss Dukes is a member of the ney, librarian.
ed home after having attended tea in the home of Mrs. Liddie
A lovely service with delicate
e i
science, and dramatic club and inTthheere e neilnueb,jutnhieoyr
the funeral of her sister, Mrs. Mae McKnight which was sponsor- china graced one end of the table.
glee
are Her.
executive of the junior club.
Minnie Banks, of Gary, Ind.
ed by the Stewardess Board No. and at the other was an elegant
.
bert
Marshall,
Jeanette
Wallace,
Masculine!: on the team are Wil
Also in Gary to attend the fu- 2 of Mt. Zion CME church recent- arrangement of sandwiches surlie charnnan 16-year-old son of Derese Brown, Thelma Davis,
neral were Mrs. Martha Shaw, ly. Mrs. E.M. Slayton is president, rounded by shredded lettuce, radMrs.
Minnie Hardiman of 34 E. William Wilks, Emma P. WatMrs. Aleanor Ross, of this city, and Rev. B. H. Crawford pastor
Utah. Mr. Chapman is vice-presi- kins. Eleanor Addison, J e s se
steeland Mr. and Mrs. John Henry of the church.
The
1959
YORK
—
NEW
Mills
Woodland
here
from
were
National Dental Health Week, lion and process formation. An in- dent of the junior class, president Clemons and Patrice Edwards.
Battles of Dyersburg. Mrs. Banks James Barnhill and Miss Em- on a shopping tour on Saturday. making capacity of 147 6 million
February 8-14, has special signi- fected tooth can cause poor health of the science club, student coun- This year's club, according to
proenough
to
lived in Union City at one time.
ma Jean Doyle were here from Jan. 31.
net tons is great
ficance in that this year is the aid often must be removed. If ell, business manager of the Ira- students not associated with the
of raw
Rev. B. H. Crawford was a re- Dyersburg to visit his sister, Miss
Mrs. Exie McAuley and Mrs. vide a record 1,681 pounds
Centennial Year. Ws kind of sur- the tooth has to be removed and matics and debate clubs and presi- club. is one of the best senior glee
the
con
every
person
in
cent dinner guest in the home of Addie Mae Barnhill.
for
steel
clubs in Washington's 'history.•
Dorothy Harris were in Dyer,
prising to know that as far back is not replaced with an artifical dent of his homeroom.
and
American
Iron
Mr. and Mrs Dan Harper.
S.,
MAKE VISITS
U.
tinental
JIVING AROUND
Tenn., recently to visit Mrs. Ida
as 1859 dentist were getting to- one the teeth will shift, This leads
Felton Earls, Ill, lives at 389
DINNER GUEST
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Harper were McGee and Mrs. Blake. Also in Steel Institute said. That amount gether
and discussing ideas for to more infection, ugly appear- Mitchell rd.. with his parents, Mr. 1. Alex Perry and Lois Weikel,
Rev. A. D. Brown, of Memphis, recent dinner guest of Mrs. Pearl Dyer on Sunday were Rev. and is 44 pounds per capita more
dental health. Of course, on the ance, poor eating and speaking. and Mrs. Felton Earls. jr. and a cute couple you make, try to
team is pastor of the Brown Chapel Bolden.
stay that way, for goodness sake.
Mrs. Jordan and Mr. sad Mrs. than in 1958.
other hand you can see that den- So see the dentist.
is president of the senior classt 2.
.AME church here, was a dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbye Parch- Jack Beckett.
Elizabeth Thompson is on the
At the start of this year, steel tists need to do something to keep
If you eat the foods that are Hi-V and vice-president at large
guest in the home of Mrs. Melba mon have returned home to Niles.
beam. She loves Tyrone Smith by
furnaces were operating in 29 of people from dreading their serv- good for you generally you'll be
WITH THE CHURCHES
of the student council,
Diggs on last Sunday.
all
means.
Mich., after a two-week visit here
"Friends Day" will be observed the 49 states comprising the Un- ices.
eating the right foods to keep your wt
aAnother
,
masculine teammate
Willie Frazier, of Martin, Tenn., with their parents. Mr. and Mrs. at the New Hope Free Will Bapt- ion, as against 27 stales with fur3. Joyce DeSarzant, when are
The fruits of this effort have mouth healthy. That means milk,
mrast.e A.. you going to get yourself a mate
troafmM
passed away on Sunday. Feb. 1. Sam Bran and Mrs. Jessie Parch- ist church on Sunday. and each naces in the previous year. New
meant untold results in our chang- meat (fish or cheese), fresh L. Hall of 666 Pontotoc ave. He
He was the brother of Mrs. Cecil man.
member is supposed to bring a ly-built plants in Florida and An ed attitudes toward them. Now vegetables, fresh fruits, whole is a member of the football team and join the rest of the bunch?
4. Willie Chapman it's plain to
Jones of this city.
Steve Haynes and his uncle, friend. Rev. J. W Stricklin is pas- zone went into operation during We know that it's
smart to go the grains, eggs and butter daily. A and a columnist for another paper. see that Marian
• The Community Chorus render- Gus Span were here recently to tor.
Evans is the only
1958.
dentist a least twice a year and balanced diet wori't prevent tooth
Other
members
Ouiz
'em
of
the
leaf
on your tree.
ed a musical program at the Cum- visit his brother and sister-in-law. "Teaching All Nations" was the
more often if he says. In making decay. hut the right foods must learn could not be located for in5.
Myrtle
Greer
you are doing
berland Presbyterian church in Mr. and Mrs. George Haynes.
theme of the Sunday school of mt.
these visits we prevent the need be eaten regularly to keep up your formation. They are Ossie Brooks all right since
you hitched yourhonor of Post 10$1 of the AmeriMrs. Lucille Watson has return- Zion CME church recently. Choir Old-Fashioned Approach for very painful
good health.
Anothtreatments.
and James Lee. •
self to Spencer McGhee, aren't
LONDON - (UPI — British er point on the
can Lecinn last Sunday. Sylvester ed home to Chicago, III., after rehearsal was held' in the home
plus side is that the
An important thing for anyone
Conprattialtinna go to the Brook- you?
Hamilton is commander.
spending seven weeks in the city of Mrs. L. M. Ewella on Wednes- Overseas Airways Corp., is using dentist can help us
looking to remember is to cut down on er T. Washington Quiz 'em team WIT OF THE WEEK
keep
A musical program by the Boy visiting Mrs Viola Coleman.
an old-fashioned approach to a jet our best at all times.
day night.
sweets, especially between meals from the raeultv and at:tricot!: of
Who is Wise? He who learns
Scouts was given at Brown Chapel
Along with Mrs. Coleman, Mrs. C. L. Woods is president of the age prpoblem.
It's a known fact that small cav- and to brush the teeth after eat- Booker T Washington high school. from everyone.
AME church last Sunday evening. Mettle I,. Childress and Mrs. Exie choir, Mrs. Bessie Turner, secrememissued
earmuffs
to
ities
It has
in the teeth can be filled ing. If this is not possible swish CLUB NEWS
Who is powerful? He who •sThey also gave a program in the McAuley went to Fulton. Ky., with tary; Mrs. Exie McAuley church bers
of its London Airport staff more easily and with less discom- the mouth with water.
A new club around Washington erns his passion.
gym of Miles Hieh Fchnol on Feb. her as Ole left by train.
secretary. and Rev. R. H. Craw- and ear plugs to men working fort than large ones If the (Wray
This advice is simple, just heed has been organized, the members
Who is ridh? He that le ama
12. Alvin Morris is scoutmaster. Mr. and Mrs. Danville Cross ford, pastor of the church.
keeps spreading it leads to infcc- it and he a more attractive you.,calling themsel-es
,near jet engines.
AntIonettes. Lent.
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blessed to be able to have services all day and each service Was
ef special interest. After Sutida
school the pastor, Rev. W. C.
Set., Feb. 14, 1959
Rogers brought a very inspiring
message. The Rosenwald Glee
Mrs.
club, unaer the direction of
Imagine Burnette, rendered a
very impressive program for the
choir. The music was beautiful.
the songs were presented in a
very fashionable way and the
program was well attended. A
matn feature of the program was
Leckie
Ball, Josephine Barnett,
A NEW MONTH
The year has started into its Johnson, Mildred Parrish and a group of violin selections played by Mr. I. H. Jones. jr., a new
second month and you have a Margaret Burton.
faculty member at Rosenwald.
chance to test yourself now on just STATISTICS
how well you can keep resolutions. Mr. and Mrs. T. Cathy are the Mr. Jones has charge of t h e
You know, those resolutions that proud suirents of a baby boy born band. We wish for him much suc•
cess in this work.
you made way back at the begin on Sunday, Jan. 25.
inns of 1959. Have you forgotten
Mrs. Georgia B. Howard is in At 6:30 p. m. the Rev. C. D.
n this day of rush, I know that he is trying to hold
MUSING:
them already?
Benton Harbor, Mich., with her McKelvy, presiding elder of the
hustle, bustle and push button, us both, but on these occasions I
Well, anyway, we are enjoying sister, Mrs. Carrie Van Dyke and Brownsville district held his secthe younger generation must learn think that he should stick by me.
the Forward Look now. We are her new-born son.
ond quarterly conference for Dyer
to think for themselves. But the The daughter has a fine husband
wondering about Mr. Groundhog, T. Smith passed away this week, and Rutherford. Rev. and Mrs.
training must begin in the home. and three children. When my husand planning many birthday cele- and at press time no funeral ar- B. E. Patterson were hosts to Rev.
The parent should be careful in band goes to visit them he insists
brations, and just Which ones we rangements had been made.
and Mrs. Rogers for dinner. Mr.
Mrs. Mabel Purnell and Mrs.
handing down conclusions and that I go along. This daughter has
er club house. The show will
will place emphasis upon. Febru- Willie Harris, of St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. W. L. Burnetts, jr., and STEERING COMMITTEE —
to
left
Seated,
Nettle
Bonner.
feature well-known local artPictured above are the members
sets of rules of conduct. Staffing pulled my hair because 1 did not
ary is a short month, but it is a
has been called to the bedside son, Louis Kent, were guests of of the ,committee in charge of
right are: Mrs. henry J.
ists. Pictured above, standing,
a child with mental heirlooms is agree with her.
full one.
the
Jamtsons.
ill.
gravely
of his mother who is
Franklin, Mrs. Margaret Ev•
My husband and I get along
from left to right are: Z. L.
no way to make hirn think for
Youth Week is being observed In Memphis last Sunday to visit The funeral of the late Mr. T. steering the plans for the Patins, Miss Nora Morgan, Mrs.
Bonner, president of the club,
himself, or think at all for that well, When this daughter of his is
In some of the churches, but the Will Whitlock at Kennedy General Smith was held at Mt. Orange 51. iron, Tea and Musical ProGeorge A. Stevens, chairman,
not in the picture. B. B.
Mrs. Eva Little, Mrs.Helen
matter.
Dyer CME church is conducting hospital were Mrs. Will Whitlock, B. church Sunday with the pastor, gram sponsored by the 14th
Mrs. Ennna Curry and Mrs.
Scott, Mrs. Frances Davis,
Every incident of the day Dear B. B.
its celebration of it one month Miss Sallie Whitlock, J. T. Moore Rev. T. L. l'ilabins giving the eu- Ward chic club to be given
Ruby
Malone.
It would be interesting to know
should be an expedition into the
on Feb. 15, at the Lelia Walklater than the others.
logy. The immediate survivors are
and Clinton Farmer.
and childre,p should be just what this daughter would do
unknown,
Local workshop will he conductMrs. B. F. BooJer has returned his wife, Mrs. Amanda Smith, one
•
encouraged to probe for sause for her father if he did not have
ed by the local board the last home from the hospital and is do. daughter, Mrs. Amertine Cole,
and effect, which means parents a wife to look after him. Her
week in March along with
Youth
wi
three
was
and
He
Simpson
granddaughters.
nicely. Mrs. Emma
will have to get up and find the fault is jealousy as you have alWeek activities, and the main ccln- is improving fast.
one of 26 children born to the late
ready figured out.
answers.
sultant for these varied activities
Mr.
Mrs.
Smith.
and
George
Jenkare C. V.
Naturally you do not want tO
Dear Carlotta:
will be the Rev. William Smith. On the sick list
sisters
The
attended
Corfollowing
Mrs.
Phillips,
Willie
leave your husband, and yet he
newly appointed director of Christ- ins, Mrs.
I am my husband's second wife. does
Sow. the funeral: Mesdames Betty Cole
Willie
Mrs.
O'Daniel,
delia
not want to be separated
ian Education for the First EPisIan
Garrett, of 989
He has a married daughter by his
of Joliet, Ill., Tennie Mays, Jack- Final plans were made recent- are: Mrs. Ruth
from his daughter.
district of the CME church. ell and Mrs. Lillie Herron.
division one; Miss
place,
Knight
Muand
Tea
her
and
doing
is
wife,
she
first
Patrons
the
for
ly
son, Mich.: Willie O'Neal, St. LouHe will deliver the morning mes- Shut-ins are Tom Moore, Mrs.
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Simpson. Be sure and read Rosarea were nominated for offices. the sun hanging high overhead,
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happy to greet our supervising prise snow that came last night.
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Chicken has new glarnor, new ,appetite appeal
even the small fry are making lace's home last Sunday.
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for Negro hair groominir
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gate notes — DI7 LX. 7-2362.
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just
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Riceland
Hite L'72 7-3477.
most churches and we are urging
Spaghetti plates were sold at
shippers flocked to receive the Morning Star last Sunday, a n d
POEMS
gospel message from the church all who stayed for the benefit sup- We set POEMS TO MUSIC. for small
fee. We furnilb RECORDS and COPIES
GROUND FLOOR
of their choice. Sunday schools per enjoyed the food.
For FREE examination, SEND POEMS
to.
STERIGK BUILDING
I are improving in attendance in
Laymen of Morning Star Bap- TODAY Successful
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Song
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whOlki 10155 loaf )0u
'. 0. Box Na, 1702
Nashville I. Tenn.
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all of you to please attend some- at 8:00, and the president, George
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where each Sunday.
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Green peas and red pimientos add toles and flavor to this ;se:nett:I chicken. Use left-over
CASH FOR PROPERTY
The Dyer C. M. E. church was be present.
chicken or canned cooked chicken. Canned mushroom scsp flukes the easy sauce. And
Will buy any type house or lot
it's all heated together in one saucepan for 1 quick, pretty and satrsfying meal,(7158
Anyone in Lauds-dale County for all cash, try us today.
servings.) •
who wishes to see news concernABSOLUTELY NO DELAY
INGREDIENTS
ing a certain event or person in
C. V. DODD REALTY CO.
iAteaspoOn black pepper
the newspaper are asked to phone JA 5-0505
A 12 to It 07. tan green pen
432 Hickman Bldg.
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(English Lady)
V( chopped whole canned pimientos
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M teaspoon salt
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This Is her new office at the Mississippi
Offcers of the club are Mrs. Walker Homes
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after
Emma Lee Gibson, president;
State Line. MADAM BELL is back
Coleman Bros. Land Co.
Mrs. Bettie Mosby, vice presiberg time of being away and at last she is
WII 8-0303
home.
dent; and Miss Lillie Mae SanRine. 3. Cover and simmer about 14 minutes or unback to stay in her new
52541 DOWN
Have
marriage?
secretary.
with
ders,
til the Riceland Rine and peas are hot and most of
Are you Dissatisfied
2300 Waren road
Drain liquid from peas. Stir %
Bedroom Asbestos
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you
the liquid is absorbed. As mixture heats, be certain
Remember the sick and shut-in nhinizie4Lardwood
2-quart
in
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soup
into
liquid
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of
cup
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you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are
Jim
FA
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arldier
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some of the liquid covers the Riceland Rice. 4. Serve
citizens of the community.
BRIDGER REALTY also BR 6-1151 (real
saucepan. 2. Stir in salt and pepper. Stir in chicken
Is, bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
in a shallow serving dish or vegetable dish.
Riceland
the
with
and
Top
peas
the
pimientos.
and
She
once.
at
you
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest mime see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. fler home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
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at all times. (She never had in office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN

learn,

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
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John Gammon Feted On
Alma Mater's Campus
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Four Negroes
Now In Congress

Many fond memories were recalled for John Gammon at a
"This Is Your Lite" program presented in his honor by the Agricultural Agencies of Arkansas and
Crittenden county on Jan. 22, at
Arkansas AM and N college in
Pine Bluff.
Mr. Gammon, who is known
throughout the Tri-State area as
an outstanding agriculturist, humanitarian and dynamic worker,
Is a 1931 alumnus of the college.
He runs a farm in the Gammon
community, located six miles from
Marion, Ark.
A native of the community, Mr.
Gammon was graduated from the
Memphis Public high school system and entered Arkansas AM and
N college. Leaving there in 1931
with a B.S. degree in agriculture,
he went to work in the state of
Arkansas and was a Smith ,Hughes
teacher for several years. During
his teaching career he won a Manter Teacher's position at the school
and then proceeded to top that
with a Master of Masters position.
CONTINUED STUDIES
Still intent on furthering his career in the agricultural field he
, set out for Washington, D.C. to
continue his training. After attending a six-months agricultural
advisory course in Washington he
returned to the Tri-State area as

a worker with the Farm and Home shirts, a suede jacket, a $25 bond,
Administration. His duty was to cuff links, and many more.
advise, aid and instruct farmers BIG SURPRISE
One gift that apparently pleased
of Louisiana, Arkansas and MisMr. Gammon to the highest wap
sissippi.
During that time, his father fell the sight of his daughter. Ida Maill and he returned to the Gam- rie, a sophomore at Fisk university
mon place to take over as farm in Nashville, who was flown to
head. He has since been engaged Arkansas by the farm agencies for
in active work to help and in- the festivities.
spire the Negro farmers of the en- Mrs. Leoda Gammon, his wife,
serves with the Memphis Dairy
tire Tri-State area.
council as a nutritionist. She was
WON AWARD
In 1941 Mr. Gammon won the presented with a beautiful bouquet
"Live At Home" competition spon- of red roses and Ida Marie was the
sored by Memphis newspaper; he presented with the Memphis Dairy
recipient of • an orchid corsage.
was active in p IheingoC .71
was active in helping organize the Tri-State Defender readers will
Business Men's League in Crit- remember Mrs. Gammon for her
tenden county, which later led to cooking column carried in this
the housing annex to the Health paper.
building in Crittenden to accomo. Congratualtory telegrams were
date Negroes, and was instrumen- acknowledged from Dr. and Mrs.
tal in forming the Grant Coopers- G. W. S. Ish, Dr. and Mrs. A. R.
Flowers, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
tive Gin .
For the state of Arkansas he Owens, sr., and Mr. and Mrs. A.
helped to organize the Farm Bu- B. Owens,jr., all of Memphis: also
reau so that more Negroes could from Mr and Mrs. C. A. Hicks,
participate in the many farm ac- of Little Rock; Dr. L. A. Davis
tivities that were before closed Fannie M. Boone, of Luxora, Ark.
and family, Pine Bluff; and Mrs.
to his race.
Dr. Lawrence A. Davis, presi. Fannie M. Boone, of Luxora, Ark.
dent of AM and N headed the bon- Taking part in the program
ors program which saw many gifts were: Ed Hood, M. A. Washingconferred on Mr. Gammon by the ton. Herbert Smith, Mrs. Jennie
Ag agencies. Presents included a B. Wright, T. R. Belton. R. J.
television set, personalized teeth- Roddy, W. M. Pierce, and Mrs.
er brief case, a tailored suit, Margarite P. Williams.

Cain, Robert C. de Large, AlEDGAR T. STEWART
At the present time there are onzo R. Ransies, Robert B. Elliott,
Miller
four American Negroes serving in Robert Small, Thomas E.
the United States Congrsss. They and George W. Murray.
are William Dawson, of Illinois; ALL REPUBLICANS
Four Negroes, John Ax 1-layman, I
Adam Clayton Powell, of New
York; Charles Diggs, jr., of Michi- James O'Hara, H. P. theatham,
sent to
gan; and a newcomer in Novem- and George White were
ber, Robert Nix, of Pennsylvania. that body from North Carolina,
—
three
sent
• All are members of the House and Alabama
and
of Representatives. No Negro is Harolson, Benjamin S. Turner
presently serving in the United James T. Rapier.
States Senate, which has been call- For some reason or the other,,
had a I
ed one of the most exclusive bod- the Republicans have not
Negro to serve in the legislative'
ies in the world.
But shortly after the Civil War, bodies since that period. Illinois
there were Negroes serving in has had three Democrats to serve
Conlarge numbers in the House, and in this century. Aside from
Pri•I
two were members of the Senate. gressman Dawson, Oscar De
have
All were from the South, and all est and ArShur W. Mitchell
nice Marie Buckiner and Lou.
dent, (standing in rear;) Mrs.
KITS — The prepPREPARE
were members of the Republican served from that state.
Gwendolyn Isabel and Miss
ise Buckiner. Mrs. Sexton is
aration of Girl Scout kits is
The most widely known of the
party.
a volunteer district porker
Vernette Goldyn (in front,)
an annual affair in which the
surely
and
Congressmen,
Negro
SENATORS
NEGRO
TWO
and belongs to the girl scout
who are Klondyke s c h ool
Scouts of local troops particiTwo Negroes who served as sen- the most colorful has been Adam
cookie committee which anteachers. Scouts pictured are
pate. The Scouts above are
to
ators from the state of Mississippi Clayton Powell, who has been
Annie R. Phillips, Cleo Hopnounces that on March 1, all
from the Klondyke school area
were Hiram R. Revils and Blanch the Asia-Africa Congress in Ban- and are led by Mrs. Katie
son, Lorraine Cooper, Ma r y
clubs can buy cookies at 1554
rewas
who
and
Indonesia,
K. Bruce. Another Mississippian, dung.
Dortch, Helen Kinnard, Martel
Poplar.
Fi- Sexton, Klondyke PTA presi.
John -R. Lynch, served in the cently in Cuba conferring with
Weaver, Janice Jamerson, Enby
trials
watching
and
Castro
del
House during that period.
Other Southern states which the rebels who forced the dictator
•
was
have sent one Negro each to the Batista out of the country. He
House have been Virginia, John in Memphis last November.
One of the strongest RepubliM. Langston; Georgia, Jefferson
to get in the race for the
F. Long; Florida, Josiah T. Walls; cans
Dr.
and Louisiana, Charles E. Nash. House in recent years was
who
Leading out with eight Negro Theodore Mason Howard,
President Hollis F. Price an- Feb. 23, 8:30 a. in, Lincoln high
representatives dulling the Re- made a bid for theseat occupied
in the
nounced last week that Le Moyne school, Forrest City, Ark,
construction period was South by Congressman Dawson
OutITTA BENA — Mrs. Carrie
college will be one of the 30 colFeb. 24, 8:30 a. m., Harrison
Carolina, whose members includ- last election, but he was unable to
law, director of the School of Prac- leges participating in the testing High school, Blytheville, Ark.
ed Joseph H. Rainey, Richard H. prevail.
VocaMississippi
Nursing,
tical
of 5,000 to 6,000 scholarship and
Feb. 25, 12 noon, Eliza Miller
tional college, attended a two-day admission candidates from more
High school, Helena, Ark.
By RUFUS L. COLEMAN
workshop sponsored by the State
than 700 high schools distributed
Feb. 27, 8:30 a. m., Booker T.
By MRS. EXIE McCAULEV
Department of Vocational EducaCertified Grapho Analyst
throughout the United States and Washington High school, Jonesbotion.
UNION CITY, Tenn. — Funerthe Virgin Islands.
ro, Ark.
is the second in a series
(This
The workshop was held Jan. 29- LeMoyne will cooperate in adFeb. 27, 2:30 p. m., Branch High al services for Collins Brooks, of of articles on handwriting by Mr.
30 in the Woolfork bldg., Jackson, ministering the Cooperative Inter- school, Newport, Ark,
Ky., who was found Coleman. The (list appeared in
Fulton,
South
Miss., and was attended by Prachome early last week's Tri-State Defender,
are involved in tical Nursing Instructors across collegiate examination between Feb. 28, 9 a. m., Bruce Hall, shot to death in his
' 8:30 COLONEL FLACK. What bing restaurants
Feb. 23 and March 7, 1959, which LeMoyne college—all high schools Thursday morning, Jan. 27, were and others will in subsequent isFishcolorful
Frisco's
on
chase
up
state.
patching
the
the
starts out to be
will be given in some 265 test cen- in Memphis and Shelby county. held here recently at the Beard sues.)
Emphasis was placed on teach- ters across the nation during this
of a lovers' quarrel ends up as a erman's Wharf.
March 4, 8.30 a. rn., Frazier Funeral home.
You can learn to analyze hand9:30 PERSON TO PERSON. Ed ing techniques and methods for period. The Cooperative Intercol- high
game of high finance.
school, Covington, Tenn.
Mr. Brooks reportedly shot hinw writing and get worlds of fun out
7:30 TRACKDOWN. Ranger Ho- Murrow's guests are Harry Gold- better classroom teaching. T h e legiate Examination program is
Application forms for the exami- self in the chest at 3:00 a.m., and of it. but far more, get something
by Gilman takes on assignment en, author of "Only in America," many uses of audio-visual aids an educational service of the Unit- nation may be obtained from the was found by his wife, two sons you can use every day. Take this
of returning dying woman to her and Claire Bloom, star of new were demonstrated and highly re- ed Negro college fund. The ex- high schools listed above, by writ- and an uncle who were awakened specimen starting with the capital
.
. . .
commended for classroom aid.
home town where she wishes to Broadway play.
was ami a ion is open to qualified highing to one of the participating col- by the report from the shotgun "S." It is made with a flourish,
spend last days and be buried. 10:00 U. S. MARSHAL. "Break- Highlight of the workshop
a
to
seniors
and
limited
school
indicating showmanship and the
leges, or by writing directly to which was found at his side.
M.
Features television's oldest actress, in:" The marshal has trouble with the appearance of Mrs. Ella
Executive number of high school sophomores Office of the Director, CIEP, 22 Obion county Coroner Gus White de•, r-g to win applause or approval,
Associate
Thompson,
Reyopen
break
to
Walt
trying
de
counterfeiter
Adeline
95-year-old
and juniors of exceptional ability E. 54th St., New York 22, N. Y. listed the death as a suicide, but
The small "0"
safe for damaging information be- Director, National Association for andrepsridoemnitse.
nolds.
Admission to the examination is the reason for the victim's death
s r,
atmiopns,on as
uhco
is closed very
asetticsapleaNkuerrsinNgfrsEdT
gure
P
9:00 U. S. STEEL HOUR, "Fain- fore trial.
Price has appointed by ticket only. Admission tickets remain; a mystery since he left
carefully a n d
tly Happiness:" adaptation of Tols- SATURDAY, Feb. 14
shows that the
of the standard and na• Dr. W. W. Gibson, dean of the will be sent to each candidate who no note.
toy novel concerning 'marriage of 7:30 a.m. HOPALONG CASSIDY. co-author used
textbook, "Simpli- college, to direct the test admin- has filed application and paid an
writer does not
tionally
Mr. Brooks is survived by his
young woman to older man which Hoppy cleans up town run by
talk a great deal,
lied Nursing." The sixth edition istration at the following testing examination fee of $2.50. Late reg- wife Mrs. Taylee Brooks, three
results in bitter and tragic reper- crooks.
centers:
istrants must pay a fee of $3.00.
or at least does
of this text is now in use,
sons. Ernest Lee and Kenneth
cussions.
10:30 ROBIN HOOD. friar Tuck
Brooks, of South Fulton, and not talk about important things,
hides young boy being hunted by
THURSDAY, FEB. 12
tries to find young man who fled
Charles Brooks, of St. Louis; his but keeps them secret,
' 7:30 YANCY DERRINGER. sheriff for stealing flour.
after being accused of
mother, Mrs. Willie Brooks, and
All of t h epoints on the
Taney intervenes when Civil ad- 12:30 AIR FORCE STORY. Sec- in terror
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scheduled to be held March
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Boy Scouts Get
Set For Huge
Scout-',1-Rama

SIGNATURE
AUTO.FURNITURE

FHA Aids In
Co-Op Housing

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.

* MID SOUTH'S
LARGEST
BUICK DEALER
•
* CALL OR
COME IN
TODAY AND
TEST-DRIVE
THE ALL-NEW
BUICK

0. Credal PATTr.RSON, Jr.

TO SERVE YOU

Tri
Chi
See

is not easy to remember. The d.
stem in the bottom line is very
short and comes just above the
round part of the letter. Short destems means independence, and
you find it in the writing of those
who are not bound by customs.
who think things out for themselves. This is not always true.
There are other rules that apply
to independence, but this rule can
be depended on. Remember that
it reveals independence.
One lady asked if she and her
family should move to California.
I don't know. Your handwriting
does not show what you should
do, but this particular lady's writing shows that if it were not California it would be some other part
of the world for she is restless,
wants to travel, see places, meet
people. If she needs to earn money
e
aloirzk
should tram
keit uhpera tlo
thata shouldpe
she
inecaopfdw
will
on this trait instead of taking a
sedentary office job.
REdnEmBER
Above all remember that whether your handwriting is "good" or
"bad" does not count. It is the
strokes, the curlicue, the loops and
the straight lines that count. In
fact everything has value, the dots,
dashes, everything. "HAVE YOUR
HANDWRITING ANALYZED." To
get the truth your writing tells.
Merely write ten or twelve lines,
enclose $1.00 and a stamped reply
long envelope and your personal
analysis will be mailed to you
promptly. Address to R. L. Coleman, Grapho Analyst, care of
Tri - State Defender, Memphis,
Tenn.
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TOASTERS LAMPS
HEATERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS

LOANS

HARRY'S
LIQUOR STORE
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Handwriting Sample
Reveals Good Traits
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All Roads Lead To
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APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - JA 7-2631
2263 Park Ave. - FA 3-8507
Opus Nights

Free Parking
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• SALESMAN
TAKES A
PERSONAL
INTEREST
IN YOU

You Are Invited To See The
LESABRE
The Thriftiest Buick
INVICTA
The Most Spirited Buick
ELECTRA
The Most Luxurious Buick
CALL JA.5-5311 FOR ONE OF THESE SALESMEN TO SHOW YOU 'THE CAR' FOR '59
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